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**************************************************

To

the inhabitants of the

qualified to vote in

Town

Town

of Rye, in the County of Rockingham and in said State,

affairs:

are hereby notified to meet at the Rye Elementary School in said Rye on Tuesday,
of March, next at eight o'clock in the forenoon until seven o'clock in the evening
for voting by official ballot on all issues before the Town of Rye under RSA 40:13.

You
the

9**"

**************************************************
As

required under Senate Bill 2, the Deliberative Session

2004

at

9:00

was held on

Saturday, January 31,

AM at the Rye Junior High to review and amend the 2004 Town Warrant.

DEDICATION
The Annual Report of the Town of Rye for the Year 2004
Dedicated to
Fire Chief Leon Blaisdell
Is

March 3 1, 2004 will be Leon Blaisdell's last day on the job as Chief of the Rye Fire
Department bringing to a close his thirty two year fire fighting career dedicated to the
residents of Rye. Leon first joined the Rye Fire Department in November of 1971,
serving 10 years as an on call officer and department mechanic.
In

December of 1981, he was appointed

to the rank

of lieutenant. During the

From 1971

last

fiiU

time fireman and, over the years,

moved

four years, he has served the town as Fire Chief

to 2004, tremendous improvements have taken place in fire fighting

and equipment. As a fire fighter, Leon has witnessed first hand and been a part
of the evolution of our own fire department from primarily volunteer/on-call manpower
to permanent two-man around the clock fire fighting coverage plus ambulance service.
training

As Chief of the Department, Leon Blaisdell's emphasis has been two fold: 1. Cutting
response time of ambulance and fire fighting equipment to the scene and 2. Safety of the
public and the personnel of his department. Both have improved during his watch. Lee's
dedication, caring and helpfubess are well known and will be missed. On behalf of a
gratefiil citizenry,

we wish him a long and healthy retirement.

In

Memoriam

Patricia M. Wennesf0
^9^7

-

2003

Patricia (Dickey) Jenness, wife of Norman L. Jenness of 614 Wallis Road died July 29, 2003,
Webster at Rye. She was bom in Fairfield, Maine on October 16, 1917, a daughter of Everett
and Beatrice (Webb) Dickey.
Patricia Dickey came to Rye to accept a teaching position and, for twenty years, she taught
at

grade at a time when grades

1 through 8 attended the Rye Center School.
It was also here in
met and married her husband and they raised their family.
In 1965, Pat was appointed Rye Tax Collector. She and her husband, Norman, converted the
back porch of their home on Wallis Road into the tax office. She served in this capacity for the
next twenty-five years. During this period, the selectmen moved their office out of the fire station
and consolidated all town offices, including that of the tax collector, in the former Methodist
Church known today as Town Hall.
Pat attended the Rye Congregational Church. She was a member of the Rye Players, an
active Rye drama group in the 1940's and 50's, with performances at Town Hall. She also assisted
the treasurer of the Rye Ambulance Corps and was a member of the Rye Every Other Tuesday

fifth

Rye

that she

Club.
In addition to her husband, survivors include two daughters, Deborah Ackman and her
husband Steven, of Cass Lake, Minn., and Karen Jenness Smith and her husband Donald, of
Nashua; five grandchildren; a great granddaughter; three sisters; two brothers; and several nieces
and nephews.
Pat Jenness was a loving wife, mother, grandmother, and great grandmother. In her civic
responsibilities, during an age before

and meticulous.

modem

computerized office equipment, she was dedicated
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***TOWN OFFICIALS***

FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2003

BUDGET COMMITTEE
(3 -year

term)

James G. Maheras
John B. Tobey
R.

J.

Lincoln

Paula Snyder

Douglas Abrams
Diane Tod South
Joseph G. Mills,

Jr.

(Selectmen's Representative)

2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006
2005

PLANNING BOARD
(3-year term)

Robert T. Papp

John P. Loring,
Melvin R. Low

Jr.

Kimberly M. Reed
Robert Hablutzel
Robert T.
Priscilla

Brown

V. Jenness (Selectmen's Representative)

2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006
2004

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
(3 -year

term)

2004
2005
2005
2006
2006

Raymond Jarvis
Betty Menson
Frank Drake

Benjamin T. King
Jay Nadeau

HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
(3-year term)

Eleanor Stewart

CONSERVATION COMMISSION
(3-year term)

2004
2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006

Robin Hughes
Lee Perrault
Sally S. King
Louise Tallman
James Raynes
Paula

Mahoney

Jeffrey Gardner

RECREATION COMMISSION
(3 -year

term)

Vacancy
Vacancy
Gregg Mikolaities

2004
2004
2004
2005
2005

Victoria R. Loring

Paul

Mackey

Stephen

J.

King

Harold M. Hoefle

MOSQUITO CONTROL COMMISSION
(3-year term)

Thomas Aspinwall

2005
2006
John W. Moynahan (Selectmen's Representative) 2006
Richard

F.

Curry

CLP.

COMMITTEE

Joan Sweeney

Gary B. Dodds
Mary Johanna Brown
Robert T. Brown
Kimberly M. Reed

SEWER COMMISSION
(3 -year

term)

2004
2005
2006

Leon H. Valley
David Kohlhase
William Ladrie

RYE WATER DISTRICT
(3 -year

term)

2004
2005
2006

John Murtagh
Joseph Kenney
Peter P. Mullaly

REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT
(2-year term)

Jane S Langley (Rye)
.

Daniel Hughes

(New

Castle)

2004
2004

TOWN ADMINISTRATOR
Earl A. Rinker, HI

BXJILDING INSPECTOR

HEALTH OFFICER

Susan M. Zarlengo, Building/Planning/Zoning Dept

Gail A. Snow, M.D.

CEMETERY SUPERDJTENDENT

LIBRARIAN

Edward

Sherry Evans (resigned)

J.

Ireland

Interim Directors; TriciaQuinn

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR
Mark N.

Sharon Macdonald

Zartarian

OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
FENANCE/BENEnTS ADMINISTRATOR

Paula Snyder

Grace E. Collette

POLICE CHIEF
FIRE CHIEF
Leon

Alan Gould

C. Blaisdell

PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR

FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Leon

Everett "Bud" Jordan

C. Blaisdell

RECREATION DIRECTOR

HARBOR MASTER

Lee Arthur, Recreation Director
Jessica Dickey, Program Director

Leo Axtin

TOWN HALL STAFF
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE
Nancy Weiand, Executive Secretary
Beatrice Marconi, Assessing Clerk

SEWER DEPARTMENT
Tina Lear, Administrative Assistant to Sewer Commission
Walter Parenteau, Clerk of the Works, Sewer Commission

TOWN CLERKATAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE
Elizabeth

M. Yeaton, Deputy Town Clerk/Tax

Phyllis Lundgren, Assistant

Collector

Town Clerk/Tax Collector

BUILDING/PLANNING/ZONING OFFICE
John F. Elsden, Planning/Zoning Administrator
Susan Dunfey, Building/Planning/Zoning Assistant

SELECTMEN'S REPORT
In conjunction with Article 6

of the 2003

Fund, your selectmen formally created the

ballot,

approval of the Conservation Land Acquisition

Open Space Committee

as a sub committee of the
committee met bimonthly throughout the year
to research, develop, and recommend criteria and process for selection and evaluation of land for
protection, develop an outreach approach for interested landowners as well as research and select a
qualified group of land protection organizations.
The committee's report was presented to us in
January, 2004. It is our belief that the work of this committee, in cooperation with the Conservation
Commission, will serve to prevent missteps made by other towns seeking to protect open space.
In accordance with your wishes through approval of Article 8, last spring we purchased the
Govoni property adjacent to the fire station for the construction of a Public Safety Building. The
building committee, some members for the sixth year, literally went back to the drawing board and
worked with HKT Architects to reduce the size of the building as it appears along the streetscape while
avoiding loss of vital requirements. In one short year, grant funding possibilities have been drastically
altered by the Homeland Security Act by removing fimds for building proposals in favor of funds for
emergency equipment.

Conservation Commission. Chaired by

In keeping with Article

13,

Ray

two

Jarvis, this

additional full time fire fighters

Town with two-man coverage around the clock.
In June, the deed to the Rye Town Museum approved via Article

were added

to the roster

providing the

the

Rye

Historical Society.

property of the

19,

was formerly turned over to

and maintain the Museum. The land remains the

authorized us to appoint a Capital

committee, chaired by
all

will operate

Town of Rye.

Article 21

enables

The Society

Bob Brown with

Improvement Program Conunittee.

This

the expert assistance of Joan Sweeney, produced a plan that

departments to view the recent past in terms of town wide capital purchases ($10,000 +) and
Strictly an advisory tool, the comparative analysis provided

project anticipated future capital requests.

by the Capital Improvement Plan serves several purposes, among them a means to plan well in advance
and avoid spikes in our tax rate.
Many site walks were undertaken over the year in order to assess problems first hand prior to
decision making. Fair Hill Drive was viewed on several occasions following heavy precipitation. We
contacted DBS (Department of Environmental Services) regarding protection of wetlands in that area
and now await the results of study by an independent consultant. We met representatives of PSNH on
Lang Road following concern of residents there in regard to the amount of tree cutting to be done.
After a site walk along the harbor side of Harbor Road, we contacted the Army Corps of Engineers with
regard to the height of the jetty following requests fi-om residents to build up the harbor edge.
Correspondence from the Army Corps indicates that the jetty remains at its original height. We also
visited numerous sites where obstacles had been placed in the Town right of way, trees might have
become a liability, and snowplow dameige was claimed.
We were well aware that to follow the State's lead and move to a Cany In-Cany Out Policy at
our Town beaches would take time. Among our beaches, Wallis Sands presented the greatest problem,
due in large measure to nearby take-outs. Dog waste is another problem with or without the Policy.
Many dog owners are responsible and cany "mutt mitts" both in and out. A few have no concern for
children that come to play in the sand. A growing danger may be foimd in the crushed and often broken
wire lobster traps sometimes lying half buried by the tides. In times past, it was illegeil to touch the
wooden traps that came ashore as they had value and could be identified and repaired by the lobstermen
who searched for them following storms. More recently, beach goers and lifeguards pile broken
portions of wire traps near the beach entrance and then notify the Town office.
If Warrant Article 14 on the March 9, 2004 ballot is approved, 25% of the revenue fi-om the sale
of beach stickers will be available for the cleaning of our town beaches. The summer of 2003 saw the
beginning of a "keep our beaches clean" volunteer effort. We applaud this beginning and request all
beach users to share in the stewardship of this priceless town asset. One thing is certain: beach entrance
signs will be enlarged for 2004 with information expanded to include the Cany In - Cany Out Policy,
the Dog Ordinance, and the Surfing Ordinance.

At the beginning of 2003, Rye had two areas where cell phone service was impossible: Cable
Road south to the North Hampton border and the vicinity around Wallis Sands State Park. Although
wireless overlay areas were established a number of years ago, when Tower Ventures sought approval
for a cell tower in the wireless overlay area off Garland Road it faced opposition from homeovraers
who found themselves in close proximity. Over the year, the Planning Board, the Conservation
Commission and the Rye Water District cooperated to relocate the 100' x 100' tower site farther east
still along the edge of the existing Public Service right of way. This location requires your approval
on March 9, 2004. If approved, only one Rye area will remain in which emergency and personal cell
phones are useless.
The 2004 budget process began last August. All departments have worked to hold the line. As a
result, our proposed operating budget for 2004 is up just 2.2% or $123,896, primarily the result of a
15.6% rise in the cost of health insurance.

but

Respectfully submitted,

Priscilla

V. Jenness, Chairman

Joseph G. Mills, Jr., Vice Chairman
John W. Moynahan, Selectman

Efforts to balance the need for cell phone capability and

the obtrusive presence of the tower structure generally

required have resulted in adaptations of existing high
points in Rye.

Carriers are currently located in the

steeple of the Congregational

(below,

left)

Church

as well as atop the

in

Rye Center

water tower off

Lafayette Road. Perhaps the old WWII observation
tower (below,right) can be adapted in a similar manner.
This location would serve the Wallis Sands area.

A 2003 SPECIAL REPORT
RYE PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING COMMITTEE'S REPORT
Of the

Town

three Warrant Articles voted

on March 2003 which were

directly related to this important

voted strongly (1) in favor of purchasing the real property adjacent to the
existing Fire Station, and (2) in favor of providing additional monies to continue with the design
project, the residents

process and the production of Construction
to build this building.

bond and by

The

third

Warrant

Documents which will be required when the Town decides
which would have permitted the raising of funds by

Article,

and grants to build the project, barely missed receiving the required three-fifths super
Based on the voters' approval of the first two items, the Committee
the voters supported the creation of a combined public safety building in a central

gifts

majority by only eighty votes.

understood that

Rye Town Center, but were not prepared at that time to underwrite its estimated size and
Thus, the most important parts of the process were allowed to proceed, and the Committee has

location in the
cost.

done just that.
The focus of the Committee has continued to be to create a combined public safety facility that
will serve the needs of all the 5200 year-round which grows to some 10,000 summertime residents of
Rye fi-om an optimum geographic location in the Rye Town Center, with a building having an
architectural presence befitting the character of Rye. The Town Selectmen consummated the terms of
the Purchase and Sale Agreement on April 30, 2003, and the Town is now the owner of the property,
known as the "Govoni House," located at 55 1 Washington Road.
Proceeding along the established timeline, the Rye Public Safety Building Committee has
worked with HKT Architects to review the needs of the Fire and Police Departments, and through
fiirther revisions to the Schematic Design documents. Further refinements of the required floor area
have been accomplished by another critical review of programmatic needs by the Fire and Police
Chiefs. This effort has focused on minimizing the area, the volume, the visible mass, and the cost of
the buildmg by placing more of the net assignable space on the lower level below the first floor, in the
second floor of the building under the roof, and, as a bonus, to preserve developable space above the
apparatus bays for other future Town uses. Some of these changes, largely encouraged by members of
the Historic District Commission, have caused the visible volume, the massing, and the length of the
building along the Washington Road streetscape to be significantly reduced.
The building gross square-footage has grown some seven percent and the project cost has grown
by some nine percent. These changes are attributable to the less-efficient and more costly below-grade
and "attic-space" construction, the need for another elevator stop and other required equipment, and the
escalating costs of institutional construction, now being projected to a construction schedule one year
later.

The Schematic Design phase is now complete, and the design team has moved on to the "Design
Development" phase, during which the details of the project, along with details of an estimated cost,
have been developed. This will be followed by the "Construction Documents" phase during which the
details of construction, including drawings and specifications, and bidding documents will be created.
The Committee and HKT continue to meet with members of the Historic District Commission and all
other interested townspeople to receive their fiirther input. Further meetings will take place regularly
all interested parties as the design evolves. More architectural renderings are being created, along
with computer-generated three-dimensional perspective views fi-om various vantage points, and a three-

with

dimensional physical massing model showing the

new RPSB

in the context

of its neighborfiood.

The Building Committee continues with its plans to save the Govoni House, considering all
possible alternatives, focusing on a plan to integrate the house into the set of rental properties, now
known as The Parsonage Apartments managed by the Housing Partnership, nearby on the streetscape of
Washington Road in the Rye Town Center. A fiirther benefit that will accrue to the benefit of the Town
and to this project will be the value and disposition of the land and building on Central Road presently
housing the Police Department.

The broad-based makeup of the building committee includes representatives of the Rye Town
Budget Committee, the Planning Board, the School Board, the Historic District Commission, the Fire
Chief, the Police Chief, and pro bono volunteers whose professional work has been devoted to the
planning, the architecture and engineering, and the construction of distinguished, durable, institutionalquality buildings. The decision to acquire the "Govoni" site, and to build a combined Fire/PoUce Public
Safety Building on that one central site, of the size, scope, and architectural style presently under
detailed design, have been unanimous decisions made by the Building Committee. What has been
approved and recommended by this Committee is a no-frills building sized to fit the current and nearterm staflfing, and equipment public safety requirements of the Town. The Committee recommends that
the Town vote to raise the fimds by Bond, and to the extent possible reduced by grants and by gifts, to
underwrite the $3,699,525 cost of this project. This Warrant Article has been recommended by a vote
of the Board of Selectmen and by the Budget Committee.
Respectfully submitted,

Victor D. Azzi, for the Rye Public Safety Building Committee

W.VSIIIXGTON RO.\D

A

-

\'IEW

FROM SOLTinVEST

computer generated image places the proposed Rye Public Safety Building complex along the
streetscape of Washington Road in Rye Center at the site of the present Fire Station and the Govoni
property. The Govoni purchase for this purpose was approved by vote in March of 2003. The Purchase
and Sale agreement was signed in April.
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of Rye,

NH - Revenue and

Expenditures

1994-2002

2002

6,499,751

2001
6,430,995

2000

6,613,337
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1997
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4,348,761
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For assistance
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copy)

Revision Date:
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Form MS-1 for 2003
CITY/TOWN

of

RYE

COUNTY

ROCKINGHAM

IN

CERTIFICATION
This

is

to certify that the information provided

in this

report was taken from the ofTicial records and

is

correct to the best of

our knowledge and belief RSA21-J:34

Date Signed:

City/Town

SEPTEMBER 10, 2003

TELEPHONE #

(603)

*Check one: Selectmen

964-5523

Due

date:

^

Assessors

September

1,

2003

Complete the above required certification by inserting the name of the city/town officials, the date on which the certificate is signed,
and have the majority of the members of the board ofselectmen/assessing officials sign in ink (RSA 41:] 5 & Rev. Rule 105.02).

REPORTS REQUIRED: RSA 21-J:34

as amended, provides for certification of valuations, appropriations, estimated revenues

such other information as the Department of Revenue Administration

may

and

require upon forms prescribed for that purpose.

NOTE: The values and figures provided represent the detailed values that are used in the city/town tax assessments and sworn to
uphold under oath per RSA 75:7. Please complete all applicable pages and refer to the instructions (pages 10 thru
14) provided for
individual items.

THIS

FORM MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE DRA NO LATER THAA' SEPTEMBER

1st

TO AVOID LATE FILING PENALTIES. (RSA

21-J:34

& 36.)

RETURN THIS SIGNED AND COMPLETED INVENTORY FORM TO: NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
ADMINISTRATION, COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION, MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU, PO BOX 487, CONCORD NH
03302-0487.
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(Aiuich additional sheet if needed.)

(See Instruction # 4)
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TOWN OF RYE EMPLOYEES

-

2003

Low, Jean

TOWN OF RYE
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PACKAGE COSTS
BENEFIT

Life

Insurance

Treasurer's Report

On

July 24,

for

Rye was

2003 the town received notice from tlie State of New Hampshire that the State Education tax
to be $2,887,698, due to be paid on March 1 5, 2004. This was good news for the taxpayers

of our town, as the original estimate from the state

was

that Rye's portion

Rye

would be $3,784,901

a reduction from $5.80 to $4.92 in the state education property tax
will cease to be a donor town altogether.

reflects

rate. Hopefully, in

.

This

the future

In the fiscal year 2003 the amount increased by
The Rockingham County assessment increased by $31,853 to a

Rye's local school appropriation continues to grow.

$855,404

a

for

total of

$8,575,189.

total

of $1,481,932.

A bank

was

amount of $41 8,000 for the purchase of the so-called Govoni
Washington Road. The town's total indebtedness as of
December 31 2003 is $3,398,000. This includes the Sewer Bond (town's share of 40%), Parsonage
Land, Library Building Bond and fire taick note.
note

issued to the town

in

the

property, adjacent to the Fire Station on
,

There was no need
I

to

borrow

in

anticipation of taxes again this year, saving interest

wish to thank the Board of Selectmen and town employees

for their cooperation

expense.

and assistance.

General Fund
January 1 2003 Balance
Checking Account
,

Money

256,476.68

Mari<et Investments

N.H. Public Deposit Pool

Bank

of

15,800.36
1,000.00

Payroll

New Hampshire

838,444.83
Pool

6,325,917.52

7,437.639.39

21,298,774.55

Receipts

Disbursements

(20,043,602.97)

December 31 2003 Balance
Checking Account
,

791,433.56
1,000.00

Payroll

N. H. Public Deposit Pool

Pool

273,004.14
6,904,950.31

Citizens

Premium Investment

722,422.96

January

1

Bank

of

New Hampshire

8,692.810.97

Conservation Commission
,

2003 Balance

11,272.13

101.38

Receipts

Disbursements

0.00

December 31 2003 Balance

11,373.51

,

Conservation Commission Land Acquisition
January

2003 Balance

Receipts

408,395.65
34,799.43

Disbursements
December 31, 2003 Balance

433.562.66

1

,

(9,632.42)

34

Sewerage Fund Operating

& Maintenance

January 1 2003 Balance
Receipts

236, 1 97.85

,

Tax

Collector

292,392.85
6,792.19

Treasurer
State Grants

95,584.00

Disbursements

(567,565.12)

December 31 2003 Balance

$

,

63,401.77

Town of Rye, Escrow
January

1

,

2003 Balance

39,889.82

Receipts

47,674.69

Disbursements

(63,193.36)

December31, 2003 Balance

$

Town
July 7,

of Rye, Umbrella Accounts

*

2003 Balance

59,823 41

Receipts

8,315.10

Disbursements
December 31 2003 Balance

(14,297.65)

$

,

•indudes Forest Fund.

Adams

Escrow, Recreation and Excavation Surety consofidated on 7-7-03

Respectfully submitted,

Barbara

J.

24,371.15

Flynn

Treasurer
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TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
OFFICE HOURS: Monday through Friday 8:00 am to 4:30 pm
Telephone: 964-8562 Fax: 964-4132 Email: ianei(S),town.rve.nh.us

growth Rye has been experiencing in terms of the
and the number of transactions recorded. We're fi-equently the first to
welcome new residents, and to say fare-thee-well to those leaving town. And, we work

Our

office relates directly to the steady

dollars collected

town departments who we know are experiencing

closely with other

similar growing

pains.

We're

Rye to have so many well-qualified and conscientious employees. We
member of the staff offering to help out in another department when
become overwhelming. This teamwork approach helps keep our town

fortunate in

regularly observe a
the workload has
hall operating at

In

2004 there

then the
in

maximum

will

Town

be four

efficiency.

Election

is

The Presidential Primary takes place January 27*;
March 9*. Following that there will be a State Primary
General Election on November 2^^. Rye's polling place is at

elections.

held on

September and then the

Sagamore Road. Polls are open from 8:00 am to 7:00 pm. If
on Election Day, absentee ballots are always available
at our office up to 5:00 pm on the day before the election. If you have not yet registered
to vote, you can do that at any time here at our office. You can also register at the polls
on Election Day. Bring photo identification and proof of your Rye residency.
the Elementary School on

you

As

are unable to get to the polls

always, dogs need to be licensed each year between January 1st and April

to date rabies certificate is required for

30"^.

An up

each dog.

Beach parking permits can be purchased at this office at a cost of $20.00 each. You'll
need the registrations for the vehicles for which you want permits. To qualify you must
be a property owner and/or a resident of Rye.
people of Rye. I am gratefial to our Boards
and cooperation and this year I'm particularly
thankful for the assistance of Phyllis Lundgren and Bea Marconi.
They both came
through in a pinch with unfailing good humor and expertise. Sincere thanks as well to
my fiiend and deputy, Beth Yeaton.
It is

a pleasure to

work

and Commissions for

for

and

to serve the

their kindnesses

Respectfully submitted.

Jane E. Ireland

Town

Clerk/Tax Collector
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
Year Ending December

31, 2003

Summarv
Motor Vehicle

Permits (7297)
Title Fees (1399)

Registrations

$

1,125,233.50

2,798.00

Municipal Agent Fees (6678)

16,695.00

Total Motor Vehicles Fees

S

1,144,726.50

Dog

$

5,718.00

Licenses (954)

Miscellaneous

UCC Filings

$

Marriage Licenses
Certified Copies
Filing Fees
Wetlands Permits

Town

1,980.00
1,252.00

5.00

306.00

Seal

33.00

Pole Licenses

80.00

Articles of Agreement

15.00

Voter Checklists

Dog

1,365.00

225.00

Lists

25.00

Civil Forfeitures

900.00

Beach Parking Permits (1862)

37,240.00

Total Miscellaneous

$

43,426.00

Remitted

$

1,193,870.50

to

Treasurer
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MS-61

TAX COLLECTOR
All receipts

of the tax collector,

date of the fiscal year.

We do

(RSA

41 :35)should be remitted to the treasurer on or before the closing

not recommend that town

officers, other than the treasurer, report

"Cash

on Hand" at the close of the year.

Upon

written request from the governing board,

and unredeemed taxes at the end of the
from each delinquent taxpayer.

you must provide an itemized

fiscal year.

It

list

of the uncollected

should contain the name of and the amount due

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT - FORM MS-61
each tax collector is required to submit a written report to the
form MS-61 is sent to the Department of Revenue Administration by the
last day in February (August 31 for June year end) and must also be published in the annual report. It
summarizes the activities in your various accounts. The report must contain not only a summary of the
current year's tax levies, but also separate summaries showing the activity in all prior year's tax levies
which are not settled at the end of the fiscal year.
At the close of the
municipality.

The

fiscal year,

report, the

,

MS-61
Please

We

fill

in

your town name and the year of the report. Specify the year

have given instructions for the financial report form MS-5

in

the column headings.

to the selectmen.

Those

instructions require the selectmen to obtain tax collector accounts information from your report.

who wish to report in more detail. The total of page 1 should
and debits on top of page 3 should equal the credits on the bottom of page
3. The column heading on page 3, "Last Year's Levy", refers to the levy for the year prior to that for
which the form is being completed. For example, if in January 2003 you are completing this form for
year end December 2002 the report is for 2002 and "Last Year's Levy" would be the levy for 2001.
Blank categories are provided for those

equal the total of page

2,

Sign on page 3 and return one copy to us at the address below and give a copy to your governing body
(selectmen).

They

are required to publish

your report

in

the municipality's annual report.

NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397

MS-61
Rev. 08/02
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Year Ending Dec. 31. 20 03

RYE

For the Municipality of

DEBITS

BEG. OF YEAR*

of this

S3110

xxxxxx

Resident Taxes

S31E

xxxxxx

Land Use Change

#3120

xxxxxx

#3185

xxxxxx

#3187

xxxxxx

#3189

xxxxxx

Yield Taxes

Excavation Tax @S.02/yd

Charges

2002

Report

Property Taxes

Utility

PRIOR LEVIES

Levy for Year

UNCOLLECTED TAXES-

(PLEASE SPECIFY YEARS)

823,126.33

xxxxxx

TAXES COMMITTED THIS YEAR

FOR DRA USE ONLY
16,891,006.97

Property Taxes

#3110

Resident Taxes

#3180

Land Use Change

#3120

136,300.00

Yield Taxes

#3185

144.11

Excavation Tax (S $.02/yd

#3187

Utility

#3189

Charges

OVERPAYMENT:
Property Taxes

#3110

Resident Taxes

#3180

Land Use Change

#3120

Yield Taxes

#3185

Excavation Tax

@ $.02/yd

prpnavmRnf.F;

#3187

Costs before lien
nterest- Late Tax

#3190

Resident Tax Penalty

#3190

TOTAL DEBITS
•This amount should be the

same as

34,391.95

8.260.11

55,069.08

2,755.87

1,109.00

2,007.00

11,870.19

27,048.37

$17,077,578.09 $907:250.78
the last year's ending balance.

If

$

8,260.11

not, please explain.

NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
-"
COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397

MSRev.
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MS-61

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
For the Municipality of

RYE

CREDITS
REMITTED TO TREASURER

Year Ending

12-31-03

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
For the Municipality of

rye

DEBITS

Year Ending

12/31/03

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
(SEWER
For the Municipality of

RYE

Year Ending

ONLY)

12-31-03

MS-61

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
(Sewer Only)

For the Municipality of

RYE

Year Ending

CREDITS
REMITTED TO TREASURER

12/31/03

TOWN CLERICS REPORT OF BIRTHS FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2003

RATF

6

3

11

TOWN CLERK'S REPORT OF MARRIAGES FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2003

nATF

PiRnnM'R NAMF AMR

January

Ralph

1

February

Wayne

tr.F

PI

Gould, Newfields,

RRinFS NAM F AND

NH

Joyce Rhea Willmer, Rye,

NH

Roger Edward Smith, Rye,

1

February 22

OF RFRIRFMnF

April

5

Bmce George

April

6

Paul Grant-Martin Tame, Tucson,

Kenneth

April 21

Marcia Ann

NH
AZ

McLaren, Lancaster,

April

26

James Robert

April

28

James

NH
NH
Portsmouth, NH

Clari<,

Margaret Brooke Moran, Canaan,

Monica A, Pearson, Rye,

Richard, Parsippany,

C. Beckwith, Rollinsford,

NH
NH

Cynthia Ellen Casmano, Lancaster,

NH

Pearson, Rye,

F.

ArF ClF RFSinFNnp

Karen Yvette Faulkner, Rye,

MA

David Alan Random, Beverly,

PI

NH

NJ

Kera Skye Goldsmith, Parsippany, NJ

NH

Lolita

Soriano Viemes, Lasam, Cagayan, Philippines

Ann Harvey,

NH

Danijela Djokic, Rye,

NH

May 4

Richard Valentino Williams,

May 24
May 25

Preston Eugene Bemis, Rye,

NH

Carol

Paul Francis Colgan, Boston,

MA

Chariene Sloan Phipps, Georgetown,

May 31
May 31

Jacob Whitley Mather, East Greenwich, Rl

June

Michael

Thomas

Jr,

Stacey, Rye,

Rye,

Lisa

Anna

Kingdom

Goring, United

Olivet-Gallo,

Marcia Lane Doskxil, Rye,

NH
NH
Rye, NH

NH

David Michael Rugoletti, Portsmouth,

Heidi Marie Brennan, Portsmouth,

June 7

Matthew Ronald Levesque, Rye,

Beveriy Joyce Rawding, Rye,

June 14

William Royce

1

Hodgeman,

Jr,

Aaron Scott

Kristin Gilbert

June 28

Mark Bamett Gombiner, New York,

June 30

John

July

lain

1

Lafleur,

Rye,

Brodenck, Goleta,

E. Lasuer,

Rye,

CA

Lee Hoefle, East MIddlebury. VT

July26

Andrew M.

26

Kathleen Teresa Fitzgerald,

Wendy

Michael A. Engelking, Rochester,

July

CA
New York, NY
NH
Vicki Lynn Hemenway, East MIddlebury, VT
Winter R.Yori(, Rye, NH
Jennifer L. Andreozzi, Rye, NH
Martha Masy McDemiott Goleta,

NY

NH

July 19

Claris,

Rye,

NH

NH

Brian Luis Scribner, Boxboro,

NH

NH
Bethany Lynn Taylor, Rye, NH
Kara Mason Zechel, Rye, NH

NH

June 21

June 28

MA

East Greenwich, Rl

NH

MA

E. Johnson, Rye,

Amanda

August 2

Douglas Spencer Wollmar, North Hampton,

August 9

Brian John Murphy, Rye,

August 9

David W. Wenger, Claremont,

August 16

Timothy Justin Black, Greenland,

NH

Beriied,

Boxboro,

MA
NH

Evangeline Anne Lincoln, Rye,

NH

Jennifer

NH

Lynn

Reed

Fulop,

E. Mains, Rye,

West

Hartford,

CT

NH

Ann Flanders Damon, West Ossipee, NH

August 16

NH
Aaron Bradford Eaton, Hooksett, NH
Jeremy Thomas Fitzgerald, Dover, NH

August 16

Thomas Leo Edward Panosh, Depere, Wl

Heidi Elizabeth Minnis, Racine,

August 22

Francis Joseph Halloran, Westfleld,

August 23

Troy Douglas Ehike, Federal Way,

August 23

Jeremy

August 23

Christopher Paul Hines, Somerville,

August 29

Gelean Matthew Campbell, Amesbury,

August 16

August 31

Franklin Fink, Rye,

Alexander

Kitchell

McKinnon, Pinole,

Bany Arthur White, Londondeny, NH
Peter David Reynolds, Rye,

October 4

Jason Andrew Rathbone, Chariestown,

October 4

Jonathan Roosevelt Cambridge,

1
1

John Bradford Gray, Rye,
Lawrence

P. McGrail,

November

21

Charies

Akerman, Rye,

December

31

Colin

J.

I.

Woods, Rye,

Jr.,

Contois, Fitchburg,

Lindsay Jean Alger, Rye,

MA

Meagan

NH
IL

NH

MA
MA

Gallagher, Cambridge,

Susan Elizabeth Downey, Rye,

NH

Colleen Eleanor Carr, Chicago,

IL

Christine T.

NH

45

NH
NH

Townsend, Rye,

Heather M. Buckels, Rye,

ME

NH

MA

NH

Lauren Marie Fryer, Chariestown,

MA

Chicago,

Bewvick,

MA

Lee McDermott, Londonderry,

Rebecca Lyn

NH

So

Ann Albonesi, Wayland,

Laurie

MA

James Thomas

MA
MA

Newbury,

Moira Elizabeth McManus,
Julie

September 27

October

Holly Catherine Sinton,

CA

September 20

NJ

NH

Sarah Ellen Whitmore, Somerville,

MA

Craig Alan Phylis, Wayland,

Wl

MA

Kelly Elizabeth Lovering, Rye,

MA
MA

Greenland,

NH

Grace Bentley, Dover,

Cynthia Janeiro, Hudson,

NH

Acree, Fitchburg,

Jan-ett Spiecker,

Catherine Louise Crane, Westfield,

WA

September

October

Allison

NH

September 13
1

Frances Elizabeth

NH

TOWN CLERK'S REPORT OF DEATHS FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2003
HATF
January

PIAnP
1

NAMF OF DFrFASFD

TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS REPORT

The Rye

trust

accounts performed well in 2003, benefiting fi-om a recovery in the U.S.

equity markets and a decline in short and long term interest rates.

The

positive equity

2003 followed an almost historically unprecedented three-year
consecutive decline in the S&P 500 index. In fact, one has to go all the way back to 1939
- 1941 to find another period where the S&P 500 index declined three years in a row, and
the decline of 21% in the 1939 - 1941 time period pales in comparison to the 39%
decline experienced over the 2000 - 2002 period.
returns experienced in

During 2003 the Trustees maintained their focus on investing in the highest quality,
income producing, pharmaceutical, energy and utility stocks and investment grade shortterm corporate bonds. This resulted in substantial capital appreciation and the generation
of over $105,000 in income. Although the capital appreciation in the Trust Funds is
beneficial,

historically

low

interest

rates

and dividend yields present a continuing

challenge for the Trustees to maintain investment income.

While

it

may be

increase the risk exposure of the Trusts assets to sustain the investment

tempting to

income earned

over 2003, the Trustees primary responsibility remains the preservation of capital.
Consequently, the Trustees will continue to minimize risk by investing in only the highest
quahty companies.
Respectfiilly submitted,

M. Balboni
Andrew J. Mahoney
Jeffrey

Priscilla

J.

Patrick

TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
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:

TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
DETAILED STATEMENT
LIBRARY COMMON FUND
PRINCIPAL 1/1/03
ADDITIONS:
Howard and Louise Roper Fund
Gain on stock transaction
Transfer to miscellaneous funds

$

100.00
313.16
(44,926. 22 )

PRINCIPAL 12/31/03

186,301.70

INCOME BALANCE 1/1/03
2003 Income
Transfer to miscellaneous funds
Paid to Trustees of Library
INCOME BALANCE 12/31/03

$

MISCELLANEOUS FUNDS
PRINCIPAL 1/1/03
$
ADDITIONS:
Alma Hill Expendable Trust
Capital Reserve - Employee Leave
Capital Reserve - Ambulance
Capital Reserve - Computer Hardware
Capital Reserve - School Property Maintenance
Total Additions
$
EXPENDED
Capital Reserve
Capital Reserve
Capital Reserve
Capital Reserve
Capital Reserve
Total Expenditures

230,814.76

-

Rye Water District
Fire Station Land Acquisition
Fire Truck
Grove Road Landfill

Revaluation

83.65
13,372.43
383.23
13,670.59
168.72

204,134.12

45,000.00
29,847.57
10,000.00
2,050.00
30 ,000.00
116,897.57

90,695.77
64,765.54
31,036.82
4,250.01
10,618. 10

PRINCIPAL 12/31/03

$

201,366.24

$

119,665.45

INCOME BALANCE 1/1/03
$
2003 Income
Transfer from Library Common Fund to Alma Hill
Expendable Trust

60,937.78
7,890.20
(

383.23

2003 Expended:
Alma Hill Expendable Trust
Alma Hill Non-expendable Trust
Capital Reserve - Rye Water District
Capital Reserve - Fire Station Land Acquisition
Capital Reserve - Fire Truck
Capital Reserve - Grove Road Landfill
Capital Reserve - Revaluation
Capital Reserve - Recreation Building
Total Expenditures
$

43,809.13

INCOME BALANCE 12/31/03

24,635.62

$

48

'363.93
40.29
9,304.23
234.46
32,817.18
557.36
81.90
409. 78
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2003 SALE OF LOTS

CENTRAL CEMETERY

Lots

NAME

William & Dorothy Ladrie
Cedar Lawn A65, 1,2, & 3

$

Juanita Martinuk
Cedar Lawn, E67, #3

525.00

Perpetual Care

$

525.00

175.00

175.00

Joseph R. & Aurelie C. Amante
350.00
Cedar Lawn, E13, 3 & 4

350.00

Elizabeth D. Carlsen
Cedar Lawn, B55, #2

175.00

175.00

Margaret B. Sharkey
Cedar Lawn, 324, #1

175.00

175.00

Robert K. & Carmen A. Worrell
350.00
Cedar Lawn, E27, 2 & 3

350.00

Harold Tucker and Roger Tucker
Division 3, A63
2000.00

2000.00

Helena D. Miskill
Division 3, A31, South Side

1000.00

1000.00

1,2,3,4

150.00

150.00

Peter & Pauline Garrity
Cedar Lawn, E13, 1 & 2

350.00

350.00

Ruth M. Schmidt
Division 3, A62 north side

1000.00

1000.00

Sherman P. Newton, Jr.
Division 3, A62 south side

1000.00

1000.00

Dyanne C. Tosi
Division 1, A2 south side

1000.00

1000.00

Helen Durham
Cedar Lawn E24,

53

Sale of Lots

Perpetual Care

Richard & Edna Sherwin
Division 2, A56 south side

1000.00

1000.00

Robert T.
Division

1000.00

1000.00

350.00

350.00

10600.00

10600.00

&

3,

Janet M. Brown
A57 south side

Barbara Panopoulos
Cedar Lawn, E39, 2&

Total

3

$

54

1720 Ballots Cast
41% Turnout

"RESULTS
ft'i'

^«

^^ "
^O^ OFFICIAL BALLOT
TOWN ELECTION
"T^

^'V

s^

.<>v

^.

No person

FOR PLANNING
for

years

Smattering

13

for

member
Vote for one

LOW

J^Tnatfpring

Vole

for or

(Write-in)

R

*1482
2

Vote

BARBARA

J.

for

(Write-in)

Smattering

Amend

5

(Write-in;

in

Vote

three years

4473 PRISCILLA
3

J.

for

Smattering

for

Vote

one year

*1455 JANE HOLWAY
9 Smattering

for

one

(Write-in)

for three
=

1444
2

years

DAVID

S.

2

three years

Vole

Smattering

for

4

,

one

*

1:

two

878 BOB HABLUTZEL
599 WILLIAM W. ZECHEL
Smfirrprinp;

The

Are you

(Write-in)

in

favor

Amendment

in

is

subordinate

to

detached dwelling.

proprietor of the busi-

the owner-occupant of the

Not more than three per-

sons,

Section
700
Board
of
of
Establishment
Adjustment to eliminate the provision which prohibits a member of
the planning board from being a
member of the board of adjustment, by amending the following
sentence as indicated below:
language to be deleted is
( Note
struck through ).

AMENDMENT 1 CONTINUES
INTO NEXT COLUMN

in

addition to the proprietor,

be employed in the busiNot more than one of the
ness.
three allowed employees may be
employed on the premises.

shall

4)

The business use shall
occupy an area greater than

one-third of the floor area of the
interior of the residence. Some or

1,

as follows:

55

is

3)

:

(Write-in)

fol-

requirements of

property.

Amend

tor

tne

The use

ness

all

BROWN

special

Section 701.3.

(Write-in)

AMENDMENT

of the adoption of

Vote

three years

*1232 ROBERT

to

2)

for

ARTICLE 3
ZONING ORDINANCE

AmendmenI

FOR PLANNING
BOARD

by

provided that the

a single family

one

(Write-in)

Use of Resiowner may use

occupation)

addition

not
for

property

(Write-in)

Proposed by the Rye Planning
Board

BROWN

Smattering

Business

A

exception,

QUESTIONS

FOR LIBFIARY
TRUSTEE
Vote

K.

dence.

home

BILLLADRIE 1441*

FOR SUPERVISOR OF
THE CHECKLIST

203.2
Uses
Bv Special Exception

the Single Residence District)

1)

for

609

as

a residential property for a business use (other than a permitted

FOR SEWER
COMMISSIONER

(

(Write-in)

2.

lowing requirements are met.

PATRICK

Smattering

favor of

by adding the following:

^s

JOHN W. PATRICK 1466*

for

in

Amendment

Section

Permitted

(Write-in)

FOR TRUSTEE OF
TRUST FUNDS

Are you

follows:

FOR CEMETERY
TRUSTEE

FLYNN

2:

the adoption of

DOUG ABRAMS 1104*
DIANE TOD SOUTH 982*
WILLIAM W.ZECHEL638

<

IPOS'"

YES
NO

years

Smattering
years

Board.

this

1453*

FOR TREASURER
fcr three

of

Amendment

for three

same

the

at

t^J—Planning—Board

serve on

shall

FOR BUDGET
COMMITTEE

IRELAND

Smattering

18

R.

holding

time the office of Selectmen ef-a-

(Write-in)

three years

E.

two years

MELVIN

FOR TOWN CLERK/
TAX COLLECTOR
*1504 JANE

'-^C

—

^

vote,

JOHN W. MOYNAHAN
ROBERT C. WILDER

456

^ /^

G^^

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To

BOARD
U141

1

mt pointing to your choice(s), like this;**
complete the arrow(s)
B. Follow directions as to the number of candidates to be marked for each office.
C. To vote for a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, write the candidate's
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of the business activity

may

be

located in an accessory building
residence, such as a
to the

garage or barn, but, if so, the total
area occupied by the business
and/or
(i.e. within the residence
the accessory building)
not be greater than one-third
of
of the floor area of the interior

within
shall

the residence.

AMENDMENT 2 CONTINUES
ONTO BACK OF BALLOT

TURN BALLOT OVER AND
CONTINUE VOTING

,ts o?

t**

aoo5

vot*

^SV3V
ARTICLE

Amendment 3 Are you in favor of
the adoption of Amendment 3, as

3

Section
503 Condominium Conversions by adding

ARTICLE
involving
detached
dwellings, if the amount of land

shall

and

ordinance.

any employee
Such parking shall not
be located within 50 feet of the
street line and shall be screened

The

uses are

following

prohibited:

1063*

substances.

On

Petition

of

ate more than 12 trips per day
{including employee trips) based
upon the most recent trip generation data published by the Institute
of Traffic Engineers (ITE) are pro-

Ordinance and
Ivlap, as follows:

hibited.

District that portion of

Tax

of

Rye

Map

Generate levels

a.

vibration,

glare,

dust,
fumes, odors, or heat that are not

NO

Generate nonresidential
tnjck deliveries more than once a
day.
Utilize the exterior

0.

spaces

or yard
display or
other activities associated with the
business in a manner that is not
customary for a typical residential
of

residential structures

spaces

for

379

YES

b.

storage,

be post-

AMENDMENT

6.

Are you

in

favor of

if

the

Town

will.

fol-

vote to

to the
dollars
(55,000,000) to be placed in the
Conservation Land Acquisition
Fund for the acquisition of conservation ease.nents or open space
lands by the Town, all for the permanent protection of appropriate
undeveloped land in the Town of
Rye,
and to authorize the

Airfield

PETITIONED AMENDMENT.

customary in a typical residential
neighborhood of Rye.

will

and appropriate up

raise

sum

THE PLANNING BOARD
DISAPPROVES OF THIS

of noise,

They

Hall.

the adoption of Article 6, as
lows:

the Building Inspector's
Office at the Rye Town Hall. The
map will be posted at the polls.)

smoke,

are 10 pages long
outside the

1293*
ARTICLE

1

Skateboard Park. A map showing
proposed rezoning is posted

not:

"PERFORMANCE

posted

340

tige

shall

STAN-

at the polls.

To see

site

entitled

YES 4"
NO 4"

(Note. Tax Map 10, Lot 15 is the
former Ciborowski Airport, which

the

XI

Zoning

outside

The business use

11)

are

PETITIONED

Road.

now

will

THE PLANNING BOARD
DISAPPROVES OF THIS

Lot 15 lying easterly of the line
feet to the east of Lafayette

is

Town

Rye Zoning

The standards are
Drainage;
Landscaping;
Screening;
Noise;
Fire
and
Explosion; Odor; Gases; Dust and
Smoke; Heat and Glare; Exterior
Lights;
Vibration;
Radiation;
Waste Disposal and Toxic Matter;
Electromagnetic Interference.)

500

The business use shall
10)
not detract from the residential
character of the property; of the
neighborhood; or of abutting properties. It shall not adversely affect
the use and peaceful enjoyment
of abutting residential properties.

Article

The

:

Rye Town

Changing from the Commercial
District to the Single Residence

Signage, as permitted for
a home occupation by Section
203.1 C(2)(d) is allowed.
9)

Note

Kenneth

Official

the

for

Crowell Issacson, Sr. and 24 or
more other registered voters of
the Town of Rye to see if the Town
will vote to amend the Rye Zoning

Businesses which gener-

8)

(

ed

ARTICLE 4. Are you in favor of
the adoption of Article 4, as follows:

motor vehicles or the parts
uses which involve the
storage of hazardous materials or

if

the

Building Inspector's Office at the

QUESTION

thereof;

nev;

STANDARDS"

ORDINANCE

ty of

Add a

and

AMENDMENT

kennels; automobile or small
engine repair or maintenance,
welding and any other uses which
involve the storage on the proper-

see

to

amend

DARDS."

472

sales;

Rye

"PERFORMANCE

ARTICLE 4
PETITION ZONING

business

retail

fol-

Ordinance, as follows:

NO

from adjacent properties.

of

vote to

YES

including

parking.

7)

Town

the minimum lot area
frontage requirements of this

parking associated
with the business use shall be off-

as

Petition of Kenneth Crowell
Issacson, Sr. and 24 or more
other registered voters of the

meet

All

favor of

in

On

designated as common area is
less than 1/3 of the area of the
parcel, each limited common area
assigned to a detached dwelling

allowed.

Are you

5.

the adoption of Article 5,
lows:

For condominium conver-

G.
sions

There shall be no more
than two (2) commercial vehicles
kept at the premises. Heavy construction equipment, such as
backhoes, bulldozers and dump
trucks are not allowed. Only two
axle
business
vehicles
are

street,

QUESTION

:

CONTINUED

5)

6)

AMENDMENT

the
following
requirement to
Section 503.3 Criteria for Special

Exceptions
2:

ORDINANCE

Amend

QUESTIONS
CONTINUED

5

PETITION ZONING

follows:

AMENDMENT

Amendment

ARTICLE

:

ZONING ORDINANCE

1270*

of

f;ve

million

Conservation Commission and
Selectmen to act on behalf of the
in connection with such
acquisition of conservation easements or open space lands (subject to the fiearings and procedural
requirements of NH RSA
Chapter 36-A) and
to further
authorize the issuance of not
more than five million dollars
(55,000,000) of bonds and or
notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance

Town

Act

CONTINUES ON NEXT BALLOT

880*

YES

GO TO NEXT BALLOT TO
CONTINUE VOTING

'^^eso"*
56
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ARTICLE
(NH

RSA

6.

CONTINUED

ARTICLE

ARTICLE

To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of
four hundred eighty-five thousand

fifty

10. Are you in favor of
the adoption of Article 10, as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of

8. Are you in favor of
the adoption of Article 8. as follows:

Chapter 33 as amend-

and
authorize
to
the
Selectmen to issue and negotiate
such bonds and/or notes and to
determine the rates of interest
ballot
thereon?
vote
(3/5
ed),

required.)

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE

1232*

YES
NO

natural resources. This appropriation is in addition to the operating

7. Are you in favor of
the adoption of Article 7. as follows:

To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of
three million three hundred thousand dollars (33,300,000) for the
purpose of constructing and
equipping a new Fire and Police
Station
and
authorize
the
issuance of not more than one
million six hundred fifty thousand
dollars (SI, 650, 000) of bonds or
notes in accordance with the pro-

If approved, this article
budget.
only take effect if Article 6 is
not approved. (Majority vote

will

accordance with the provisions
of the Municipal Finance Act
(N.H. RSA Chapter 33 as amendin

and

ed)

461

ARTICLE

required.)

THIS ARTICLE

THIS ARTICLE

SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE

BUDGET COMMITTEE

YES

NO
ARTICLE

needed

IS

IS

1069^

NO
621

ARTICLE
of the

9.

Are you

adoption of Article

in

9,

favor

as

fol-

lows:

To see if the Town will vote
raise and appropriate the sum

the adoption of Article 11, as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of
two thousand five hundred dollars
($2,500.00) to be added to the

reserve fund established
pursuant to the provisions of RSA
35:1 by Article 17 of the 2002 Rye
Town Meeting for the purpose of
upgrading, replacing or repairing
the Town of Rye's computer hardware, associated equipment and
computer sofKvare and related
support. This appropriation is in
addition to the operating budget.
(Majority vote required.)
IS

THIS ARTICLE IS NOT
RECOMMENDED BY THE

BUDGET COMMITTEE

YES

fire station.
This is a nonlapsing appropriation and will not
lapse until the building is complete or December 31, 2005,

SELECTMEN

favor of

SELECTMEN

new

RECOMMENDED BY THE

in

RECOMMENDED BY THE

2002 Rye Town Meeting to hire
an architect/engineer to design a

IS

Are you

THIS ARTICLE

to

of
eighty thousand dollars ($80,000)
to be added to the non-lapsing
appropriation per RSA 32:7,VI,
established by Article 11 of the

1018 needed

11.

capital

RECOMMENDED BY
THE BUDGET
YES
COMMITTEE

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE

SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE

authorize

the
Selectmen to issue ar.6 negotiate
such bonds and or notes, to
determine the rate of interest
thereof and to take such actions
as may be necessary to effect the
issuance, negotiation, sale and
delivery of such bonds and or
notes, as shall be in the best
interest of the Town of Rye, and
further to withdraw sixty-five thousand dollars (365,000) from the
Land Purchase Capital Reserve
established for this purpose,
bringing the total to $485,000.
(3/5 ballot vote required.) 1014
to

RECOMMENDED BY THE

visions of the Municipal Finance
Act
(N.H. RSA Chapter 33 as
amended) and to authorize the
Selectmen to issue and negotiate
such bonds or notes, to determine
the rate of interest thereof and to
take such actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance,
negotiation, sale and delivery of
such bonds or notes as shall be in
the best interest of the Town of
Rye, and further, to apply for and
accept Federal and State Grants
and private donations in the
amount of one million six hundred
fifty thousand dollars (51,650.000)
towards this purpose bringing the
total to $3,300 000.
(3/5 ballot
vote required.)

THIS ARTICLE

pur-

and, to authorize the
issuance of not more than four
hundred twenty thousand dollars
($420,000) of bonds and or notes

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE

THIS ARTICLE

the

added

Station

SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE

for

thousand dollars (350,000)
RSA 36-A:5 to be
to the Conservation Land
This fund is
Acquisition Fund.
used to acquire land for the proper utilization of and protection of
pursuant to

pose of purchasing land at 551
Washington Road for the construction of a new Fire and Police

1016 needed

THIS ARTICLE

($485,000)

dollars

^^
CO^^

NO

is less.
If approved,
only takes effect if
passes. This sppropric-

whichever

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE

YES
NO

article

this

Article S

939

tion is in addition to the operating

budget.

(Majority vote required.)
IS

TURN BALLOT OVER AND
CONTINUE VOTING

THIS ARTICLE

758«f

RECOMMENDED BY THE
SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE
YES

935*

NO
724

57

O^ t^^

^S

vot^

aoo^
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ARTICLE 12. Are you in favor of
the adoption of Article 12, as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of
fifty

thousand

ARTICLE

15. Are you in favor of
the adoption of Article 15, as follows;

To see

lished pursuant to RSA31:19-aby
Article 14 of the 1990 Rye Town

Meeting.
The Town Employees
Accumulated Leave Fund pays
severance benefits to Town
Employees in accordance with the
Town's Personnel Policy
This

THIS ARTICLE

Should

IS

BUDGET COMMITTEE

SELECTMEN

1087*

YES

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE
YES

NO

1007*
ARTICLE

NO
658
ARTICLE 13. Are you in favor of
the adoption of Article 13, as follows:

16.

Are you

573
in

favor of

the adoption of Article 16,
lows:

as

fol-

To see

if
the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of
ten thousand dollars (310,000) to
be added to the Recreation
Building Capital Reserve Fund

To see if the Town will vote to add
two (2) full time fire fighters in the
Rye Fire Department and to raise
and appropriate fifty-five thojsa.id
four hundred twenty-seven dollars

established pursuant to
t-j

Article 9 cf !ne

RSA

two thousand five
twenty (35,642,520).
article be defeated,
the operating budget shall be five
million one hundred thirty six thousand six hundred sixty eight dollars (35.136,668) which is the
same as last year with certain
adjustments required by previous
action of the Town or by law or the
governing body may hold one
special meeting, in accordance
with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to
take up the issue of a revised
operating budget only. (Majority
forty

hundred

RECOMMENDED BY THE

RECOMMENDED BY THE

this

vote required.)

NOTE:
This warrant article
does not Include appropria-

ANY

tions in

35:1

19S; Rye Town

other warrant

829;t

articla.

YES

Meeting.

This appropriation is in
addition to the operating budget.
(Majority vote required.)

(355,427) to fund the positions for
the last seven months of calendar
year 2003. This appropriation is
in addition to the operating budget. (Majority vote required.)

THIS ARTICLE

NO
t"65

IS

ARTICLE

RECOMMENDED BY THE
IS

NOT

To see

RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE

SELECTMEN

YES

NO

1003*

YES
NO

ARTICLE

671
ARTICLE 14. Are you in favor of
the adoption of Article 14, as follows:
To see

if
the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of
seventy-five thousand dollars
($75,000) to be added to the nonlapsing appropriation per RSA
32:7,VI established by Article 8 at
the 1997 Rye Town Meeting for
the purpose of engineering,
designing and installing an overall
drainage plan for the Town of Rye,
updating the current drainage system. This is a non-lapsing appropriation that will not lapse until the
project is complete or in five years
(December 31 2008), whichever
occurs first. This appropriation is
in addition to the operating budget. (Majority vote required.)

17.

Are you

in

1110*

(3160,000)
land

in

to

acre
Recreation

and west

if

the

Town

Museum

Historical

Society.

was moved

favor of

will

as

fol-

vote to

sell

by

the
Rye
building

The

present site at
Olde Parish Road pursuant to a
Town vote on Article 4 of the
October 14, 1997 Special Town
Meeting, and its intent was to
allow the Rye Historical Society to
to its

'

and conon one acre of

design

the approximately
portion
of
the

in

building at 10 Olde Parish
Road, Rye. NH, otherwise known
as the Town Historic Museum, to
the Rye Historical Society for the
amount of one dollar (31.00), so
long as the building is used as a

Town

favor of

the adoption of Article 17, as follows:
Petitioned Warrant Article to see if
the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of one hundred
sixty
thousand dollars
struct tennis courts

Are you

the

548

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE

19.

the adoption of Article 19,
lows:

SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE

rehabilitate the building

and keep

for a museum to preserve various Town artifacts and historical
it

five-

Town

items.

Area located north
current soccer

THIS ARTICLE

of the

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE

This appropriation is In
addition to the operating budget
(Majority vote required.)
fields.

YES

IS

YES

IS

1456*

SELECTMEN

NOT
RECOMMENDED BY THE
SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS NOT
RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE
THIS ARTICLE

,

THIS ARTICLE

hundred

IS

SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE

and other
separately,

amounts

set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as
amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth
therein totaling five million six
the

RECOMMENDED BY THE

IS

warrant articles

appropriations voted

cial

Chevrolet Truck. This appropriaoperating
budget. (Majority vote required
)

required.)

THIS ARTICLE

ate as an operating budget, not
including appropriations by spe-

tion is in addition to the

appropriation is in addition to the
operating budget. (Majority vote

THIS ARTICLE

vote to

will

and appropriate the sum of
thousand seven hundred ten
dollars ((340,710) for the purpose
of purchasing a new One ton
(3500 lb.) Pick-up Trucl< with Plow
for the
Department of Public
Works to replace the 1993 103
forty

be added to the Town Employees
Accumulated Leave Fund estab-

THIS ARTICLE

Town

18. Are you in favor of
the adoption of Article 18, as follows:
Shall the Town raise and appropri-

raise

dollars (S50,000) to

THIS ARTICLE

the

if

ARTICLE

NO
211

^

383
Bf

RECOMMENDED BY THE
SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE

1115*

GO TO NEXT BALLOT TO
CONTINUE VOTING

NO
544
58

ABSENTEE

BALLOT
^^^O'^OFFICIAL
TOWN ELECTION

Card 3

y^ ^^^
C^O^

^
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ARTICLE

20. Are you in favor of
the adoption of Article 20, as follows:
To see if the Town v/i!i vote, pur-

addition to motor vehicle registration fees, for the purpose of supporting a municipal and transportation
improvement
fund,
capital reserve

fund established

for this purpose
and governed by the provisions of
RSA 35. The amount collected
shall be deposited into the municipal transportation improvement

of at least six years in
with
674:5?

^—-^

2003

ARTICLE

24. Are you in favor of
the adoption of Article 24, a Noise

Ordinance, as follows:
1. Between the hours of 11:00 PM
and 7:00 AM,
shall be unlawful
for any person owning, leasing,
it

accordance

RSA

fund established to allow the Town
of Rye to fund, wholly or in part,
improvements in the local or
regional transportation system
including roads, bridges, bicycle
and pedestrian facilities, parking
and intermodal facilities and public transportation.
The funds may
be used for engina;, r. right-ofway acquisition, and construction
costs of transportation facilities,
and for operating and capital
costs of public transportation only.

THIS ARTICLE

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE
SELECTMEN

1215*

YES

NO
ARTICLE

22.

Are you

in

favor of

the adoption of Article 22, as

449

fol-

lo'.vs:

Shall

we adopt

the August

prior

1

to the setting of the tax rate

as the
elderly
exemption from the property tax?
Majority vote required.

date

The funds may be used as match-

for

filing

for

an

THIS ARTICLE

ing funds for stale or federal funds

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE

allocated for local or regional
transportation
improvements.
Such funds shall be appropriated
by the legislative body of the Town
of Rye for the purposes stated in
this warrant article only, and shall
not be used to offset any other
non-transportation appropriations
made by the Town of Rye. The
additional fee shall be collected
from all land based motor vehicles, both passenger and commercial, with the exception of all
terrain vehicles as defined in RSA
215-A:1, l-b and antique motor
vehicles
or
motorcycles,
as
defined in RSA 259:4. (Majority
vote required.)

THIS ARTICLE

11,

Board of Selectmen to appoint a
Capital Improvement Program
Committee, which shall include at
least one member of the Planning
Board and may include but not be
limited to other members of the
Planning Board, members of the
Board of Selectmen, members of
the Budget Committee, members
of the School Board and other
town residents, to prepare and
amend a recommended program
of municipal capital improvement
projects projected over a period

suant to RSA 261:153(VI). to collect a fee of five dollars (S5.00) in

which shall be a

SELECTMEN

1468*

YES

NO
178
ARTICLE

23. Are you in favor of
the adoption of Article 23, as follows:
Shall we modify the Elderly

years of age, 575,000:

for

a per-

son 75 years of age up to 79
years of age, S90,000; for a person 80 years of age or older,
To qualify a person
S1 05,000?

RECOMMENDED BY THE
SELECTMEN

must
have
been
a
Hampshire resident for at
five

years,

own

is

owned

ARTICLE

21. Are you in favor of
the adoption of Article 21, as follows:

I

'857^

1998,

will

dollars (S100.00) for
a first offense, two hundred dollars
(S200.00) for a second offense,
three hundred dollars ($300.00)
for a third offense and five hundred dollars (S500.00) for each
subsequent oSense within a 24

Notice
Property

least

If

to

the

Ov/ner of Rental

violation

premises of

the real estate
if the real
by such person's

occurs on

rental

property,

the
the

owner and/or his agent of said
property must be notified in writing

they must have been
married for at least five years. In
addition, the taxpayer must have
a net income of not more than
$40,000, or, if married, a combined net income of less than
359,900 and own assets not in
excess of Si 99,000, excluding
the value of the person's residence. Majority vote required.

To see if the Town, having a
Master Plan adopted by the
Planning Board on April 14, 1998
and amended on October 13,

one hundred

2.

spouse,

839
at

person or group of persons or in
the use of any device to amplify
the aforesaid noise where the
noise is clearly audible at the
property line of the property from
which the noise is generated. Any
person violating this section shall
be punished by a civil penalty of

New

individually or jointly or

estate

operating or controlling the source
of sound to make, allow or continue any sound which would: (a)
endanger or injure the health of
humans; or (b) annoy, disturb,
injure or endanger the peace,
comfort or repose of a reasonable
person of normal sensitivities by
the operation of any radio, phonograph or other mechanical sound
device or instrument or in the
playing of any band, orchestra,
musician or group of musicians or
in the use of any device to amplify
the aforesaid, or the making of
loud outcries, exclamations, other
loud or boisterous noises, or loud
and bois'5rc.:;s singing by any

month period. Each such act
which constitutes a violation of
this section, which either continues or is repeated more than thirty (30) minutes after the issuance
of a warning to cease said activities, shall be considered a separate offense and shall be prosecuted as a separate offense.

Exemptions from property tax in
the Town of Rye, based on
assessed value, for qualified taxpayers to be as follows: for a person 65 years of age up to 74

IS

YES
NO

^^

^k^ 0.0^-^

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE /

by

certified mail that a violation of

Section

1

has occurred on said

rental property,

and

that a

com-

plaint for violation of said section

may be

taken against him if said
property owner and/or his agent
mitigate the activities of
the person or persons who have
rented said property.

fail(s) to

1313* CONTINUES ONTO BACK OF
BALLOT

YES

NO

vote to authorize the

336

59

TURN BALLOT OVER AND
CONTINUE VOTING

OY t^^

^s

vot^

aoo^

,\3V^'^^

ARTICLE 24 CONTINUED

Any event licensed or

Other Prohibited Noises

3.

issued a permit by the

Loading and unloading.

A.

be unlawful

shall

to load,

Board
of
Selectmen.
THIS ARTICLE IS

It

unload,

RECOMMENDED BY THE

open, close, or otherwise handle
boxes, crates, containers, building

SELECTMEN

materials, trash cans, dumpsters
or similar objects between the
hours of 11:00 PM and 6:00

YES

AM

so as to project sound across a
real property line, except as
exempted under Section 4, below.
B.

Power

ful

to

tools. It shall be unlawcause a noise disturbance
across a real property line by
operating any mechanically pow-

ered saw, Sander, grinder,

pneumatic

lawnmower

drill,

or staple drivers,
or garden tool or sim-

nail

ilar device used outdoors, with the
exception of snow blowers, before
7:00 AM Monday through Sunday.

Radios, television sets, musi-

C.

instruments
and similar
devices.
It
shall be unlawful to
operate, play or permit the operation or playing of any radio, televical

NO
431

ARTICLE

25.

Are you

favor
of the adoption of Article 25, as
in

follows:

To see if the Town will vote to
send the following resolution to
the New Hampshire General
Court:
Resolved, in its first two
years of operation, the Land and
Community Heritage Investment
Program (LCHIP) has helped
communities throughout New
Hampshire preserve their natural,
cultural and historic resources
and, therefore, the State of New
Hampshire should maintain funding for LCHIP in its next biennial
budget.

THIS ARTICLE

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE

phonograph, drum, musical
instrument, sound amplifier or
similar device which produces,
sion,

D.
For the
purposes of
Subsections B and 0, above, a

"noise

disturbance"

is

sound

which annoys, disturbs, injures or
endangers the reasonable quiet,
comfort or repose of a reasonable
person of normal sensitivities or
the health or safety of others.
4.

YES

NO
ARTICLE

shall

and

be exempt from

is

when used

such purposes.
Noises resulting from any

authorized vehicle

responding

emergency
in

when
an

to
call

or acting

time of emergency.

Noises

resulting

from

emergency

4)

and

5)

and

maintenance work as per
formed by the town, by
the state or by public
utility companies.
Noises resulting from
activities of a temporary
duration permitted by law
for which a license or
permit therefore has been
granted by the town.
Parades
and
public
gatherings for which the
Selectmen have issued a

permit.

1292 *

YES

NO

Noises of safety signals,
warning
devices
and
emergency
pressure
valves,

told

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE

ordi-

for

3)

when

police officer

THIS ARTICLE

SELECTMEN

relief

2)

disabled and

do so by a

nance.
1)

in

To see if the Town will vote to
approve the following amendment
to the Town of Rye Parking
Ordinance, Section 6, enacted by
the Selectmen at their meeting
June 17, 2002: No person shall
park a vehicle on the traveled portion of any highway or In a manner
which is likely to impede free passage on any highway unless the

activities
this

Are you

follows:

to

following uses

26.

favor
of the adoption of Article 26, as

vehicle

Exemptions.

The

1358

SELECTMEN

reproduces or amplifies sound
be!v/een the hours of 11:00 PM
AM in such a manner as
to create a noise disturbance
across a real property boundary.

and 7:00

I24f

381
ARTICLE

Are you in favor of
the adoption of Article 27, as follows:
On petition of at least tv/enty-nine
registered voters of the Town of
Rye, to have the polling hours for
all regular state, federal and town
elections be from 8:00 a.m. to
7:00 p.m.
27.

YES

L404*

NO
ARTICLE 28. Are you in favor of
the adoption of Article 28, as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to sell to
the highest bidder at public auction, or sealed bid, such surplus
Town equipment as is not traded
in

on new equipment

in

THIS ARTICLE

2003.
IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE
SELECTMEN

220

L588*

YES

NO

CONTINUES INTO KP^T
COLUMN.

94
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YOU HAVE NOW
COMPLETED VOTING

"-^G^JST

TOWN WARRANT
The
To

State of

Town of Rye,
Town affairs:

the inhabitants of the

qualified to vote in

You

in the

County of Rockingham

in said state,

meet at the Rye Pubhc Library on Wednesday, the 27'^ of
seven o'clock in the evening to participate in the first session of a
Meeting.

are hereby notified to

August, 2003, next

Town

special

You

New Hampshire

at

are hereby fiirther notified to adjourn to the Rye Town Hall in said Rye on
the 24'^ day of September, 2003, next from eleven o'clock in the forenoon

Wednesday,
until

seven o'clock in the evening.

1.
Amend Section 505.3 Wireless Telecommunications Facilities District and
add the following tract of land to the overlay district in which wireless
telecommunications facilities are allowed:

Article

Map

to

Use

Controlled by

Map/Lot

Location

Present

7-96

Off Grove Rd.

Conservation Land

Rye Conservation Comm.

And

No
is

tower

190

shall

exceed

(New

feet.

To

Article 2.

text

1

50

feet

emboldened and italicized).

transact

any other business which may

Given under our hands and seal
thousand and three.

Jj^EPH

G.

JOHN W.

except in Zone TC-3 and on Parcel 7-96 where the limit

this 12'

day of August

MfLLS, JR./Vice Chairman

MOYnSaN, Selectman

61

legally

come

in the year

before this meeting.

of our Lord, two

A true copy of the Warrant,
ATTEST:

V^

-//^^

•yy^^,

PRISCILLA

J0SEPH

G.

V.

Te'I^SS, Chairman

MILL^^^Vice Chairman

JdlSw. MOYNAH]^NrSelectman

We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within named, to meet at the
times and places and for the purpose within mentioned, by posting
up an attested copy of
the within
at the places of meeting within named and a

WARRANT

the

hke

RYE BEACH POST OFFICE
;

in

and the RYE PUBLIC
said Town, on the 12th day of August, 2003.
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REPORT OF SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
FOR THE TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE

^^'S^^
.<0^<^

•^.o^'
dt^<.'^

AUGUST 27, 2003 AND SEPTEMBER 24, 2003

°w
"^^^^

DELBERATIVE SESSION
At 7:10 p.m. on the 27* day of August 2003
Moderator Daniel Hoefle called

at the

Rye

Public Library meeting room,

to order the Deliberative Session

of the Special

Town

Meeting.

Mr. Hoefle introduced Selectmen Priscilla Jenness, Joe Mills, and John Moynahan, as
well as Town Counsel Michael Donovan, Town Administrator Earl Rinker, and Town
Clerk Jane Ireland.

The moderator

stated that everyone should have a copy of the warrant, and explained

we

are here to discuss this zoning amendment.

A map showing the area of land in question was displayed.
ARTICLE

1 -

ZONING ORDINANCE AMENDMENT QUESTION
Proposed by the Rye Planning Board

Are you

in favor

of the adoption of Article

1,

as follows:

To amend Section 505.3 Wireless Telecoimnunications

Facilities District

and

Map

to

add

the following tract of land to the overlay district in which wireless telecommunications
facilities are

allowed:

Map/Lot

Location

7-96

Off Grove Rd.

Present

Use

Conservation Land

Controlled

By

Rye Conservation

Comm.
and

Amend the

No
is

1

last

sentence of Section 505.4

B Height Requirements

as follows:

tower shall exceed 1 50 feet except in Zone TC-3 and on Parcel 7-96 where the
90 feet. (New text emboldened and italicized).
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Explanation

The proposed amendment would provide an additional location for
wireless telecommunications facilities in Rye.
size,

wooded and

distant

from

residences.

where wireless telecommunications

Parcel 7-96

It is

is

34 acres

closer to areas of

is

Rye

services do not exist than other areas

presently zoned for wireless facilities.

Thus, the planning board believes
parcel
would provide
a
better
location
wireless
for
telecommunications facilities than other locations where such facilities
are now permitted. If this amendment is approved a height
limitation of up 190 feet would apply to any tower built on Parcel 7-96.
this

Moderator Hoefle continued, saying "As you know, in the Deliberative Session, we, on
advice of counsel by state statute, generally do not discuss zoning amendments. We're
not permitted. This is an unusual circumstance and I've spoken to Mike Donovan who
has advised that

it

is

acceptable, given this unusual circumstance,

we

the understanding that there are no changes to the proposed zoning

can discuss

amendment

it

with

that will

be permitted. Absentee ballots will be ready in a couple of days and voting will be on the
24 of September from 1 1 :00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. at the Town Hall."

The moderator

called for discussion on the zoning amendment.

David Burrows, 50 Garland Road,
area.

He

said he thought

said the siting of cell towers

is

we

live in the greatest

town

in the

creating a planning and zoning nightmare.

He

Government says we have to provide phone cell towers for the
embetterment of society. Mr. Burrows said, personally, he doesn't buy that. He said this
is about money and about vacationers coming here that want cell phone service. "Town
management has been gracious enough to extend a different parcel of land for this
antenna which I thought was very fair." Mr. Burrows spoke of the potential health risks
accompanying cell towers.
stated the Federal

Selectman Mills corrected Mr. Burrows statement about money, saying "It's not about
money, it's about safety". He mentioned a widowed lady on Surf Lane who has come to
the Board of Selectmen begging to get cell phone service because she has a problem with
an ex son in law and the only way she can get the police, because he's cut the telephone
lines, is to get the cell

phone.

In response to a question from Mr. Burrows regarding

Mills explained this

is

who

not to do with the Water District, this

is

is

profiting

from

this,

Mr.

the Conservation Land.

Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, Priscilla Jenness, stated "The reason we're here
is to move the site that was proposed by the tower people frirther away from the
area where people were upset because it was the closest, to get it a little closer in doing
so, to the pocket of town that has no reception. It happens to be an area where we had
lifeguards on the beach at one point seeking help and could not get cell coverage. We

tonight
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town we're required to provide places for cell towers, and this is
simply
that was in an approved area a little more palatable
to the people of

make one

the town."

Jim Raynes, Chairman of the Conservation Commission, read a statement
prepared by the
Conservation Commission. "During the last year the Rye Conservation
Commission has
found Itself dealing with the issue of location for a cell tower.
As you may be aware, the
issue itself has been an emotional one as well as one
made more difficult due to Rye's
unique location and terrain. Federal mandates and an existing
lawsuit have increased the
pressure on the town to find a solution which has in turn
elevated it to
the highest

priorities for all involved.

"The Rye Conservation Commission

comprised of people who volunteer their time
That we find ourselves in the
middle of this situation is difficult at best. With this in mind,
we wanted to share the
reasons for our conclusion to help clarify any misconception
and misunderstanding
regarding the Green parcel now being considered.
because

we

is

love the town, the land and the environment.

"The parcel of land under consideration for the siting of a cell tower
property is owned
by the Rye Conservation Commission, located off Grove Road. It is
comprised of about
fifty acres and it was originally acquired by
Prime Properties at auction. The Rye
Conservation Commission later purchased it in conjunction with the
Water District fi-om
the Green Company for the purpose of
1) growing a wildlife corridor that is coming
together one piece at a time 2) contmuing the ongoing
fi-agmentation of developable land.

"We

an important fact that this land was neither donated nor
acquired with any
There is a wellhead protection only on this property. The reasons
the Rye
Conservation Commission feels this parcel may be suitable for
a cell towers given the
already listed pressures, are as follows: Unlike the Water
District parcel, the Green
feel

it

is

easements.

parcel has an existing access road already in place.

Some

further carefully scrutinized

roadwork would probably be needed. The access road is adjacent
to an existing electric
nght of way. The area is already in use by utilities. Due to
the location of this parcel,
there would be less tower visability and less impact to
the adjacent landowners. We
welcome input, feedback and ideas from the Rye citizens on the task at
hand and we hope
that the information gives you some insight in the
challenges before the town."
Lester Stevens, 430 Brackett Road, said he
cell tower,

because he doesn't need
land used for commercial purposes.

was concerned about conservation, not the
Mr. Stevens said he doesn't want conservation
He reminded those present of past town meeting

it.

votes on acquiring conservation land.

Mel Low spoke,
cell towers.

we

was on the original committee that worked on the zoning on
over the town to find the best sites. One of the first principles
would offend somebody, so we would try, if at all possible, to site

saying, "I

We looked

used was that

it

all

them on public land so everybody would
conservation land.

Number

That is why they were sited on
few houses around the conservation land.

benefit.

one, there are very
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They probably would be limited on
is

changing.

the time they're
In probably twenty years those towers

the land will remain as Conservation land.

they looked

at the Rye Water
Nobody could remember

committee.

Session Minutes

Distnct land,

I

called

everybody

that served

on the

the height limit of 190 feet.

They couldn't They
150.
So this is kind of an oversight. Now, I quit beina
a
Planning Board and I heard the application come
forward'of

was limited to
Selectman. I went to the
land on the Water District. I thought this was
probably a good idea, because most people
are hooked up to town water. But, when I
heard the 190 feet and I saw the pictures of
that tower being projected on that land,
I couldn't believe it.
Particularly when Susie
MacDonald came in and said 'This is going to be the view I
get from my back yard
So
the whole Planning Board decided we would
do a site walk and we went out
thought

It

'

and viewed
couldn't do it In

and tned

to move it onto other Water District
property. We
you had to cross a brook and I remember the girl
from the cell tower
company said 'You can't cross that brook.' and Susie said
'Yes, by God, you will'' I
guess, Lester, to answer you, the presentation
that she did to defend her riahts the
Planning Board voted to deny that application in back
of her house. If it was in back of
your house, I think we would have done the same
thing IF we could have found an
alternative site. On our site walk, we got out
there - and I think Jim Raynes was with us
- and we said 'Who owns that piece of property?' Jim said 'We do.'
It was right next to
the power line with a road right to it! You
know what a power line looks like There's
no construction anywhere near it. But it's about between
600 and 800 feet forther from
the back of her house, the site where that tower
was going to be. In addition to that as

that land

order to do

it

Pnscilla said,

it's closer to Rye Beach, the area
that needs it. And it's a little bit higher
Where they probably would site this would be nght next to an
old bull pine that's

been

there probably for a hundred years and is ready
to come falling down. But if you can see
the area around it is such a huge area, nobody,
I don't think, would protest it
And the
Planning Board decided to leave the 190 feet limitation
on it thinking that if we could
have the cell tower company come in and test that
site,

it

won't be as offensive.

"

We talk

they won't need the 190 feet and

about conservation. In order to get over that concept
of not hurting that land because the road is already there. The power line is
nght to the edge. You could use the money that is received
(this is up to the Selectmen of
the town), but you could use that money for
conservation purposes and that to me is a
win/win situation for the town. I thmk anybody that's
opposed to this idea should go on
the site walk. Once you see it, you can believe
in it. Thank you."

we

re not really hurting that land

Richard "Chick" Hayden said he
concerns.

in

is

here to strongly support his neighbors and their

town on coming up with an alternate location that's
he thinks the Conservation Commission has done
a fantastic
the

away and said further
making this space available.

further

job

He complimented

It's a wonderful, balanced solution.
Mr Hayden said
he also strongly supports having additional cell
towers for the reason of safety He said
certain facilities, if we want the service of
those facilities, have to be someplace
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Mindy Jeffco asked if there was another site walk planned, to
which Mr. Mills responded
there was none planned as they've been there three
times. He suggested they could take a
map and follow the telephone poles. It was clarified that access
would be from the Grove
Road side. Mrs. Jeffco stated she felt this was the best placement
in this situation.

Mr. Mills said

we

could schedule another

site

walk

if there

was a

lot

of interest.

David Burrows said he's not a scientist, and he is "for" cell
phones. He spoke of
alarming effects of cell towers with regard to health. He
said new technology

the

scares him.

Susie

MacDonald

Land

to the

said she read the decision to change the site
from the Water District
conservation site was going to be reversed because of
a lawsuit brought on
the Plamiing Board by Tower Ventures. Attorney
Donovan responded that they have
filed a lawsuit to try and reverse it.
Additionally, some Planning Board members
proposed a second zoning amendment to remove the
zoning

designation from the Water
discussion they decided not to put that one forward
at this
time. He clanfied that the vote on Sept. 24'*' would
be just on the conservation site and if
that passes, the Water District land would still
be zoned for towers unless the p/anninBoard decides to recommend something in March to remove
that zoning.
SelectmaJ
Mills added that they couldn't put it in until this
one passes. Then they'd

Works

land,

authonty

make

a

and

after

some

have the

to site this

tower on

recommendation

conservation land. Then in March they would probably
to remove the Water District land for a cell
tower in the overlav
this

^

district.

Ms. MacDonald asked about the proposed tower on Abenaqui
Country Club
ascertained they'd need a variance.

Town

Administrator Earl Rinker pointed out that what we're hoping

work with us once we re-zone this, or that
we've made a good faith effort to find even a

is

land.

that either they'll

we'll prevail in court on the strength that
better place for it.

Susie MacDonald said she totally appreciates the
consideration. She was concerned
people need to be informed.
Lester Stevens
this land.

She

that

was concerned that a precedent would be set if this vote passes
to re-zone
Donovan said he didn't think there would be a precedent because

Atty.

the

only ones that can determine which land is eligible for
cell towers are the voters through
of a process. You wouldn't be setting a precedent for
every other piece of
conservation land that would be binding in any courts.
this type

Mr. Low said he doesn't think Lester realizes the effect on
Susie MacDonald's property
and he asked Susie to show him the pictures.

Andrea Clark said she felt it was really wonderfiil the way the
townspeople, the Planning
Board, the Conservation Commission have given all their
volunteer time to try to provide
the best parcel of land for this company to use.
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Discussion ensued with Mr. Burrows regarding other possible sites.
Mrs. Jenness
reminded that one of the points the Tower people made was that they also have to be able
to reach Lafayette Road so they can go from one signal to the next.

Chairman Jermess said it is her feeling that if we vote for this proposal we stand a chance
of moving it further from Garland Road. "If we don't," she said, "I believe we'll have it
on the original site."
Mr. Hayden said there is a good chunk of Rye that is a dead zone for cell phone service,
not just Rye Beach. As far as the debate on electromagnetic emissions and so forth,
that's been going on for years since computers started, since electrical transmission lines
began, with microwaves, cell phones, etc. We've heard some quotations from one side,
but there are good experts on the other side as well.
regulations, if there

Since this

was conclusive proof of a danger one way

is

a land of law and

or the other,

we would

see

terminals coated in lead.

Tom King

said he

went out and walked both of the sites to see for himself It is pretty
site that's being proposed seems more than sufficient. He was

obvious the alternative

interested in an education process for the public.

Mr. Rinker said the upcoming newsletter
goes to every household in Rye.

is

loaded with information on

Andrea Clark wanted copies of those displayed maps put

in the

this subject

and

it

schools and library.

Donovan

said the legal standard of the telecommunications act is that a town can't
planning and zoning powers to unreasonably restrict the development of
telecommunication facilities. There are two carriers that have been approved in the
Atty.

use

its

church steeple and a couple of carriers on the water tank on Breakfast Hill, and
something being proposed at the Abenaqui.
The act does not provide for unlimited
development of towers anywhere carriers want them. Once you've reasonably provided
for wireless service, you've met the test essentially so it is unlikely you're going to see an
endless proliferation of these kinds of applications.
In response to a question with regard to limiting the

number of towers allowed in the
would solve the problem in the end.
He said he didn't think every carrier was necessarily entitled, under the act, to serve Rye
because these carriers can roam from one to the other. The town itself has got to have
town, Atty.

Donovan

reasonable service.

stated he thought the market

The question

as to every carrier having access

is

out there for the

courts to decide.

As

was no other business to come before
by Selectman Moynahan,
Voice vote. Motion to adjourn carries.

there

Mills and seconded
vote.
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ADJOURNED 8:25 p.m.
Respectfully submitted.

Jane E. Ireland

Town

Clerk/Tax Collector

A true record, ATTEST:

^-

^ane
ane
Town

E. Ireland
]

Clerk/Tax Collector

Transcribed from tape
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^*^
REPORT OF SPECIAL TOWN MEETING VOTE
FOR THE TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
SEPTEMBER 24, 2003
the

Warrant

in its entirety.

He

the meeting
ballot

^c^^^ak,^'*

©t ^^'t^

^

24* of September 2003 at 11:00 a.m. in
Moderator Daniel C. Hoefle displayed the empty

On

-^O^

room of

the

box and proceeded

Town
to

Hall,

read the

declared the polls open.

Ballot voting ensued.

Absentee ballots were processed and

cast.

Upon

else wishing to vote,

closed

The

ascertaining there
at

was no one

ballot

box was emptied and
Yes 197; No

results of Article 1.

Town

The moderator announced the
was declared adopted.

the votes counted.
42.

The

article

ATTEST:

V^_^Jane E.

Mr. Hoefle declared the polls

7:00 p.m.

freland

Clerk/Tax Collector

TOWN OF RYE

7ir

,

ABSENTEE

Card

1

OFFICIAL BALLOT

TOWN ELECTION
TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
MARCH 9, 2004

-.^

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

^ m

^

>^v°

pointing to your cIt"
To vote, complete the arrow(s)
h office.
-^-^
B. Follow directions as to the number of candidates to be r
.ne candidate's
C. To vote for a person whose name is not printed on the
provided
and
,^..
name on the line
comr'
A.

'

^

FOR CEMETERY
TRUSTEE

FOR MODERATOR
For

Two

For Three Years

PRISCILLA

V.

JENNESS

For Three Years

(Wrile-in)

LEON

H.

VALLEY

text

emboldened and

VICTOR

D.

YES

ARTICLE 3
ZONING ORDINANCE

AMENDMENT

(Wnte-in)

NO

AmendmenI
ol the

FOR TRUSTEE OF
TRUST FUNDS
Vote

tor

more than C

ANDREW J. MAHONEY

Are you

1:

in

favor

adoption of AnnendmenI

To annend Section 505.3 Wireless
Facililies
Telecommunications
Districl and l^ap to add a portion
"Perkins Heirs

tions facilities are allowed.

Parcel"

is

For Three Years

JAMES a MAHERAS
JACK TOBEY

owned

Town

tor

Town

will

vote

to raise

of up to three million
hundred eleven thousand five
hundred twenty five dollars
five

1

,525) through the issuance

more than three million five
hundred eleven thousand five
hundred twenty five dollars
($3,511,525) of bonds or notes in
accordance with the provisions of
the N/lunicipal Finance Act (N.H.
RSA Chapter 33 as amended)
and to authorize the Selectmen to
issue and negotiate such bonds or
notes, to determine the rate of
interest thereof, and to take such
actions as may be necessary to
effect

the issuance,

negotiation,

and delivery

of

such bonds or

notes as shall be

in

the best inter-

Facilities

Overlay District. The specific area
being rezoned is shown on a plan
posted at the Town Hall, which
will also be posted at the polling

est of the Town of Rye, and further, to apply for and accept and
expend Federal and State Grants
private
donations
any
and
towards this purpose; and further-

place.

more,

fleeting voted to

to
the
rezone
Telecommunications

more than Two

the

Wireless

Special

FOR PLANNING BOARD
Vote
not

if

borrowing

($3,51

Grove Road and
the
Rye
by
Conservation Commission. The
area being rezoned lies easterly
of
the PSNH Powerline and
measures approximately 150 ft.
wide by 780 ft. long. It is north of
and adjacent to Tax IVIap 7 Lot 95,
which the September 24, 2003

FOR BUDGET
COMMITTEE

fol-

Safety Building and authorize the

of not

is

as

budgthe purpose of constructing
equipping a new Public

in

located west of

JANE HOLWAY

4,

favor

dollars ($3,699,525), gross

which wireless telecommunica-

The "Perkins Heirs

in

and appropriate the sum of three
million six hundred ninety nine
thousand five hundred twenty five
et, for

the so-called

Are you

adoption of Article

To see

and

Parcel" to the overlay districl

FOR SUPERVISOR OF
THE CHECKLIST

1

as follows:

of

4.

lows:

Proposed by the Rye Planning
Board

DEBORAH GENESTRETI

ARTICLE
of the

QUESTION

FOR LIBRARY TRUSTEE

For Three Years

of

-

AZZI

For Three Years

.

italicized).

FOR LIBRARY TRUSTEE
For Three Years

.

No tower shall exceed 150 feet
except in Zone TC-3 and on
Parcel 7-96 and on the portion
of the "Perkins Heirs Parcel"
rezoned on March 9, 2004,
where the limit is 190 feet. (New

FOR SEWER
COMMISSIONER

FOR SELECTMAN

.

sentence

last

Section

ROBIN HUGHES

HOEFLE

C.

the

Height
505.4
B
Requirements as follows:

For Three Years

Years

DANIEL

ARTICLE 3 CONTINUED

Amend

sale

to

and

ROBERT PAPP

ARTICLE 4 CONTINUES ONTO
3 CONTINUES INTO
NEXT COLUMN

ARTICLE

TT

BACK

TURN BALLOT OVER AND
CONTINUE VOTING

ot
\^ ^^

aooA

s^^'
ARTICLE

Are you

7,

adoption

of the

ARTICLE 4 CONTINUED.

favor

in

of Article 7,

as

fol-

ARTICLE
of the

10.
Are you in favor
adoption of Article 10, as

follows:

lows:

.

authorize the withdrawal ol one

Town

hundred eighty eight thousand
dollars ($188,000) in principal
plus interest earned to date ol

To see

Irom
the
Safety
Building Capital Reserve Fund
established by Town vote in 1992,
and dissolve same, bringing the
total to three million six hundred
ninety nine thousand five hundred

added to the Town Employees
Accumulated Leave Fund estab-

withdrawal

twenty

dollars ($3,699,525).
vote required.)
This
appropriation is in addition to the
operating budget.
five

ballot

(3/5

THIS ARTICLE

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE

if

the

will

vote to raise
of twenty

and appropriate the sum

thousand dollars ($20,000)

be

RSA31:19-a by
Article 14 of the 1990 Rye Town
Meeting.
The Town Employees
Accumulated Leave Fund pays
severance benefits to Town
lished pursuant to

Employees

accordance with the
Town's Personnel Policy.
This
in

IS

SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE

YES

NO

NO
ARTICLE

5.

Are you

in

favor

as

fol-

the Town will vote
and appropriate the sum

To see

if

to raise

of one
hundred twenty-five thousand one
hundred
twenty-five
dollars
($125,125) for the purpose of site

geo-technical investigation, site
permitting, design fees and conof a salt/sand storage
building adjacent to the existing
Public Works Facility.
This appropriation is in addition to
the operating budget.
(Ivlajority
vote required.)
struction

THIS ARTICLE

ol the

Are you

8.

adoption of Article

favor

in

8,

as

if

the

Town

vote to

will

and appropriate the sum of
fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000)
to be added to the Fire Truck
Capital Reserve Fund established
raise

by Town vote

in

budget.

ating

vote

(Ma)ority

THIS ARTICLE

ARTICLE
of the

6.

RECOMMENDED BY THE
SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE

YES

NO

IS

Are you

adoption of Article

in

6,

favor

as

fol-

lows:

To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of sixty
three thousand dollars (363,000)
for the purpose of purchasing a
cab and chassis with plow and
wing for the Department of Public
Works. This amount includes the
trade-in of the old 1 989 108-dump
tnjck, from which the body will be
transferred to the new truck. This
appropriation is in addition to the
operating budget. (Majority vole
required.)

THIS ARTICLE

ARTICLES.
of the

Are you

adoption of Article

favor

in

9,

as

fol-

lows:

To see the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of ten
thousand dollars (510,000) to be
if

added to the Ambulance Capital
Reserve Fund established by
Article 1 3 of the Town vote March
16, 1996. This

appropnation

is in

addition to the operating budget.
(Majority vote required.)

THIS ARTICLE

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE

be

five million live

hundred

eighteen thousand four hundred
thirty-three dollars ($5,518,433)
which is the same as last year
with certain adjustments required
by previous action ol the Town or
by law or the governing body may
hold one special meeting, in
accordance with RSA 40:13, X
and XVI, to take up the issue of a
revised operating budget only.
(Majonty vote required.) NOTE:

This warrant article does not
include appropriations in ANY
other warrant article.

vPQ

NO
ARTICLE
of the

11.

Are you

adoption of Article

in
1 1

,

favor

as

fol-

THIS ARTICLE

Shall the Town adopt the provisions of RSA 31 :95-c to restrict all
revenues from police outside
details to expenditures for the purpose of paying police officers for
outside details and associated
administrative costs with non-tax-

payers monies.
Such revenue
expenditures
shall
be
accounted for in a special revenue
fund to be known as the 'Police
Outside Detail' fund, separate

and

from the general fund. Any surplus in said fund shall not be
deemed part of the general fund
accumulated surplus and shall be
expended only after a vote by the
legislative body to appropriate a
specific amount from said fund for
a specific purpose related to the
purpose of the fund or source of
the
revenue.
(Majority
vote
required)

SELECTMEN

YES

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE

NO

BUDGET COMMITTEE

YES

NO

IS

GO TO NEXT BALLOT
AND CONTINUE VOTING

RECOMMENDED BY THE
SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE

hundred
hundred

IS

SELECTMEN

NO

for the purposes set forth
therein totaling five million seven

sion,

lows:

required.)

IS

NOT
RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE yES

amounts

1965. This appro-

priation is in addition to the oper-

RECOMMENDED BY THE
THIS ARTICLE

fol-

lows:

To see

lows:

the

shall

THIS ARTICLE

of the adoption of Article 5,

appropriations

required.)

RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE

ARTICLE

warrant articles and other
voted separately,
set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as
amended by vote of the first sescial

sixty-six thousand three
ninety-six
dollars
($5,766,396.) Should this article
be defeated, the operating budget

RECOMMENDED BY THE

IS

Shall the Town raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not
including appropriations by spe-

appropnation is in addition to the
operating budget. (Majority vote

SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE

to

IS

RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE ..^„

YES

NO

17

.

ABSENTEE

Card 2

OFFICIAL BALLOT

TOWN ELECTION
TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
MARCH 9, 2004
o

^^

ARTICLE
of the

Are you

12.

in

favor

adoption of Article 12, as

ARTICLE

Are you

14.

in

we adopt the provisions of
31:95-c to restrict twentyper cent (25%) of revenues
from beach parking pennits to
expenditures for the purpose of
cleaning Town beaches of trash
Shall

Town adopt

Shall the

sions

RSA 31 :95-c

of

the provi-

to restrict

all

revenues from Fire outside details
expenditures for the purpose of
paying fire people for outside
details and associated adnninistrative costs with
non-taxpayers
monies.
Such revenue and
expenditures shall be accounted
for in a special revenue fund to be
known as the 'Fire Outside
Detail' fund, separate from the
to

general fund. Any surplus in said
fund shall not be deemed pan of
the general fund accumulated surplus and shall be expended only
after a vote of the legislative body
to appropriate a specific amount

from said fund for a specific purpose related to the purpose ol the
fund or source of the revenue.
(Majority vote required.)

RSA

five

and

as Beach Cleaning
Fund, separate from the general

known

Any

surplus

said fund

in

be deemed part of the
general fund accumulated surplus and shall be expended only
after a vote by the legislative
body to appropriate a specific
amount from said fund for a specific purpose related to the purpose of the fund or source of the
shall not

revenue.

c.

Sawyers Beach - the area start50 yards south of the Eel Pond
and extending south
the Beach Club.

ing

outlet pipes
to

vote required)

(I^ajority

YES
NO

Surfers must stay at least 50 feet
Lifeguard protected
swimmers and swimming areas.

away from

NO

ARTICLE

Are you

15.

in

The Selectmen's

(3)

Office

and/or the Chief of Police shall
have Ihe authonty to close to the
public, any town beach and area
to surting when deemed necessary in the interest of public
health, safety or the protection of
the beach area.

Any

(4)

person

violating

these surfing regulations shall be
punished by a civil penalty of one
hundred dollars ($100) for a first
offense and ($200) for each subsequent offense within a twentyfour

YES

month

period.

YES

favor

adoption of Article 15, as

of the

.

Such revenue and

debris.

expenditures shall be accounted
for in a special revenue fund to be

fund.

.

Cable Road Extension - the
area between the inside sand
beach corner of Lockes Neck to
Jenness Beach State Beach.
b.

follows:

follows:

.wn clerk

ARTICLE 15 CONTINUED

favor

adoption of Article 14, as

of the

,q\

NO

follows:

ARTICLE
To see

ARTICLE
of the

Are you

13.

in

favor

adoption of Article 13, as

follows:

Shall

we adopt

RSA

31:95-c to

cent

beach

(60%)

of

pari<ing

tures lor the

the provisions of
restrict sixty per

revenues
of

covering

the cost of personnel and equipment to enforce parking regulations.

Such revenue and expendiin a

tures shall be accounted for
special revenue fund to be

known

as the 'Beach Parking Violation
Fund' separate from the general
fund.

Any surplus

in

said fund

be deemed part of the
general fund accumulated surplus
and shall be expended only after a
vote by the legislative body to
appropriate a specific amount
from said fund for a specific purpose related to the purpose of the
fund or source of the revenue.
shall not

(Ivlajority

the

Town

will

vote

to

the Surfing Ordinance,
which was adopted March 16,
1968, Article 25 as part of the
Beach Ordinance Section 8a,
paragraphs (1), (2), (3) and (4),
delete

replacing

it

with the following:

from

fines to expendi-

purpose

if

8a.

The use

of

surfboards

and surting on Town Beaches
shall be regulated as follows:
(1) Any person surfing shall obey
all
lawful orders from Beach

YES

NO

in

Article 16,

as follows:

To see if the Town will vote to
adopt the provisions of RSA 72:35
l-a, for an optional veterans tax
credit of two thousand dollars
($2000) on residential property for
service connected total disability
.

The

optional tax credit shall
replace the current tax credit of
fourteen hundred ($1400) dollars.

YES

Beach

Lifeguards,

Commissioners

NO

Police

or

Officers.

From the calendar period of
Memorial Day to Labor Day and

ARTICLE

from the hours
5:00 p.m., the

Article 17,

(2)

9:00 a.m. to
following town

of

beaches may be closed
only

when

to surfing

Beach
Selectmen or

Lifeguards.

Commissioners,
Police believe
issue exists.

a

public

safety

Pari<

and Concord

you

in

17. (By petition) Are
favor of the adoption of

as follows:

To see if the Town will vote to
adopt the provisions of RSA
72:28,11 & IV, for an optional veterans tax credit of five hundred dollars ($500) on residential property.

The

Wallis Road Extension - the
area between Wallis Sands State
a.

vote required.)

you

16. (By petition) Are
favor of the adoption of

Point.

ARTICLE 15 CONTINUES INTO

NEXT COLUMN

optional tax credit shall
replace the current tax credit of

one hundred ($100)

dollars.

YES

NO
TURN BALLOT OVER AND
CONTINUE VOTING

7T

.^^"^^
ARTICLE
you

18. (By petition) Are
favor of the adoption of

in

Article 18,

To see if the Town will vote to
adopt the provisions of RSA
72:29-a, II, for an optional tax
credit of two thousand dollars
($2000) on the real and personal
property, whether residential or
not, of the surviving

spouse

any

of

person who was killed or died
while on active duty in the armed
forces of the United State in the
wars, conflicts or armed conflicts,
or combat zones set forth in RSA
72:28.
The optional tax credit
shall replace the current tax credit

ARTICLE

Are you in favor
21.
adoption of Article 21, as

of the

or fourteen hundred ($1 400) dol-

lars.

YES

NO

To see
the Town will vole to
approve the following amendment
to the Rye Parking Ordinance
enacted by the Selectmen at their
meeting on June 16, 2003.
if

The present

I.

text of Section

9 of the Town of Rye Parking
Ordinance is hereby repealed and
following
with
the
replaced
enforcement provisions.

Owner

9.1

Parking. A person shall not
allow, permit or suffer a vehicle
registered in his or her name to
stand or park in violation of any of
the provisions of this ordinance,
and the owner or person in whose
name such vehicle is registered
llleoal

be held as prima facie
responsible for such violation.

(By petition) Are
you in favor of the adoption of
Article 19, as follows:
19.

CONTINUED.

S25.00 paid within 5 days of the
issuance of a Notice of Violation.
S35.00 if paid after 5 days from
the issuance of a Notice of
if

Violation.

summons must

$50.00 if a court
be issued.

to whom a Notice of
has been issued may
appeal to the Chief of Police or his
designee within 5 days of such

Notice of Violation. A
9.2
police officer or parking enforce-

Violation

The Chief of Police, or his
designee, is hereby authorized to
review the facts and circumstances surrounding the issuance
of the Notice of Violation and to:
(1) affirm the Notice of Violation;
he determines
or (2) revoke it
that it was issued in error, or othenwise as justice may require.
notice.

if

ment officer observing a violation
any of the provisions of this

YES

of

To see

Town

vote to consider to replace some chemical
street spraying for mosquito control

if

the

use

with the

will

of

dragonllies.

(Majority vote required.)

YES

NO
ARTICLE

20.

Are you

in

favor

of the adoption of Article 20,

as

follows:

To see

if

the

Town

will

vote to

rati-

agreement
which the Selectmen and the
Conservation Commission have
negotiated with Tower Ventures,
II, LLC for the purpose of leasing
a 100 ft. BY 100 ft. site to Tower
Ventures, II, LLC for erection of a
190 feet tall wireless telecommunications facilities tower and auxiliary equipment. The leased area

ordinance shall attach to the vehicle a notice to the operator or
owner that the vehicle has been
parked in violation of this ordi-

nance and ordering the operator
or owner to report to police headquarters to pay the appropriate
penalty. The notice shall contain
the location where the vehicle is
parked: the state registration number of the vehicle; the time at
which such vehicle is parked in
violation of this ordinance; and
any other facts which are necessary to understand the circumstances of the violation.

fy the multi-year lease

is

located approximately

west

of

called

1

300

feet

Grove Road on the so"Perkins

Heirs

shall

9.3 Penalties. A person vioa provision of this ordinance
be punished by a fine as fol-

lows:

A

person violating any provision of this ordinance by parking
without a town permit where parking is allowed only by town permit
shall be punished by a fine of up
to SI 00 for each offense, as fola.

lows:

able for nine

(9) additional

of five years.

Copies

tenns

the lease

Violation.

$100.00

if

a court

summons must

Town

A person violating any prob.
vision of this ordinance by parking

and copies

of the lease

are available from the Office of the
Selectmen.

YES

NO

of the

Are you

22.

adoption

in

of Article 22.

as

follows:

the Town will vote to
accept as a town road Whitehorse
Drive (located off Washington
Road) as shown on Subdivision
Plan for W. Turner Porter. County
of Rockingham, Rye, NH dated
June 19, 2001, as revised and
recorded in the Rockingham
County Registry of Deeds. This
acceptance is conditioned upon
the Town receiving the final
approval of the Town's Public

To see

if

Works

Director,

Selectmen,

the

and

the

Board

of

Planning

Board.

ycc

NO
ARTICLE

23.

adoption

Are you

in

favor

of Article 23,

as

if

be issued.

Hall,

ARTICLE

favor

follows:

$50.00 paid within 5 days of the
issuance of a Notice of Violation.
$75.00 if paid after 5 days from
the issuance of a Notice of

and a plan showing the

location of
the leased area are posted at the

NO

of the

Parcel,"

which was acquired by the
Commission in
Conservation
2002. The lease is for a five year
term and is automatically renewof

lating

.

person violating any other
provision of this ordinance shall
be punished by a fine of up to S50
for each offense, as follows:

Any person

Resoonsibililv for

shall

ARTICLE

21

A

9.4 Appeal to Chief of Police.

Enforcement.

9.

ARTICLE
c.

follows:

as follows:

^vot aoo*

if
the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to sell to
the highest bidder at public auction, or sealed bid, such surplus
Town equipment as is not traded

To see

in

a handicapped designated
space without the required handiin

capped license

plate,

decal

on new equipment

in

2004.

YES

or

NO

card shall be punished by a fine of
not less than $250 for each
offense, pursuant to RSA 265:69

CONTINUES INTO
NEXT COLUMN

ARTICLE

21

IT

YOU HAVE NOW
COMPLETED VOTING
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TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
2004

DELIBERATIVE SESSION
MINUTES INCLUDE:
WARRANT ARTICLES AS ORIGINALLY PRINTED
(EXCEPT ZONING AMENDMENT QUESTION)*
RECORD OF THE MEETING
AMENDMENTS, IF ANY, TO ARTICLES VOTED

2004

BUDGET
2003

AUDITOR'S REPORT

*

THE ZONING ORDINANCE AMENDMENT QUESTION
APPEARS ON THE SAMPLE BALLOT
THAT PRECEDES THIS REPORT

76

77

REPORT OF THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
FOR THE TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
January

and March

31, 2004

9,

2004

DELBERATIVE SESSION

a.m. on the 31^^ day of January 2004 at the Junior High School gymnasium, Moderator
Daniel Hoefle called to order the Deliberative Session of the Annual Town Meeting.
He
introduced Boy Scouts from Troop 181 Brent Henderson, Brian Parise, and Parker Cavallaro

At 9:00

who

led the assembly in the Pledge of Allegiance.

Moderator Hoefle began the meeting by reading the names of our friends and neighbors who
died in 2003.

A moment of silence in their memory was observed.

Moderator Hoefle infroduced Chairman of the Board of Selectmen Priscilla Jenness, Vice
Chairman Joseph Mills, and Selectman John Moynahan, Town Adminisfrator Earl Rinker, Town
Clerk Jane freland, Town Counsel Michael Donovan, and
Financial Administrator Grace
Collette.

The moderator recognized

Priscilla Jenness

who

called

Leon

Blaisdell to the stage. Mrs. Jenness

of March. On behalf of the
Board of Selectmen she presented Chief Blaisdell with a copy of the History of the Tov^n of Rye
presented to him as Rye Fire Chief with gratefiil appreciation and acknowledgement of thirtytwo years of fire fighting service given to the Town of Rye.
said Chief Blaisdell has announced his resignation effective the end

,

Moderator Hoefle announced the candidates

The moderator

for

town

office for the

March

9"^ election.

He said even though he, as moderator, sets the
your meeting and you are free to change those rules. Everyone is
invited to speak. Anyone wishing to speak should come to the microphone and identify himself
stated his rules for the meeting.

rules and procedures, this

is

He said we are here in the spirit of debate
acrimony be eliminated or kept to a minimum. All amendments need to be in
vmting. All voters need to be checked in at the checklist and receive a card. We'll be voting by
a show of hands imless a secret ballot is requested. Five voters present may request a secret
All corrmients should be directed to the moderator.

and asked

ballot

by

that

written request; seven voters present

after a vote is taken.

may seek

a recount of a voice vote or a hand vote,

We will follow the articles as they appear on the Warrant unless a request to

take them out of order

is

made.

Any

ruling

made

Deliberative Session, and any motion anyone wishes to

as moderator

make will be

can be challenged by
entertained.

After ascertaining everyone present had a copy of the Warrant, the moderator read Article 4.

78

this

ARTICLE 4. To

Town

will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three million
one hundred five dollars ($3,844,105), gross budget, for the
purpose of constructing and equipping a new Public Safety Building and authorize the borrowing
of up to three million six hundred fifty six thousand one hundred five dollars ($3,656,105)
through the issuance of not more than three million six himdred fifty six thousand one hundred
five dollars ($3,656,105) of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (N.H. RSA Chapter 33 as amended) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes, to determine the rate of interest thereof, and to take such actions
as may be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes
as shall be in the best interest of the Town of Rye, and flirther, to apply for and accept and
expend Federal and State Grants and any private donations towards this purpose; and
fiuthermore, to authorize the withdrawal of one himdred eighty eight thousand dollars
($188,000) in principal plus interest earned to date of withdrawal from the Safety Building
Capital Reserve Fund estabhshed by Town vote in 1992, and dissolve same, bringing the total to
three milhon eight hundred forty four thousand one hundred five dollars ($3,844,105). (3/5

see if the

eight hundred forty four thousand

ballot vote required.)

This appropriation

is in

addition to the operating budget.

THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE

Selectman Jenness

moved

Article 4 to the floor for discussion, seconded

by Mr.

Mills.

Gary Dodds, Chairman of the Building Committee, moved to amend the article by reducing the
amounts to $3,699,525 and $3,5 11, 525 respectively, and to add the phrase "and further to
apply any proceeds from the sale of the existing house on the property purchased in 2003 for the
construction of a Public Safety Building toward the reduction of the bond." Mrs. Snyder
seconded his motion to amend.

dollar

(Mr.

Dodds motion
'

to

amend was subsequently withdrawn,

as

was Mrs. Snyder's second

to his

motion.)

Mr. Dodds explained he wanted to revise the amounts because of new figures that came
January 12*. He fiirther explained the desire to use all proceeds from the sale of the property
551 Washington Road as a reduction on the amount of the bond.

in

A

of

vote was taken to ascertain if those present would allow non-residents
Hands. Vote is in the affirmative.

to speak.

Show

at

Mr. Dodds recognized the members of the Building Committee. He gave a brief history of the
project, saying last year the town voted to purchase the property at 551 Washington Road, the
Govoni house, and to also locate a facility or building at 561 Washington Road
Mr. Dodds, Mr. Azzi, Chief Blaisdell, Chief Gould, and a member of the architectural firm that
Slides were shown of the existing
designed the building presented an overview of the project.
structure, including the interior,

demonstrating the crowded conditions.

79

Additionally, slides

)

depicted the proposed facility as

it

would appear when completed. Mr. Azzi explained

of the project and the impact on the tax
Following the presentation, Mr.

the cost

dollar.

Dodds withdrew

his

proposed amendment. Paula Savder

likewise withdrew her second to his motion.

Mrs. Snyder

moved

to

amend

She proposed the following amendment: (Proposed

Article 4.

changes are emboldened.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three million six
hundred ninety nine thousand five hundred twenty five dollars ($3,699,525), gross budget,
for the purpose of constructing and equipping a new Public Safety Building and authorize the
borrowing of up to three million five hundred eleven thousand five hundred twenty five

dollars ($3,511,525) through the issuance of not

thousand

five

hundred twenty

more than three

five dollars ($3,511,525) of

million five

bonds or notes

hundred eleven

in accordance with

Act (N.H. RSA Chapter 33 as amended) and to
bonds or notes, to determine the rate of
interest thereof, and to take such actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation,
sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in the best interest of the Town of Rye, and
fiirther, to apply for and accept and expend Federal and State Grants and any private donations

the provisions of

the Municipal Finance

authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such

towards

this purpose, and furthermore, to authorize the withdrawal of one himdred eighty eight
thousand dollars ($188,000) in principal plus interest earned to date of withdrawal from the
Safety Building Capital Reserve Fund estabUshed by Tovm vote in 1992, and dissolve same,

bringing the total to three million six

hundred ninety nine thousand

five

hundred twenty

five

dollars ($3,699,525).

Mr. Dodds seconded her motion to amend.

pmpose of her amendment, to reduce the dollar amounts based on the
newer figures the committee had received. She said they had made a decision not to include
wording regarding the property at 551 Washington Road because if the property should be sold
in the future, the Selectmen would then have the authority to ask the tovraspeople to apply the
Paula Snyder explained the

profits to reduce the cost

of the bond.

There being no further discussion on the amendment. Moderator Hoefle called for a vote.

SHOW OF HANDS.

The amendment

Moderator Hoefle ordered Article
Paula Snyder
discussion.

moved

4, as

amended, placed on the

to Restrict Reconsideration

SHOW OF HANDS.

The moderator read

carries.

Motion

of Article

to Restrict

Article 5:

80

4,

ballot.

seconded by Gary Dodds.

Reconsideration passes.

No

ARTICLE 5. To

see if the

Town

will vote to raise and appropriate the

sum of one hundred

twenty- five thousand one hundred twenty-five dollars ($125,125) for the purpose of site geotechnical investigation, site permitting, design fees and construction of a salt/sand storage
building adjacent to the existing Public

This appropriation

is in

Works

Facility.

addition to the operating budget. (Majority vote required.)

THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
It

was moved by Priscilla Jermess, seconded by John Moynahan,

to place Article 5

on the floor

for discussion.

Works Director Bud Jordan said most of the stockpiled salt and sand is outside and runoff
a concern. The new building they'd like to put there is of a concrete structure and would
house seven complete storms, inside. This is a far cry firom what we have and really is needed.

Public
is

There being no further discussion, Moderator Hoefle ordered
as

it

Article 5 placed on the ballot

appears.

Paula Snyder

OF HANDS.

moved

to Restrict Reconsideration of Article 5, seconded

Motion

The moderator read

by Joe

Mills.

SHOW

to Restrict Reconsideration carries.

Article 6.

ARTICLE

6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixty three
thousand dollars ($63,000) for the purpose of purchasing a cab and chassis with plow and wing
for the Department of Pubhc Works. This amount includes the trade-in of the old 1989 108dump truck, from which the body will be transferred to the new truck. This appropriation is in

addition to the operating budget. (Majority vote required.)

THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
It

was moved by Joe

Mills, seconded

by Priscilla Jenness,

to place Article

6 on the floor for

discussion.

Public
truck

Works Director Bud Jordan explained these trucks
worn out and needs to be replaced.

are used year round.

He

said the 1989

is

There was no further discussion. Moderator Hoefle ordered Article 6 placed on the ballot as
written.

The moderator read Article

ARTICLE 7. To

see if the

7.

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of twenty thousand

Town Employees Accumulated Leave Fund established
pursuant to RSA 31:19-a by Article 14 of the 1990 Rye Tovra Meeting. The Town Employees
Accumulated Leave Fund pays severance benefits to Town Employees in accordance with the
dollars ($20,000) to

be added

to the
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Town's Personnel

Policy.

This appropriation

is in

addition to the operating budget.

(Majority

vote required.)

THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
It

was moved by Joseph Mills and seconded by John Moynahan,

to

place Article 7 on the floor

for discussion.

There being no discussion, Moderator Hoefle ordered

Article 7 placed on the ballot as

it

appears.

The moderator read

Article

8.

ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand
dollars ($15,000) to
in 1965.

be added

This appropriation

to the Fire

is

Truck Capital Reserve Fund established by

Town vote

in addition to the operating budget. (Majority vote required.)

THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLES IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
It

was moved by Priscilla Jenness and seconded by Mr.

Mills to placed Article 8 on the floor for

discussion.

The moderator called for discussion on
on the ballot as it appears.
The moderator read

ARTICLE 9. To
of the

Town

vote

ordered Article 8 placed

Article 9.

see if the

dollars ($10,000) to

the article. Seeing none, he

Town

be added

March

to the

will vote to raise

Ambulance

and appropriate the sum of ten thousand

Capital Reserve

Fund

established

by

Article 13

16, 1996. This appropriation is in addition to the operating budget.

(Majority vote required.)

THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
THIS ARTICLE IS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
It

was moved by Mrs.

Jenness, seconded

by Joe

Mills, to place Article 9

on the floor

for

discussion.

There was no discussion

Moderator Hoefle ordered
The moderator read

ARTICLE

10.

appropriations

Article 9 placed on the ballot as written.

Article 10.

Shall the

by

Town raise and

appropriate as an operating budget, not including

special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the
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amounts

.

on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the
set forth therein totahng five milUon seven hundred sixty-six thousand three hundred
ninety-six dollars ($5,766,396.) Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall be five
million five hundred eighteen thousand four hundred thirty-three dollars ($5,518,433) which is
the same as last year with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Town or by law
or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and
XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only. (Majority vote required.) NOTE:
This warrant article does not include appropriations in ANY other warrant article.
set forth

purposes

It

was moved by Selectman Joseph
on the floor for discussion.

Mills, seconded

by Selectman

Priscilla Jenness, to place

Article 10

Moderator Hoefle called for discussion on the
placed on the ballot as it appears.
It

article.

Hearing none, he ordered Article 10

was moved by Paula Snyder, seconded by Jack Tobey, to Restrict Reconsideration of Article
SHOW OF HANDS. Motion to Restrict Reconsideration carries.

10.

The moderator read

ARTICLE

Article

1 1

Shall the

11.

Town

adopt the provisions of

RSA

31:95-c to

restrict

all

revenues from police outside details to expenditures for the purpose of paying police officers for
outside details and associated administrative costs with non-taxpayers monies. Such revenue and
expenditures shall be accounted for in a special revenue fimd to be

known

as the 'Police Outside

from the general fund. Any surplus in said fund shall not be deemed part
of the general fiind accumulated surplus and shall be expended only after a vote by the legislative
body to appropriate a specific amount from said fimd for a specific purpose related to the
Detail' fimd, separate

purpose of the fimd or source of the revenue.
(Majority vote required.)

It

was moved by Mr.

Mills, seconded

by Mr. Moynahan,

to place Article 11

on the

floor for

discussion.

There was no discussion.

Moderator Hoefle ordered Article 11 placed on the ballot as

it

appears.

The moderator read

ARTICLE

Article 12.

12.

Shall the

Town

adopt the provisions of

RSA

31:95-c to

revenues from Fire outside details to expenditures for the purpose of paying
outside details and associated adminisfrative costs with non-taxpayers monies.

expenditures shall be accounted for in a special revenue fimd to be

known

fire

restrict

all

people for

Such revenue and

as the 'Fire Outside

from the general fimd. Any surplus in said fund shall not be deemed part
of the general fimd accumulated surplus and shall be expended only after a vote of the legislative
body to appropriate a specific amoimt from said fimd for a specific purpose related to the
purpose of the fund or source of the revenue. (Majority vote required.)
Detail' fimd, separate
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It

was moved by Selectman Moynahan, seconded by Selectman Mills, to place Article 12 on

the

floor for discussion.

Andrea Clark asked
Police Chief Alan

budget.

He

for clarification.

Gould

This would

said presently budgeting for outside detail is

move

said an outside detail

it

is

to

when

a police officer or firefighter

telephone truck or something similar. The telephone

amount on top of the hourly

done within the town

a separate detail fund to be paid for with non-taxpayer dollars.

rate.

is

company pays

The excess monies go back

directing traffic around a

for that, along with an extra

to the

town

for administrative

costs.

There was no further discussion on Article 12.

The moderator ordered

Article 12 placed on the ballot as written.

Moderator Hoefle read Article

13.

13.
Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 31:95-c to restrict sixty per cent
(60%) of revenues from beach parking fines to expenditures for the purpose of covering the cost
of personnel and equipment to enforce parking regulations. Such revenue and expenditures shall
be accounted for in a special revenue fimd to be knowTi as the 'Beach Parking Violation Fund'
separate from the general fund. Any surplus in said fund shall not be deemed part of the general
fund accumulated surplus and shall be expended only after a vote by the legislative body to
appropriate a specific amount from said fund for a specific purpose related to the purpose of the
fund or soiu^ce of the revenue. (Majority vote required.)

ARTICLE

It

was moved by Joseph Mills, seconded by John Moynahan,

to place Article 13

on the

floor for

discussion.

The moderator called for discussion on
placed on the ballot as written.
Moderator Hoefle read Article

ARTICLE

14.

Shall

Article 13.

Hearing none, he ordered Article 13

14.

we

adopt the provisions of

RSA

31:95-c to restrict twenty- five per

cent (25%) of revenues from beach parking permits to expenditures for the purpose of cleaning

Town

Such revenue and expenditures shall be accounted for in a
Beach Cleaning Fund, separate firom the general fund.
Any surplus in said fund shall not be deemed part of the general fimd acciraiulated surplus and
shall be expended only after a vote by the legislative body to appropriate a specific amoimt fi-om
said fimd for a specific purpose related to the purpose of the fimd or source of the revenue.
beaches of trash and debris.

special revenue fund to be

known

as

(Majority vote required)
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It

was moved by John Moynahan, seconded by Joe

Mills, to place Article 14

on the

floor for

discussion.

Andrea Clark questioned how these funds would

effect the

budget process.

John Moynahan said right now we pay the parking attendants out of the General Fund, which is
the Police Department's operating budget. The Special Fund pays for not only the attendant, but
also the equipment, and that will not come out of the operating budget, which reduces the
operating budget. It cannot be spent for anything else.
There was no further discussion.

Moderator Hoefle ordered Article 14 placed on the
The moderator read

ARTICLE

ballot as written.

Article 15.

To

15.

see if the

Town

will vote to delete the Surfing Ordinance, which

adopted March 16, 1968, Article 25 as part of the Beach Ordinance Section 8a, paragraphs
(3)

and

8a.

(4),

replacing

it

was

(1), (2),

with the following:

The use of surfboards and surfing on Tovra Beaches shall be regulated as follows:
Any person surfing shall obey all lawful orders fi^om beach lifeguards and police
(1)
officers.

(2)

The Selectmen's Office and/or Chief of Police shall have the authority to close
the public, any public beach and area to surfing when deemed necessary in the

to

of public health, safety or the protection of the beach area.
surfing regulations shall be punished by a civil penalty
of one hundred dollars ($100) for a first offense and $200) for each subsequent
interest

(3)

Any person violating these

offense within a twenty- four

It

was moved by Mr.

month period.
on the

Mills, seconded

by Mr. Moynahan,

amendment to

the article, seconded by Mr. Moynahan.

to place this article

floor for

discussion.

Mr. Mills offered an

Moderator Hoefle ascertained that everyone had a copy of the amendment that was made
available at the fi-ont of the room, and then read the amendment in its entirety: {New text is
emboldened. Deleted text is struck through.)
Article 15.

March
and
8a.

To

see if the Tovra will vote to delete the Surfing Ordinance,

16, 1968, Article

(4),

replacing

it

which was adopted

25 as part of the Beach Ordinance Section 81, paragraphs

(1), (2), (3)

vdth the following:

The use of surfboards and surfing on Town Beaches shall be regulated as follows:
(1) Any person surfing shall obey all lawful orders firom Beach Lifeguards, Beach
Commissioners or asd-Police Officers.
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(2)

From

the calendar period of

Memorial Day

to

Labor Day and from

9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., the following town beaches

may be

when Lifeguards, Beach Commissioners, Selectmen or

the hours of

closed to surfing only

Police believe a public

safety issue exists.

Wallis

a.

Road Extension -

Concord

the area between Wallis Sands State Park

and

Point.

Cable Road Extension - the area between the inside sand beach corner of
Lockes Neck to Jenness Beach State Beach.
Sawyers Beach - the area starting 50 yards south of the Eel Pond outlet
pipes and extending south to the Beach Club.

b.

c.

away from Lifeguard

Surfers must stay at least 50 feet

protected swimmers

and swimming areas.
(3)

(4)

The Selectmen's Office and/or the Chief of Pohce shall have authority to close to
public, any public town beach when deemed necessary in the interest of public
health, safety or the protection of the beach area.

the

Any person violating these

surfing regulations shall be punished by a civil penalty of
one hundred dollars ($100) for a first offense and two hundred dollars ($200) for
each subsequent offense within a twenty-four month period.

He said after a lot of controversy and several
an agreement that has been worked out with the surfers, the Chief of Police and

Selectman Mills spoke to the amendment.
meetings, this
the

is

Beach Commissioners

that is a

workable arrangement as far as the Selectmen are concemed.

Chief Gould explained the current beach ordinance in relation to svu"fers limits surfing to twentyfive residents a day and they have to come to the Police Station to get a permit along with a
colored

wanted

life vest,

to surf

basically the

and they would need to renew that permit every twenty-four hours

That's been on the books for a long time and never

whole coastline was open

to surfers

if

they

been enforced which means

without the possibility of restriction. This new

ordinance allows the Police Department to be able to restrict surfing to certain areas

if a public

safety issue exists.

asked the Chief about renewing the permit every twenty- four hours. Chief Gould
explained that system has been in place for a long time and never been used, to our knowledge.
That was how it was supposed to work, the old way. Under the proposed amendment there is no

Bill Ladrie

permit system.

Andrea Clark asked if signage would be in place so surfers would know when and where they
can surf and follow the rules. Chief Gould responded saying they have yet to work out a flag
system with the Beach Commission. In fact, he said, we may not need that. Over the past two
and one half years they haven't had the need to remove surfers firom the beach area.
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Michael Schwartz asked if this allowed the Selectmen or the Police Chief to close the beach to
would it apply to all beach goers. Selectman Mills responded that this is a surfing
ordinance. Chief Gould added that under the authority of public safety, if a serious public safety
issue existed, we would certainly have the authority to close the beaches whether or not it's in
here or not, in the same way we have the authority to ask people to evacuate their homes in

just surfers or

certain situations.

The moderator called

for a vote

on the amendment.

Moderator Hoefle called for further discussion.
amended, placed on the ballot.

SHOW OF HANDS.

Amendment carries.

Hearing none, he ordered Article

15, as

Steve Hilknan, 399 Central Road, moved to Restrict Reconsideration of Article 15. His motion
was duly seconded. SHOW OF HANDS. Motion to Restrict Reconsideration of Article 15
passes.

The moderator read Article

ARTICLE
72:35

connected

(By

16.

I-a, for

16.

petition)

To

see if the

Town will

vote to adopt the provisions of RSA

an optional veterans tax credit of two thousand dollars ($2000) for service

total disability

on

residential property

and replace the standard tax

credit in its

entirety.

Selectman Mills

moved

to place Article 16

on the

floor for discussion,

seconded by Selectman

Jenness.

Gene Ritzo explained this and the following two articles are the result of a bill
year by our Legislature and signed into law by the Governor.

that

was passed

this

wanted to know the costs, so he asked for and received information
Mrs. Marconi in the Selectmen's Office. In 2003 there were four himdred twenty two (422)
Veterans receiving the $100 exemption that is $42,200. This costs the town four cents per
thousand of evaluation. We also had fifteen (15) permanently disabled vets receiving $1400 for
a total of $21,000. The cost is two cents, Mr. Stevens said. Further, he stated, we as veterans
have received either $100 or $ 1400, and it has cost all of us six cents. With the proposed article

Lester Stevens stated he
fi-om

$500, this means we'll have to come up with $212,000 or 19 cents on the tax rate. If we go to
for the permanently disabled vets, that's three cents, so it's a total of 22 cents per
thousand it's going to cost all of us if this goes through. This is a 16-cent per thousand dollars of
at

$2000

evaluation addition to

Mr. Mills offered an

what we are now paying, he

amendment to

said.

Article 16, seconded

Moderator Hoefle read the amendment. (New

text is

struck through)
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by Mr. Moynahan.

underlined and emboldened. Deleted text

is

To

Town

see if the

disability^

will vote to adopt the provisions of

two thousand

tax credit of

on

r eside ntial

prop erty and

RSA

72:35

I-a, for

oa residential property

dollars ($2000)

r e place the

an optional veterans

for service

standard tax credit in

connected

its entirety.

The

total

optional

tax credit shall replace the current tax credit of fourteen hundred ($1400) dollars.

Mr. Mills said this amendment
approval of Mr. Ritzo.

based on the recommendation of the town attorney and has the

for a vote

Moderator Hoefle called

Amendment

is

Moderator Hoefle ordered Article
Moderator Hoefleread Article

ARTICLE
72:28,n

&

on the Amendment

(By

17.

16, as

SHOW OF HANDS.

amended, placed on the ballot

17.

petition)

To

see if the

Town

will vote to adopt the provisions

rv, for an optional veterans tax credit of five hundred dollars ($500)

property and replace the standard tax credit in

It

to Article 16.

carries.

was moved by Joseph

Mills, seconded

on

of RSA

residential

its entirety.

by John Moynahan,

to place this article

on the

floor for

discussion.

Mr. Mills presented an

amendment to

Article 17, seconded

The moderator read the amendment: (New

text is

by Mr. Moynahan.

underlined

and emboldened. Deleted

text is

struck through.)

To

see if the

Town

will vote to adopt the provisions of

RSA

72:28,11

&

IV

veterans tax credit of five hundred dollars ($500) on residential property,

standard tax cr e dit in

its

e ntir e ty.

The

,

for an optional
and replac e the

optional tax credit shall replace the current tax credit

of one hundred ($100) dollars.

Mr. Mills explained this is basically the same thing as the previous
language cleanup town counsel recormnended.
Jane Langley asked if this
is

speaking to Article

Atty.

1

article

would apply

to spouses, as

it

article.

It's just

some

has previously. She clarified she

7 only.

Donovan reviewed

the statute and concluded the surviving spouse of a veteran

would be

eligible for this tax credit.

Lester Stevens stated the veteran deserves something, and his wife deserves the same thing.

Gene Ritzo

said there are three categories in these warrant articles.

the totally disabled vet

receives the

who

same amoimt

is

eligible for the $2000.

as the totally disabled veteran.
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Two

are identical.

The widow of a

It's

only

vet killed in action

Atty.

Donovan

clarified that the

widow

veteran dies, then his

death

proposed $500 tax credit would go to the veteran, and if that
would be entitled to the same credit, even if his

or her widower

not service related.

is

Bob Vincent observed there are men and women who serve this country other than those in
uniform, who are killed in action. Should we consider these people in the FBI, CIA, DEA? Mr.
Ritzo recommended this go before the legislature just as this SB45 did.
Mr. Ladrie took note of the civilian role as compared to the military role.
paid $21 a month. He said these FBI and civil servants are being paid a

which they very well

deserve.

There being no further discussion, the moderator called
17.

He recalled he was
much higher salary,

SHOW OF HANDS.

Amendment

Moderator Hoefle ordered Article
The moderator read Article

for a vote

on

the

amendment

to Article

carries.

17, as

amended, placed on the

ballot.

18.

see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA
of two thousand dollars ($2000) on the real and personal
property of the siirviving spouse of any person who was killed or died while on active duty in the
armed forces of the United State in the wars, conflicts or armed conflicts, or combat zones set

ARTICLE

18.

72:29-a,

for an optional tax credit

forth in

It

II,

(By

petition)

To

RSA 72:28.

was moved by Mr.

Mills, seconded

by Mrs. Jeimess,

to place this article

on the

floor for

discussion.

Once

again,

Mr. Mills presented an amendment to Article

Moderator Hoefle read the proposed amendment:
Deleted text is struck through.)

(New

18,

seconded by Mrs. Jenness.

text is

underlined and emboldened.

see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 72:29a,II, for an optional tax credit
of two thousand dollars ($2,000) on the real and personal property, whether residential or not
of the surviving spouse of any person who was killed or died while on active duty in the armed
forces of the United States in the wars, conflicts or armed conflicts, or combat zones set forth in
RSA 72:28. The optional tax credit shall replace the current tax credit of fourteen hundred

To

($1400) dollars.

There was no discussion on the amendment.

Moderator Hoefle called

for a vote

on the amendment.

SHOW OF HANDS.

carries.

Moderator Hoefle ordered Article

18, as

amended, placed on the
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ballot.

Amendment

The moderator read

ARTICLE

Article 19.

To see if the Town will vote to replace
spraying for mosquito control with the use of dragonflies. Dragonflies

(Petitioned Warrant Article)

19.

harmful chemical

street

are beautifully natural

and are being used successfully

in

many communities.

(Majority vote

required.)

Mr. Bob Eaton made a motion
seconded his motion.

to place this article

Paula Snyder asked the Selectmen,

on the floor for discussion.

if this article passes, are

you getting

rid

Jane Holway

of all spraying of the

streets entirely?

Selectmen Jenness referred to the report of our Health Officer, Dr. Gail Snow. She said West
is now considered to be endemic to the eastern United States. Mrs. Jeimess felt it
would not be safe for us to remove all possibility of spraying.

Nile Virus

Joe

Falletti

Atty.

recormnended

Donovan

ballot either as

said the article as
it

Ron Champagne
Joe Mills

this article

was
felt

moved

"harmful", so the

should not go forward.

worded was petitioned onto the warrant, so

petitioned, or the Deliberative Session is free to

the language of this article as written

to
first

amend

Article

19 by adding the

sentence of the article would read:

is

amend

it

has to go on the

it.

rather self-serving

and subjective.

word "not" and deleting the word
To see if the Town will vote not to

replace harmful chemical street spraying for mosquito control with the use of dragonflies.

His

motion was seconded by John Moynahan.

Diane Cavaretta said
Mr. Ladrie wanted
the cost would be.

it is

to

a well-known fact that

know

all

these chemicals are carcinogenic.

the percentage of dragonflies eating mosquitoes

Selectman Jenness read from the report of Dr.
permanent entity in the eastern United States.

Snow

regarding the

and he asked what

West Nile Virus saying

it is

a

Diane South asked to propose a possible alternative to the wording that would allow the option
of dragonflies to still be considered.
Moderator Hoefle explained she needed to submit her amendment in writing, and that he would
only allow one amendment at a time to be considered.
Following discussion on the amendment, Gary Dodds motioned to move the question,
seconded by Jane Holway. The moderator explained this motion limits debate.
OF

SHOW

HANDS. Motion to move the question passes.
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.

The moderator

SHOW OF

on the amendment.

called for a vote

HANDS. Amendment

is

defeated.

amend

Diane South moved to
Deleted text

is

Article 19

,

as follows:

(New

text is

underlined and emboldened.

struck through.)

see if the Town will vote to consider to replace harmftil some chemical street spraying for
mosquito control with the use of dragonflies. Dragonfli e s ar e b e autifully natural and are b e ing

To

us e d succ e ssfully in

many communiti e s.

Gary Dodds seconded the motion

to

amend

Article 19.

Following discussion on Ms. South's amendment,
question, seconded

After re-reading the proposed

HANDS. Amendment

Town,

see if the

amendment. Moderator Hoefle

after consultation

to the

with

street spraying for

augmenting chemical

was moved by Paula Snyder to move the
Motion to move the question carries.
called for a vote.

SHOW OF

carries.

Bob Vincent proposed an amendment
To

it

SHOW OF HANDS.

by Mr. Tobey.

warrant
the

article, as follows:

Town's Public Health

Officer, will consider

mosquito control with the use of dragonflies or other

natural predators.

Victor Azzi seconded his motion to amend.

Discussion evolved around whether or not this proposed amendment would leave the decision on
Others questioned the use of the word "augmenf
street spraying up to the Health Officer.
Brian Berry stated the Selectmen already have the ability to consider other methods of mosquito
control.

Paula Snyder

made

a motion to

move

the question, seconded

by Mr. Tobey.

SHOW OF

HANDS. Motion carries.
The moderator called

for

a vote on Mr.

Vincent's amendment.

SHOW OF

HANDS.

Amendment fails.
Moderator Hoefle clarified the
already voted upon.

article

now

included Diane South's amendment, which was

There being no further discussion or amendments, Moderator Hoefle ordered Article 19
placed on the ballot as amended.
Mrs. Snyder

moved

OF HANDS.

to Restrict Reconsideration

Motion

of Article

to Restrict Reconsideration carries.

The moderator read Article 20.
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19,

seconded by Jack Tobey.

SHOW

ARTICLE

To

20.

see if the

Town

will vote to ratify the multi-year lease agreement

which the Selectmen and the Conservation Commission have negotiated with Tower Ventures,
n, LLC for the purpose of leasing a 100 ft. BY 100 ft. site to Tower Ventures, U, LLC for
erection of a 190 feet tall wireless telecommunications facilities tower and auxiliary equipment.
The leased area is located approximately 1300 feet west of Grove Road on the so-called "Perkins
Heirs Parcel," which was acquired by the Conservation Commission in 2002. The lease is for a
five year term and is automatically renewable for nine (9) additional terms of five years. Copies
of the lease and a plan showing the location of the leased area are posted at the Town Hall, and
copies of the lease are available from the Office of the Selectmen.
It

was moved by Joseph

Mills,

seconded by John Moynahan

to place Article

20 on the

floor for

discussion.

Atty.

Donovan asked

make one

to

clarification about the lease that has

typo in the taxation clause where
square feet of leased land.

It is

we

been posted. There was a

refer to 1000 square feet of leased land, and

in paragraph 19

of the lease

it is

10,000

referenced on the cover sheet

itself,

changes.

Ray Jarvis wanted to know what would happen when the lease comes to an end. Atty. Michael
Donovan said the Planning Board approval of the tower proposal has taken care of that by
requiring a bond be posted and that the tower be removed.
Lester Stevens said he is completely against this article.

He

felt

we

are setting a precedent

by

taking conservation land for commercial use.

Mrs. Snyder wanted to

responded that no,

amendment
subject

that's

of this

know

is not.

on the

article, is

that parcel still

Upon

it

first

it

It is

was

the

same piece we voted on

the adjoining piece and

is

page of the warrant. The tower

in October.

the piece covered
site that's

Atty.

by

being leased and

remains zoned for a tower

ARTICLE 2L

would be no further discussion on

To

see if the

Town

Article 20, the

will vote to approve the following

Rye Parking Ordinance enacted by the Selectmen
present text of Section 9 of the

Town

at their

meeting on June

of Rye Parking Ordinance

replaced with the following enforcement provisions.

9.

the

moderator

placed on the ballot as written.
to

suspend the

SHOW OF

The

is

at this time.

Moderator Hoefle began the reading of Article 21. Selectmen Mills moved
Mr. Moynahan seconded his motion.
ftuther reading of this article.
Motion carries.

I.

Donovan

the zoning

within about 50 feet of the parcel that was re-zoned back in October and

ascertaining there

ordered

if this

Enforcement.
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16,

is

HANDS.

amendment

to the

2003.

hereby repealed and

1

9.

Owner

Responsibility for Illegal Parking

.

A person

shall not allow, permit or suffer

a vehicle registered in his or her name to stand or park in violation of any of the provisions of
this ordinance, and the owner or person in whose name such vehicle is registered shall be held as
prima facie responsible for such violation.
9.2

Notice of Violation

.

A

pohce

officer or parking

enforcement officer observing a

violation of any of the provisions of this ordinance shall attach to the vehicle a notice to the

operator or owner that the vehicle has been parked in violation of this ordinance and ordering the
operator or owner to report to police headquarters to pay the appropriate penalty. The notice

where the vehicle is parked; the state registration number of the
which such vehicle is parked in violation of this ordinance; and any other

shall contain the location

vehicle; the time at

which

facts

9.3

are necessary to understand the circumstances of the violation.

Penalties

A

.

person violating a provision of

this

ordinance shall be punished

by

a

fine as follows:

A person violating any provision of this ordinance by parking without a town permit where

a.

parking

is

allowed only by town permit

shall

be punished by a fine of up

to

$100

for each

offense, as follows:

$50.00 if paid within 5 days of the issuance of a Notice of Violation.
$75.00 if paid after 5 days from the issuance of a Notice of Violation.
$100.00 if a court summons must be issued.
b.
A person violating any provision of this ordinance by parking in a handicapped designated
space without the required handicapped license plate, decal or card shall be punished by a fine of

up

to

$100

for

each offense, as follows:

$50.00 if paid within 5 days of the issuance of a Notice of Violation.
$75.00 if paid after 5 days from the issuance of a Notice of Violation.
$100.00 if a court summons must be issued.
c.

A person violating any other provision of this ordinance shall be punished by a fine of up to

$50

for each offense, as follows:

$25.00 if paid within 5 days of the issuance of a Notice of Violation.
$35.00 if paid after 5 days from the issuance of a Notice of Violation.
$50.00 if a court summons must be issued.

Any person to whom a Notice of Violation has been
Chief of Police or his designee within 5 days of such notice. The Chief
of Police, or his designee, is hereby authorized to review the facts and circumstances surrounding
the issuance of the Notice of Violation and to: (1) affirm the Notice of Violation; or (2) revoke it
9.4

issued

Appeal

may appeal

to

Chief of Police

.

to the

if he determines that

it

was

issued in error, or otherwise as justice
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may require.

It was moved by Mrs. Jenness
Moynahan.

to place Article 21

on the

floor for discussion, seconded

by Mr.

Gould proposed an amendment, seconded by Mr. Mills. Mrs. Jenness
suspend the reading of the amendment, seconded by Mr. Mills.
OF HANDS.

Police Chief Alan

SHOW

moved

to

Motion

carries.

The Chief explained the amendment pertains to Section 9.3,
underlined and emboldened. Deleted text is struck through)
b.

b. to

read as follows:

{New

text is

A person

violating any provision of this ordinance by parking in a handicapped designated
space without the required handicapped Ucense plate, decal or card shall be punished by a
fine

of up

to

$100 not

less

than S250

for

each offense, as follows: pursuant to

RSA

265:69.

$50.00 if paid within 5 days of the issuance of a Notic e of Violation
$75.00 if paid aft e r 5 days fi-om the issuanc e of a Notic e of Violation

$100.00

if

a court

summons must b e

issue d

.

The moderator called for a vote on the amendment. SHOW OF HANDS. Amendment
carries. Moderator Hoefle ordered Article 21 placed on the ballot as amended.

The moderator read Article

ARTICLE

22.

To see if the Town will vote to accept as a town road Whitehorse Drive
Washington Road) as shown on Subdivision Plan for W. Tumer Porter, Coimty of
Rockingham, Rye, NH dated June 19, 2001, as revised and recorded in the Rockingham County
Registry of Deeds. This acceptance is conditioned upon the Town receiving the final approval of
the Town's Public Works Director, the Board of Selectmen, and the Planning Board.
22.

(located off

It

was moved by Joe

Mills, seconded

by John Moynahan,

to place Article

22 on the floor

for

discussion.

Director of Public

Works Jordan said this particular
would be done correctly before it

assured that the road

site is
is

an on-going development

site.

He

accepted.

Jim Raynes said the Conservation Commission had a lot of environmental issues. Basically all
of those issues were addressed. He said he felt the drainage swale at the end of the road should
be corrected before it is accepted, so that the drainage won't impact Berrys Brook.

Gary Dodds moved to amend Article 22 by adding one word to it. "To see
Deb Armstrong seconded his motion to amend.

if the

Town

will

vote not to accept ..."

Mr. Dodds felt the developer should maintain the road because we have no idea of the
environmental impact of what they're going to do with the roadway or if it will be sufficient to
meet the guidelines we set forth. He suggested it be kept as a private road and we can monitor his
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actions and

with

make

sure he

accountable for

is

that.

He

asked

why

the

town should be burdened

that.

Deb Armstrong

said she

was dead

Mr. Turner was responsible

supporting this road as well.

set against

for this road,

and not the

She had understood

Town of Rye.

Greg Mikolaitis questioned the rush to accept the road at this point. Selectman Mills said once
accept it, then the town plows it. He pointed out that if the road was ready for acceptance by,
say, December 31^' of this year, then we would have the authority to go plow it.
If this is
defeated, then the earhest it would be able to be plowed would be March 15 of next year. Mr.
Mikolaitis did not feel that would be a problem and said he assumed those people buying the lots

we

understand

a private road

it's

at this point.

Bob Brown, Chairman of the Planning

Board, stated there were a lot of provisions attached to
development because of environmental considerations primarily. Acceptance of
the street is upon receiving final approval of the Public Works Director, Board of Selectmen, and
the Planning Board. He said he thought there was about $50,000 worth of completion work that
has to be done before it can come to be reviewed by the Planning Board. He felt we would have
a lot better chance of controlling the amount of salt on the road when it is done by Mr. Jordan
than we do if it's done by a contractor hired by the developer.
this particular

Town Counsel Michael Donovan said there are no legal subtleties except that sub-dividers only
have the opportimity once a year to have the road accepted and this road is essentially complete.
The final surface paving is not on and the Planning Board regulation says the developer can't put
that down until all the building permits have been issued and the foundations installed so that the
trucks going in don't chew up the final pavement.
Mr. Jordan

felt

the

other folks in town.
will

town should

He once

be done completely and

offer the

same service

to these fifi;een

as we do to
be done and it

new homes

again stated that before he accepts any road,

it

will

correctly.

Gary Dodds asked how many houses are complete on that road as of today?
responded that there are none.
Phil

McDonough wanted

to

be sure

pavement was down. Mr. Jordan
put aside to do

that.

We could have plowed
particular road,

it,

He

he

however there

Yoimgs Lane we took over plowing that
down after there were people living there, but there was
right now this road is being plowed by a private contractor.

said

said, if there
is

not be plowing this road until the final course of

said in the case of

road prior to the topcoat being put

money

we would

Mr. Jordan

was some kind of services that were rendered
is we will not plow it, he said.

in that

none. Until there

number of
do not because of the settlement
agreement between the town and Turner Porter over the litigation on that subject. That issue was
resolved and it was determined the fifteen lots in that subdivision are not part of the overall

Paula Snyder asks

if these fifteen building

permits per year?

Atty.

permits would exceed our allowable

Donovan responded

that no, they

building permit quota.
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Mr. Mikolaitis asked when the town would start incurring costs. Mr. Mills said once the
Planning Board, Public Works Director and the Selectmen sign off on it, then is when it starts. It
may be two years from now, he added.
Police Chief Gould stated this roadway

is kind of unique to us because of the hill and the curve
and he is concerned. Chief Gould said we know that when we call Mr.
Jordan in the middle of the night he's going to get the crews out and they're going to sand and
salt the roads so cars can get by and we can provide emergency services. If there are people
living at the bottom of that roadway and it is being plowed by a private contractor, he said, then
we have no control over it.

as

you go up

that hill,

move

After discussion, Selectman Mills motioned to

SHOW OF HANDS.

Motion

the question, seconded

by Mr. Moynahan.

carries.

SHOW OF HANDS.

Moderator Hoefle called for a vote on Mr. Dodds amendment.
unclear. The moderator called for a hand count. Results = Yes 19;
Article 22 is declared defeated.
There was no

further discussion.

The moderator ordered

No

21.

Motion

to

Results

amend

Article 22 placed on the ballot as

written.

The moderator read

ARTICLE

Article 23.

To

23.

see if the

Town

will vote to authorize the

highest bidder at public auction, or sealed bid, such surplus

on new equipment
It

Selectmen

Town equipment

to sell to the

as is not traded in

in 2004.

was moved by Mr. Moynahan, seconded by Mrs.

Jenness, to place Article 23 on the floor for

discussion.

No discussion. The moderator ordered Article 23

placed on the ballot as written.

Moderator Hoefle read Article 24.

ARTICLE 24.

To

transact

any other business

Mr. Mills invited Selectman Jeimess
have coffee and
Hands.

The

results

pastries at

may

legally

come before this meeting.

Board of Selectmen had discussed.
of continuing to spend town money in order
your Deliberative Session. She said Mr. Mills requested a Show of
to ask a question the

Priscilla Jenness asked if those present

to

that

were

in favor

of this informal poll were favorable

to continuing the practice

pastries.
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of serving coffee and

In response to an inquiry from Sloan Wilson regarding the impact
individual articles, Mrs. Jenness said that information will be in the

on

his tax dollar

March Town

by the

Newsletter,

prior to voting.

There being no

ftirther

discussion,

it

was moved and seconded

to adjourn.

So voted.
Moderator Hoefle declared the meeting adjourned

at

12:22pm.

Respectfially submitted,

Jane E. freland

Town Clerk/Tax

A true record, ATTEST

Jane E. Ireland

Town

Clerk/Tax Collector

Transcribed from tape
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Collector
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN/CITY
OF:

RYE
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24

Appropriations and Estimates of

Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1

or Fiscal Year

From

,

20cft

^to

December 31 200^
,

^to

IMPORTANT:
Please read

1

RSA 32:5

applicable to

all

municipalities.

Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended
means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.

area.

This
2.

Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.

When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
placed on file with the town cleri<, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration
3.

at the address below.

This

is

to certify that this

budget was posted with the warrant on the

(date) 4f^K^,y/i.n.^

aC.

d~cns lj

BUDGET COMMITTEE
Please sign in

THIS

ink.

BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT

FOR DRA USE ONLY

NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397

MS-7
R6V. 07/02
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Budget

-

Town/City of _RYE_

2

FY 2004_

5

Budget

MS-7
1

-

Town/City of RYE_

2

FY 2004_
5

BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
(For Calculating

10% Maximum

Increase)

(RSA32:18. 19. & 32:21)
I

VERSION

Use

#1:

if

you have no

LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL

Collective Bargaining Cost Items or

RYE

UNIT:

RSA 32:21 Water CostsI

FISCAL YEAR END"! 2/31/2004

RECOMMENDED
AMOUNT
1.

Total

RECOMMENDED by Budget Comm. (See Posted

Budget MS7. 27. or 37)

9,718,501

,__

LESS EXCLUSIONS:
2. Principal:
3. Interest:

Long-Term Bonds & Notes

Funded From Long-Term Bonds &Notes

RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b.

Mandatory Assessments

6.

Total exclusions

(Sum

Amount recommended
exclusion amounts

8.

9.

Line 7 times

Maximum

Line 8

is

the

Please enter

115,510

of rows

less

<

2-5)

recommended

4,371,586
,346,915

(line 1 less line 6)

10%

534,692

Allowable Appropriations

maximum
this

3,844,105

•

5.

7.

89,282

Long-Term Bonds & Notes

4. Capital Outlays

per

322,689

(lines

1+8)

10,253,193

allowable increase to budget committee's recommended budget
the bottom of the posted budget form, MS7, 27. or 37.

amount on

Please attach a copy of this completed supplemental schedule to the back of the budget form.

MBAJ0«
Rev. 09^
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INDEPENDENT A UDITOR 'S REPORT

To

the

Members of the Board of Selectmen

Town of Rye
Rye,

New Hampshire

We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the To-wn of Rye, New Hampshire as of and
ended December 3 1 2003 as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose financial statements are
Town' s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose
statements based on our audit.

for the year

,

the responsibility of the
financial

We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America.
standards require that

we plan and perform the

financial statements are free

the amounts

and disclosures

Those

audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose

of material misstatement.

An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used

in the financial statements.

and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.

We

believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

Although the financial statements referred to above include the general fixed assets account group, we were unable to
confirm the accuracy and completeness of the amounts recorded for fixed assets.

on the financial statements of the matter described in the previous paragraph, the
above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of
the Town of Rye as of December 3 1 2003, and the results of its operations and the cash flows of its nonexpendable trust
funds for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
In our opinion, except for the effect

general purpose financial statements referred to
,

America.

Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Rye taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed as schedules in the table of contents
are presented for purposes

of the

of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements
auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general

Town of Rye. Such information has been subjected to the

purpose financial statements and, in our opinion,

is fairly

presented in

all

material respects in relation to the general

purpose financial statements taken as a whole.

pK^|l&aBl^

January 30, 2004

1
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EXHIBITA

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
All

Combined Balance Sheet
Types and Account Groups
December 31, 2003

Fund

Fiduciary

Fund Types
Trust and

Agency
$

360,464
2,566,268

6,611,887

$ 9.538.619

965

6,862,976

5,769
61,930

6.931.640

1,934,396

672,583

2.606.979

$ 9.538.619

Account Groups

1

EXHIBIT B

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2003

4.235.349

Total Expenditures

1.376,600

765.259

30.326

(762.250)

(13.966)

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues

Over

(Under") Expenditures

1.465.545

('466.582)

Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Proceeds of General Obligation Debt
Interfund Transfers Out

(664.792)

Total Other Financing Sources and Uses

Net Change

in

Fund Balances

Fund Balances - January
(As Restated

-

613,000
20,602

Interfund Transfers In

1

See Note 3-D

Fund Balances - December

3

601,059

144,605

(644.190)

599.308

821,355

132,726

77,500
(163.820)

(1.751)

757.605
(4,645)

(86.320)

(100,286)

1

EXHIBIT C
TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis)
General and Special Revenue Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2003

Revenues
Taxes
Licenses and Permits
Intergovernmental

Charges for Services
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues

Expenditures
Current

General Government
Public Safety

Highways and

Streets

Sanitation

Health
Welfare
Culture and Recreation

Conservation

Debt Service
Capital Outlay

Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiencv') of Revenues

Over (Under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Interfiind Transfers In

Interfund Transfers Out

Total Other Financing Sources and Uses

Net Change

in

Fund Balances

Adjustment to Prior Year Encumbrance
Decrease

in

Fund Balance Reserved

for Inventory

Unreserved Fund Balances

-

January

Unreserved Fund Balances

-

December

1

3

1

EXHIBIT D
TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Fund Balance
All Nonexpendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2003

Operating Revenues

New Funds
Interest

31,600

and Dividends

65,277

Net Increase in Fair Value of Investments

157.193

Total Operating Revenues

254.070

Operating Expenses
Trust Income Distributions
Transfers Out

67,941

To Other Funds

13.403

81.344

Total Operating Expenses

Operating Income

172,726

Fund Balance - January

1.776.807

1

Fund Balance - December

$ 1.949.533

3

The notes

to financial statements are

an integral part of this statement.
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EXHIBIT E
TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Cash Flows
All Nonexpendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2003

Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Cash Received as New Funds
Cash Received as Interest and Dividends
Cash Paid as Trust Income Distributions
Cash Paid to Other Funds

Net Cash Provided by Operating

S

65,277
(67,941)
ri8.777'>

Activities

10,159

Cash Flows From Investing Activities
Proceeds From Sale and Maturities of Investments
Net Increase

Cash

-

in

January

31,600

126.770

Cash

136,929

1

141.144

Cash -December 31

$

278.073

$

172.726

Reconciliation of Operating Income to
Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities

Operating Income

Adjustments to Reconcile Operating Income

to

Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities
Net Increase in Fair Value of Investments

(157,193)

Decrease in Interfund Payable

("5.374)

Total Adjustments

(162.567)

Net Cash Provided by Operating

The notes

$

Activities

to financial statements are

an integral part of this statement.
6
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TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

DECEMBER 31, 2003

NOTE 1 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The

financial statements of the

principles

(GAAP)

Town have been

prepared in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting

as applied to the governmental imits.

The Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) is
The

the accepted standard-setting body for establishing governmental accounting and fmancial reporting principles.

more
1-A

significant of the government' s accounting policies are described below.

Reporting Entity

The Town of Rye, New Hampshire, is a municipal corporation governed by an elected 3-member Board of
Selectmen. As required by U.S. generally accepted accounting principles, these financial statements present
the Town of Rye (primary government). Component units are organizations for which the primary government
financially accountable or for which the nature and significance of their relationship with the primary
government are such that exclusion would cause the reporting entity' s financial statements to be misleading
or incomplete. Based on the foregoing criteria, no other organizations are included in the Town' s financial
is

reporting entity.

1-B

Basis of Presentation

The accounts of the Town are organized on the basis of funds and account groups, each of which is considered
a separate accounting entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for with a separate set of selfbalancing accounts that comprise

its

assets, liabilities,

fund equity, revenues, and expenditures/expenses, as

The various funds are grouped by type in the financial statements. The following fiond types and
account groups are used by the Town:
appropriate.

Governmental Fund Types

General Fund - The General Fund

is

the general operating fund of the

Town. All general tax revenues and

other receipts that are not allocated by law or contractual agreement to another fund are accounted for in this
fund.
From the fund are paid the general operating expenditures, the fixed charges, and the capital

improvement

costs that are not paid through other funds.

Special Revenue Funds

-

Special

Revenue Funds are used

to

account for the proceeds of specific revenue

sources (other than expendable trust or major capital projects) requiring separate accounting because of legal
or regulatory provisions or administrative action.

Capital Proj acts Funds - Transactions related to resources obtained and used for the acquisition, construction,
facilities are accounted for in Capital Projects Funds.

or improvement of capital

Fiduciary

Fund Types

Trust and Agency Funds - These funds account for assets held or established under a formal trust agreement
or Town Meeting vote, or assets held by the Town as a trustee or agent for individuals, private organizations,
or other units of government.
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Account Groups

Account groups

are not "funds."

They

measurement of financial position. They
The Town uses the following account groups:

are concerned only with the

are not involved with the measurement of results of operations.

General Fixed Assets Account Group
Town.

-

This account group

is

established to account for all fixed assets of

the

General Long-Term Debt Account Group - This account group

is

established to account for

all

long-term

debt of the Town.

1-C

Measurement Focus/Basis of Accounting
Governmental, Expendable Trust and Agency Funds use the modified accrual basis of accounting. Under this
method, revenues are recognized in the accounting period in which they become both available and measurable
(flow of current financial resources measurement focus). Licenses and permits, fines and forfeits, and most

miscellaneous revenues are recorded

when

received in cash.

charges for services, and investment earnings are recorded
available).

General taxes, intergovernmental revenues,

when earned (when they

are measurable

Expenditures are recognized in the accounting period in which the fund liability

is

and

incurred, if

measurable, except expenditures for prepayments, debt service, and other long-term obligations, which are

recognized

when

due.

Nonexpendable Trust Funds

are accounted for using the accrual basis

of accounting. Using this basis of

accounting, revenues are recognized when they are earned, and expenses are recognized when they are incurred

(flow of economic resources measurement focus).

1-D

Assets, Liabilities and Fund Equity

1-D-l

Cash, Cash Equivalents and Investments

Cash and Cash Equivalents - Cash and cash equivalents include amounts in demand deposits as well as shortterm investments with a maturity date within three months of the date acquired by the Town.

New Hampshire statutes require that the Town treasurer have

custody of all moneys belonging to the

Town

and pay out the same only upon orders of the Board of Selectmen. The treasurer shall deposit all moneys in
participation units in the public deposit investment pool established pursuant to N.H. RSA 3 83 :22 or in solvent
banks in the state. Funds may be deposited in banks outside the state if such banks pledge or deliver to a third
party custodial bank or the Federal Reserve Bank, collateral security for such deposits. United States
government or government agency obligations, or obligations of the State of New Hampshire in value at least
equal to the amount of the deposit in each case.
Investments - Whenever the treasurer has in custody an excess of funds which are not immediately needed for
the purpose of expenditure, the treasurer shall, with the approval of the Board of Selectmen, invest the excess
funds.
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New Hampshire law authorizes the Town to invest in the following types of obligations:
•
•
•
•

Obligations of the United States Government,
The public deposit investment pool established pursuant

to

RS A 3 83 :22,

Savings bank deposits, or
Certificates of deposit and repurchase agreements of banks incorporated under the laws of the State
of New Hampshire or in banks recognized by the state treasurer.

Any person who
securities

directly or indirectly receives

of any kind

shall, prior to

any such funds or moneys for deposit or

acceptance of such funds,

make

for investment in

available at the time of such deposit or

investment an option to have sUch funds secured by collateral having a value at least equal to the amount of
such funds. Such collateral shall be segregated for the exclusive benefit of the Town. Only securities defmed

by the bank commissioner as provided by rules adopted pursuant to RSA 386:57

shall

be

eligible to

be pledged

as collateral.

Investments are stated at fair value as of the balance sheet date which

l-D-2

is

based on quoted market prices.

Receivables
All tax and trade receivables are

shown net of an allowance

Tax revenue is recorded when a warrant

for collection is

for uncollectible amounts.

committed to the Tax

Collector.

An allowance has

any taxes where collection is in doubt. In addition, an amount has been included in the
allowance for potential abatements and deedings of the current uncollected amount.

been established

for

As prescribed by law, the Tax Collector executes a lien on properties

for all uncollected property taxes in the

on these properties has priority over other liens and accrues
interest at 18% per annum. If property is not redeemed within the 2-year redemption period, the property is
tax-deeded to the Town.
following year after taxes are due.

The

lien

Various service charges (ambulance, police and sewer) are recorded as revenue for the period when service

was provided.
l-D-3

Interfund Balances and Activity

During the course of normal operations, the Town has transactions between funds, including expenditures and
transfers of resources to provide services and fund capital outlay. The accompanying governmental and
fiduciary fund financial statements reflect such transactions as transfers. To the extent that certain transactions
have not been paid or received as of December 3 1 balances of interfund amounts receivable or payable have
been recorded. Also, an interfund receivable/payable has ben recorded to account for the portion of the
property tax activity in the General Fund that is due to the school district from the Agency Fund.
,

l-D-4

Prepaid Items
Certain payments to vendors reflect costs applicable to future accounting periods and are recorded as prepaid
items.

10
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l-D-5

Capital Assets

General fixed assets are those acquired for general governmental purposes. They are not capitalized in the
fimds used to acquire or construct them. Instead, capital acquisitions are recorded as expenditures in the

governmental funds at the time purchases or services are received and a liability is incurred. The related assets
are reported in the General Fixed Assets

Account Group.

All fixed assets are valued at historical cost, or estimated historical cost, if actual historical cost

Donated fixed

is

not

on the date donated. The Town
capitalizes all buildings, public domain assets and other assets with an estimated useful life of more than five
years and a cost of $1,000 or more.
available.

No

depreciation has been provided on general fixed assets.

The
is

l-D-6

assets are valued at their estimated fair value

cost of normal maintenance

and repairs

that

do not add to the value of the

asset or extend the asset' s life

not capitalized.

Compensated Absences
Employees may accumulate a limited amount of earned, but unused vested benefits which will be paid upon
separation fi-om the Town' s service. In Governmental Fxmd Types, the cost of vested benefits paid or expected
be liquidated with expendable available financial resources is reported as an expenditure and fund liability
of the fimd. Amounts of vested or accumulated leave benefits that are not expected to be liquidated with
expendable available financial resources are reported in the General Long-Term Debt Account Group. No
expenditure is reported for these amoimts.
to

l-D-7

Deferred Revenue

The government

on its combined balance sheet. Deferred revenue arises when a
meet both the "measurable" and "available" criteria for recognition in the current
period. Deferred revenue also arises when resources are received by the government before it has a legal claim
to them, as when grant monies are received prior to the incurrence of qualifying expenditures. In subsequent
periods, when revenue recognition criteria are met, or when the government has a legal claim to the resources,
the liability for deferred revenue is removed firom the combined balance sheet and revenue is recognized.
reports deferred revenue

potential revenue does not

l-D-8

Accrued

Liabilities

and Long-Term Obligations

All payables and accrued liabilities are reported in the financial statements.
In general. Governmental Fund payables and accrued liabilities that, once incurred, are paid in a timely manner

and

in full fi-om current financial resources, are

reported as obligations of these funds. However, claims and

judgements, and compensated absences that will be paid fi-om Governmental Funds are reported as a liability
in the

fund financial statements only to the extent that they are "due for payment" during the current year.

The Town

reports long-term debt of Governmental Funds at face value in the General Long-Term Debt
Account Group. Certain other Governmental Fund obligations not expected to be financed with current
available financial resources are also reported in the General Long-Term Debt Accoimt Group.

11
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l-D-9

Fund Equity
Generally, fund balance represents the difference between the current assets and current liabihties.

The Town

reserves those portions of fund balance that are legally segregated for a specific future use or that do not

represent available, spendable resources, and therefore are not available for appropriation or expenditure.

Unreserved fund balance indicates

that portion

of fund balance

that is available for appropriation in future

periods. Designations are management' s intent to set aside these resources for specific purposes.

The following reserves

are used

by the Town:

Reserved for Encumbrances - is used to account for open purchase orders, contracts and other commitments
at year-end for which goods and services have not been received.
Reserved for Endowments - represents the principal balance of the Town' s Nonexpendable Trust Funds
which must be held for investment purposes only.
Reserved for Special Purposes - is used to accoxmt for the unencumbered balance of restricted funds. These
consist of the uncommitted balances of the Capital Projects Funds, the Town' s Expendable Trust Funds, and
the income portion of the Town' s Nonexpendable Trust Funds.

The following designations

are used

by

the

Town:

Designated for Contingency - is used to account for potential abatements or adjustments of property tax
accounts for which revenue has previously been recorded, and potential liabilities resulting from unsettled
legal claims.

Designated for Special Purposes

- is

used to account for the unencumbered balances of Special Revenue

Funds.

1-D-lO

Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles,
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts reported in the financial
statements and accompanying notes. Actual results

1-D-ll

may differ from those

estimates.

Memorandum Only - Total Columns
Total columns on the general purpose financial statements are captioned as

"memorandum only" because they

do not represent consolidated financial information and are presented only to facilitate financial analysis. The
columns do not present information that reflects financial position, results of operations or cash flows in
accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. Interfund eliminations have not been made
in the aggregation of this data.
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NOTE 2 - STEWARDSHIP, COMPLIANCE, AND ACCOUNTABHITY
2-A

Budgetary Information
General governmental revenues and expenditures accounted for in budgetary funds are controlled by a formal
integrated budgetary accounting system in accordance with various legal requirements which govern the
its annual meeting, the Town adopts a budget for the current year for the General,
Recreation Revolving, Public Library, Conservation Commission, Police Detail and Sewer Department Funds.

Town' s operations. At

Project-length financial plans were adopted for the Capital Projects Funds. Except as reconciled below,
budgets are adopted on a basis consistent with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.

Management may transfer appropriations between operating categories as deemed necessary, but expenditures
may not legally exceed budgeted appropriations in total. All annual appropriations lapse at year-end unless
encumbered.

Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase

orders, contracts,

and continuing appropriations (certain

projects and specific items not fully expended at year-end) are recognized,

is employed in the governmental
Encumbrances are not the equivalent of expenditures and are therefore reported as part of the fund
balance at December 31 and are carried forward to supplement appropriations of the subsequent year.

funds.

State statutes require balanced budgets, but provide for the use of beginning unreserved fund balance to
achieve that end. In the fiscal year 2003, none of the beginning flmd balance was applied for this purpose.

2-B

Budget/GAAP

Reconciliation

Amounts recorded

as budgetary revenues and expenditures in the Combined Statement of Revenues,
Expenditures and Changes in Fimd Balances - Budget and Actual - General and Special Revenue Funds

(Exhibit C) are presented on the basis budgeted by the Town. The amounts differ from those reported in
conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles in the Combined Statement of Revenues,
Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances - All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds
(Exhibit B) as follows:

Special

Fund

Revenue
Funds

$5,681,867

$1,468,522

General

Revenues and Other Financing Sources
Per Exhibit

C

(Budgetary Basis)

Adjustments
Basis Difference

Retirement Contributions Paid by the State of New Hampshire

39,629

Entity Difference

Unbudgeted Fund
Grants

Per Exhibit

42.555

B (GAAP Basis)

$ 5.721.496

13
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$ 1.511.077

268,076
(208,536)

39,629
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Investments

made by

the

Town

are

summarized below. The investments

that are represented

by

specific

identifiable investment securities are classified as to credit risk into three categories as follows:

Category

1

Includes investments that are insured or registered for which the securities are held by the
or

Category 2

its

agent in the Town'

s

Includes uninsured and unregistered investments for which the securities are held by the
broker, counter party' s trust department or agent in the

Category 3

Town

name.

Town,

Town' s name.

Includes uninsured and unregistered investments for which the securities are held by the broker,

counter party, counter party'

s trust

department or agent, but not in the Town' s name.

Some of the Town' s investments are under the management of Fidelity Investments, which is the Town' s agent
for these funds. These investments are designated as Category 3 because they are held by an agent of the bank,

but not in the Town' s name.
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In connection with the setting of the tax rate,

Town Officials with the approval of the Department of Revenue

amount for abatements and refunds of property taxes,
is adjusted by management for
any tax allowances at year-end. The property taxes collected by the Town include taxes levied for the State
of New Hampshire, Rye School District, Rockingham County, Jenness Beach Precinct, Rye Beach Precinct
and Rye Water District, which are remitted as required by law. The taxes collected for these other entities are
recorded in an Agency Fund. The ultimate responsibility for the collection of taxes rests with the Town.
Administration, establish and raise through taxation an

known

as overlay. This

amount

is

reported as a reduction in tax revenue and

The tax rates and amounts assessed

for the year

ended December 31, 2003, were as follows:

Per $1,000 of
Assessed Valuation

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

DECEMBER 31, 2003

Receivables are recorded on the Town' s financial statements to the extent that the amounts are determined to
be material and substantiated not only by supporting documentation, but also by a reasonable, systematic
method of determining their existence, completeness, valuation, and collectibility.

Amoimts receivable

3-D

3-E

at

December

31,

2003 are as follows:

Transfers
In

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
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3-G

Deferred Revenue
Deferred revenue in the Sewer Department Fund of $79,040 at December 3 1 2003 represents $77,68 1 of State
Aid to Water Pollution Projects receipts which are to be applied to the bond payment due in 2004, and various
,

other amounts of $1,359.

3-H

Long-Term Debt
Changes

in the

Town's long-term

obligations during the year ended

following:

Balances,

January

Compensated Absences
Accrued Landfill
Postclosure Care Costs

1.

2003

December

31, 2003, consisted of the

$

478,600

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
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At December 31, 2003, the

Town is

due to receive the following annual amounts to offset debt payments:

Year Ending
December 31.

Fiscal

Amount

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

$

87,902

83,957
79,952
75,917
203.540

2009-2011
Total
3-J

91,787

S 623.055

Restatement of Equity

Fund equity of the General Fund at January
period adjustment:

To

1

,

2003 was restated to give retroactive effect to the following prior

correct liability to the. Rye School District

Fund balance,

as previously stated

Fund balance,

as restated

$

(89,000)

1.494.216

$1.405.216

NOTE 4 - OTHER MATTERS
4-A

Pensions

Plan Description and Provisions

The Town of Rye

New Hampshire Retirement

System (The System) which consists of a
and trust established in 1 967 by RSA 1 00-A:2 and
is qualified as a tax-exempt organization under Sections 40 1 (a) and 50 1 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code. The
plan is a contributory, defined benefit plan providing service, disability, death and vested retirement benefits
to members and their beneficiaries. Provisions for benefits and contributions are established and can be
amended by the New Hampshire State Legislature. The System issues a publicly available financial report
that may be obtained by writing the New Hampshire Retirement System, 4 Chenell Drive, Concord, NH
participates in the

cost-sharing, multiple-employer contributory pension plan

03301.
Description of Funding Policy

The System is financed by contributions from both the employees and the Town. Member contribution rates
are established and may be amended by the State legislature while employer contribution rates are set by the
System

trustees based

on an

actuarial valuation.

All employees except police officers and firefighters are

5% of eamable compensation.

Police officers and firefighters are required to contribute
9.3% of gross eamings. For the six month period ended June 30, 2003, the Town contributed 5 .33% for police
officers, 6.61% for firefighters and 4.14% for other employees. For the six monthperiod ended December 31,
2003, the Town contributed 7.87% for police officers, 13.44% for firefighters and 5.90% for other employees.
The contribution requirements for the Town of Rye for the years 200 1 2002, and 2003 were $50,270, $78, 1 77,
and $1 19,422, respectively, which were paid in fixU in each year.

required to contribute

,
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The State of New Hampshire funds 35% of employer costs for firefighters and police officers employed by
the Town. The State does not participate in funding the employer costs of other Town employees. GASB
Statement No. 24, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Certain Grants and Other Financial Assistance
requires this amount to be reported as a revenue and expenditure in the Town' s financial statements. This
amount $39,629 has been included on Exhibit B - Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and
Changes in Fund Balances - All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds and is reconciled to
the budgetary expenditures in Note 2-B.
4-B

Risk Management

The Town is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts; theft of, damage to, or destruction of assets; errors
or omissions; injuries to employees; or natural disasters. During 2003, the Town was a member of The New
Hampshire Public Risk Management Exchange (Primex) Workers' Compensation and
Property/Liability Programs which are pooled risk management programs under RS As 5-B and281-A. The
workers' compensation and employer'

s liability policy provides statutory coverage for workers' compensation
and up to $2,000,000 of employer' s liability coverage. Primex retained $500,000 of each loss. The combined
liability package includes coverage for property, auto, liability, errors and omissions, crime, and boiler and
machinery. The membership and coverage run through December 3 1 The estimated net contributions from
the Town of Rye billed and paid for the year ended December 31, 2003 was $28,600 for workers'
compensation and $3 6,603 for property/liability. The member participation agreements permit Primex to make
additional assessments to members, should there be a deficiency in contributions for any member year, not to
exceed the member' s annual contribution. At this time, Primex foresees no likelihood of any additional
assessment for this or any prior year.
.

4-C

Contingent Liabilities
Litigation

Town which arise in the normal course of the Town'
The Town has designated $525,00 of General Fund fund balance to cover the potential liabilities
from these matters. In the opinion of management, the ultimate disposition of these various claims and suits
will have no additional material effect on the financial position of the Town.
There are various claims and suits pending against the
activities.

Grants

Amounts received or receivable from grantor agencies are subject to audit and adjustment by such grantor
agencies. Any disallowed claims, including amoimts already collected, may constitute a liability of the
applicable funds. The amount of expenditures which may be disallowed by the grantor cannot be determined
at this

4-D

time although the

Town expects such amounts,

if any, to

be immaterial.

New Reporting Standard
Governmental Accoimting Standards Board (GASB) issued Statement No. 34, Basic
- and Management 's Discussion and Analysis -for State and Local Governments. This
statement establishes new financial reporting requirements for all state and local governments. When
implemented, it will require new information and restructure much of the information that governments have
presented in the past. Comparability with reports issued in all prior years will be affected. The Town is
required to implement this standard for the year ending December 31, 2004.
In June 1999, the

Financial Statements
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SCHEDULE A-1

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2003

REVENUES
Taxes
Property

Land Use Change
Timber
Payment in Lieu of Taxes
Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Total Taxes

SCHEDULE A-2

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement ofAppropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2003

Encumbered

Current

General Government

Executive
Election and Registration
Financial Administration

Revaluation of Property

Legal
Planning and Zoning
General Government Buildings
Insurance, not otherwise allocated

Total General Government

Public Safety
Police Department

Ambulance
Fire Department

Building Inspection

Emergency Management
Total Public Safety

Highways and Streets
Highways and Streets
Street Lighting

Other
Total Highways and Streets

SCHEDULE A-2 (Continued)

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement ofAppropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2003

1

SCHEDULE A-3

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General

Fund

Statement of Changes in Unreserved- Undesignated Fund Balance
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2003

Unreserved, Undesignated Fund Balance

CAs Restated

-

See Note

-

January

1

$

3-r>

Changes
2003 Budget Summary
Revenue Surplus (Schedule A- 1)
Unexpended Balance of Appropriations (Schedule A-2)
2003 Budget Surplus

$

764,289
116.606
$ 880,895

Decrease In Fund Balance Reserved For Inventory
Increase In

Fund Balance Designated

for

630,783

6,3 5 7

Contingency

(25.000)

862.252

Total Changes

Unreserved. Undesignated Fund Balance

-

December

$1.493.035

3

See Independent Auditor' s Report, page
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SCHEDULE B-1

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Special Revenue Funds
Combining Balance Sheet
December 31, 2003

ASSETS

SCHEDULE B-2

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Special Revenue Funds
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2003

1

SCHEDULE B-3

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Conservation Commission Fund
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2003

General

Account

Revenues
Taxes
Intergovernmental
Federal Grants

Miscellaneous

Donations
Interest

Other
Total Revenues

Expenditures
Current

Conservation
Capital Outlay

Total Expenditures

Excess (Deficiency') of Revenues

Over rUnder) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources
Interfimd Transfers In

Net Change

in

Fund Balances

Fund Balances
-

January

1

Fund Balances - December 3

1

SCHEDULE B-4

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Sewer Department Fund
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2003

Revenues
Intergovernmental
State

Aid

Water Pollution Projects

to

$

95,584

Charges For Services
316,164

Sewer Rents
Miscellaneous
Interest

547

Other

895
$ 413,190

Total Revenues

Expenditures
Current
Sanitation
Salaries

and Benefits

$

Treatment

Road

Lafayette

27,989
34,919

"

9,964

Maintenance and Repairs

6,836

72

General and Administrative

1 8, 1

Improvements

19,454
1.381

Other

Debt Service
Principal

220,000

Interest

138.655

Total Expenditures

477,370

Deficiencv of Revenues Under Expenditures

(64,180)

Other Financing Sources
105.601

Interfimd Transfers In

Net Change

in

Fund Balance

41,421

Fund Balance
-

Januarv

167.887

1

Fund Balance - December

S 209.308

3

See Independent Auditor' s Report, page
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SCHEDULE C-1

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Capital Projects Funds
Combining Balance Sheet
December 31, 2003

ASSETS
Cash and Equivalents

LIABILITIES

Library

Fire

Land

Conservation

Building

Truck

Purchase

Easements

$-0-

$

1.500

$

S

1.500

$_

S 527

-0-

Total

S

2.027

$

1.500

AND EQUITY

Liabilities

Escrow and Performance Deposits
Equity

Fund Balances
Reserved For Encumbrances
Reserved For Special Purposes
Unreserved

527

TOTAL LIABILrriES AND EQUITY

(5.000.000)

(5.000.000)

Deficit

Total Equity

5,000,000

5,000,000

527

527

527

$-0-

527

See Independent Auditor' s Report, page
31
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S

$ 1.500

1

-0-

S

2.027

1

SCHEDULE C-2

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Capital Projects Funds
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2003

Library

Building

Revenues
Intergovenmiental

Miscellaneous
Total Revenues

Expenditures
Capital Outlay

Deficiency of Revenues

Under Expenditures
Other Financing Sources
Proceeds of General Obligation Debt
Interfund Transfers In

Total Other Financing Sources

Net Change in Fund Balances

Fund Balances

-

January

Fund Balances

-

December

1

3

SCHEDULE D-1

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Trust and Agency Funds
Combining Balance Sheet
December 31, 2003

SCHEDULE D-2

TOWN OF RYE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Expendable Trust Funds
Combining Statement ofRevenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2003

Capital

Reserve

Revenues
New Funds
Interest and Dividends
Total Revenues

Expenditures
Current

General Government
Sanitation

Culture and Recreation

Total Expenditures

Deficiency of Revenues Under Expenditures

Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Interfimd Transfers In
Interfimd Transfers Out

Total Other Financing Sources and Uses

Net Change

in

Fund Balances

Fund Balances

-

January

Fund Balances

-

December 31

1
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR 'S COMMUNICATION OF
REPORTABLE CONDITIONS AND OTHER MATTERS

To

the

Members of the Board of Selectmen

Town of Rye
Rye,

New Hampshire

and performing our audit of the Town of Rye for the year ended December 31, 2003, we considered the
Town' s internal control structure in order to determine the scope of our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing
our opinion on the financial statements. Our review of these systems was not intended to provide assurance on the
internal control structure and should not be relied on for that purpose.
In planning

Under the standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, reportable conditions involve
matters coming to our attention relating to significant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal control
structure that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the Town' s ability to record, process, summarize, and report
financial data consistent with the assertions of management in the financial statements. A material weakness is a
reportable condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not
reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities, in amounts that would be material in relation to the
financial statements being audited, may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal
course ofperforming their assigned functions. Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily
disclose all matters in the internal control structure that might constitute reportable conditions and, accordingly, would
not necessarily disclose

all

reportable conditions that are also considered to be material weaknesses as defined above.

During the course of our review, the following condition was noted

that

was considered

to be a material

weakness as

defined above:

Fixed Assets

The General Fixed Assets Account Group has been included in the financial statements for the first time this year. Our
testing of the Town' s fixed asset records revealed instances where assets were missing firom the Town's listing, and
where the value placed on assets was not accurate. Therefore, we were not able to satisfy ourselves as to the accuracy
of the values reported; and our opinion on the financial statements was qualified accordingly.

We recommend that management review the

calculations and

methods used

to assign values to the fixed assets for

appropriateness and accuracy.

Planning Board Escrow Accounts
During our audit of the planning board escrow accounts, we noted that while the Town Treasurer was given a memo to
was no formal authorization to do so. RS A 41:29 states in part that "The
town treasurer... shall pay out (moneys) only... upon the invoice... of ..a body designated by the town to expend such a

release a disbursement check to a vendor, there

fimd."
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We recommend that a majority of the plaiming board members approve any memo/invoice prior to the Town Treasurer
disbursing the funds.

Ambulance Billings

We noted that no reconciliation is being performed between the Fire Department run sheets and what is received by the
department from Com Star, an independent company that handles the billing for the Town. Presently, there is no way
of verifying the accuracy of what

is

billed

and what

of the run sheets and billings be performed

is

being received.

It is

recommended that a monthly reconciliation

to verify the billing.

Also, the following conditions were noted that

we do not consider to

be material weaknesses:

Sewer Billings

We noted that the first three quarterly billings for the Sewer Department were calculated incorrectly, but were adjusted
through the fourth quarter billing. Greater care should be taken in making sure that the billings have been calculated
properly, with correct billing information being used and that the billings are reviewed and approved

commissioners prior to the

bills

by the board of

being processed.

General Fund Reimbursements from Expendable Trust Funds

Because the Selectmen are agents for many of the Expendable Trust Funds, they are able to authorize withdrawals to
made from the General Fund. These reimbursements should be recorded as revenue
in the General Fund. Likewise, when expenditures are anticipated which will be reimbursed by the Trust Funds, they
should be included in the budget with a corresponding estimated revenue of "transfer from trust funds."

reimburse for certain expenditures

This report

is

intended solely for the information and use of management and others within the administration. This

restriction is not intended to limit distribution

of this

report,

which

is

a matter of public record.

TWx&JuBt^Olii- (La^eaodti&YO

January 30, 2004
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ASSESSING DEPARTMENT'S REPORT
Assessor
Clerk

-

-

Field Lister

For the

last

two

years,

we

Howard Promer

Beatrice Marconi
-

Todd Haywood

have been trying to prepare Rye's taxpayers for a valuation system

overhaul requested by the Department of Revenue Administration of each municipality in an
effort to establish a

more uniform way of assessing property

As you know, when a community goes through a
double or triple and the tax

rate drops if

state- wide.

revaluation, the assessments

has been a significant time since the

it

most generally
last revaluation.

however, sometimes does not match proportionately the increase in value,
cases. Economic influences, supply and demand, imder assessing, and
spending all have an effect on the outcome. More importantly for towns in the State of New
Hampshire, a big factor was the State Education Tax imposed on the communities labeled as
Donors. For 2001, Rye's portion due to the State was $2,772,443. For 2002, we had to send in

That drop in the

rate,

thus taxes rise in

many

Our 2003 amount due originally was set at $3,784,901 but was revised to
$2,887,698 - a very welcomed decrease due to the passage of House Bill 608. For 2004, we are
hoping for another significant decrease with the amount yet to be confirmed. Our fingers remain
$3,178,954.

crossed.

In an effort to lessen the sharp spikes and

goes through a revaluation,

at the State's

concems you may see

suggestion

property over the next 4 year cycle to verify data.

we

in assessments

calculating

new

we

values.

will be looking closely at sales

No

longer will

each
in

are using as a base to

and trends in neighborhoods and
for a town-

Rye be waiting a prolonged period of time

wide revaluation. Our goal is to get and keep all properties on an even keel
market is showing. This process will be shown in your fall tax bill.

reflective

The abatement process will remain the same, that being if you are dissatisfied
your second issue bill, you have until March 1 to appeal at Town Hall.

Our values and property information

visit

Todd Haywood began working with us

December 2003. His job is to re-measure and confirm the information we
tax you. He comes to us with great experience and enthusiasm.
Begiiming in 2004,

when a town

have hired a field person to

are available to

you on

line.

It is

-

upon

Respectfiilly submitted,

Howard Promer, Assessor
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receipt of

updated 4 times a year.

Please visit http://data.visionappraisal.com/ryenh/ or call the office at 964-5523 if
you.

of what the

we can

help

BEACH COMMISSION'S REPORT
The Beach Commission consists of three commissioners serving staggered terms to insure
They serve four main functions: 1 To assist the selectmen in the hiring of the
beach supervisor/lifeguards, 2. As liaison between the selectmen and the supervisorAifeguards,
3. To ensure the supervisor/lifeguards perform their prescribed duties and 4. to oversee the
annual budget. Safety and cleanliness are the top priorities of the Beach Commission.
continuity.

.

The summer of 2003 was a particularly busy one despite the rainy weather conditions in July.
rain or
People plan their vacations in advance, and still like to enjoy our beautifiil beaches
shine. Keeping this in mind we try to keep the beaches staffed despite the forecasted weather
remember to use extreme caution when entering the water on days when no
on duty due to the weather or after hours (10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.)

conditions. Please

lifeguards are

Although

we

only had three returning lifeguards from our 2002

staff,

we were

fortunate to

twelve for the 2003 season. This allowed us to add an additional guard to
the everyday schedule, which is very important during the weekends and times of hot humid
weather. Our expanded staff also helped us avoid the problems we usually face towards the

expand our

staff to

end of August when college students go back to school. Commissioner Tim Sanborn was very
Overall, we were
helpful during this time, insuring safety and assisting with the staffing.
blessed with a great group of hardworking and attentive lifeguards and we hope to have most
of them return for the summer of 2004. The Beach Commission would also like to give a
special thanks to one of our veteran lifeguards. Jack McAvoy. Jack was instrumental in the
rescue of two young girls in a kayak during the month of July. He w£is also a major part of the
orientation and everyday training of our lifeguard staff.

The summer of 2003 was the first season of the "carry in, carry out" trash policy. The
Commission would like to thank all residents for your patience Math this new policy. It takes
an ongoing effort to keep our beaches clean. Thank you for your support.
Respectfully submitted,

John M. lafoUa, Chairman

A glimpse into our past: History ofRyeN.H., L.B. Parsons,

1905

THE OCEAN-FRONT BOULEVARD
"The legislature having appropriated $10,000 toward building of a state highway along the entire New Hampshire coast,
from the Massachusetts boimdary line to Fort Point in Newcastle, the governor appointed a commission to lay out the route in
accordance with a previous survey, and to have general supervision of the construction work.
A principal object of the promoters of this shoreline road is said to have been to secure to the public, for all time, free and
unobstructed access to the seashore of the state at all points; and when completed it will very nearly accomplish this end, and
but such a road as no other state in the union can duplicate. Other states may easily
will not only be a superior road
It is laid out 100 feet wide;
build longer highways, but none of them can build one to extend along its entire coast
wrought for travel to a width of thirty feet, with a strip in the centre fifteen feet wide surfaced with crushed stone to a depth of
eight inches

The commission of 1900 conunenced the

actaal

work of construction
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at the northerly

extremity of Wallis Sands."

.

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT'S ANNUAL REPORT
The Board
The

members who are appointed by the Selectmen for a
The appointments are staggered in order to insure the continuity of the Board.

of Adjustment consists of five

three-year term.

on the Board are the same

those of any other position of trust in
and a willingness to understand the
process. The current members are: Frank Drake, Chairman; Benjamin King, Vice-Chairman;
Betty Menson, Clerk; Jay Nadeau, and Raymond Jarvis. The alternates are John Clark, Patricia
Weathersby and Shawn Crapo.
qualifications to serve

the municipality: time, an interest

The power and
delineated

in

duties of the

the

in

for

serving, impartiality,

Board of Adjustment are prescribed by

Rye Zoning Ordinance. The Board has the

NH

State

Law and

authority to act in four separate

distinct categories: Appeal from Administrative Decision; Approval of Special Exception;
Grant of Variance; and Grants of Equitable Waivers of Dimensional Requirements.

and

Appeals: To hear appeals from administrative decisions where
Officer has incorrectly applied the terms of the Ordinance.

it

alleged that the Zoning

is

Special Exceptions: To decide special exceptions to the Ordinance which are specially
in the Ordinance.
The granting of a special exception is a matter of right, not a
privilege, provided that: the request is not injurious or detrimental to the neighborhood; it is in
harmony with the general purpose and intent of the Ordinance; and meets all of the rules and
requirements for that exception.

delineated

Variances: To authorize upon appeal, in specific cases, variances from the terms of the
Ordinance provided that all five of these conditions can be met:
Proposed use would not diminish the value of abutting property;
1
2.
Granting the variance will not be contrary to the public interest;
a. The zoning restriction, as applied to the property, interferes with the reasonable
3.
use of the property considering the unique setting of the property in its
environment;
No fair and substantial relationship exists between the general purposes of the
b.
zoning ordinance and the specific restrictions of the property;
c.
The variance would not injure the public or private rights of others;
4. Granting the variance would do substantial justice;
5. The proposed use is not contrary to the spirit of the Ordinance.
Equitable Waivers of Dimensional Requirements: The Board

may

grant an equitable waiver
can meet the required

only for existing dimensional non-confonnities provided the applicant

standards as

The Board

listed in

of

the Zoning Ordinance.

Adjustment had a 2003 budget appropriations of $9,798.00 and revenues of

$6,065.00

The Board had 51

applications this year.

Variances:
Special Exceptions:

The members and
and

The

results are

Granted

Denied

35
6

4

5

1

alternates are to

attention to the details of the

as follows:
Withdrawn

be commended for their consistent
petitions presented each year.

many

Respectfully submitted,

Frank Drake, Chairman
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participation,

attendance

BUDGET COMMITTEE'S REPORT
At our

first

meeting, the following officers were elected: Douglas K. Abrams, Chairman; Jack

Tobey, Vice Chairman; R.

J.

Lincoln, Clerk.

The Budget Committee faces several arduous issues when reviewing the expenditures and
revenues as presented by the various town departments. Balancing each department's wants
and concerns while keeping to the confines of the law requires great fmesse.

The Budget Committee continues to consolidate its meetings, as done in prior years. The all
day sessions proved to work out well again. It allows us to focus on the tasks at hand and
reach conclusions without the constraints of shorter evening meetings.
I would like to thank all Departments for their cooperation, with
mention of Jim Katkin, whose thorough preparation and presentation makes the
review of the School Budget that much easier. A "thank you" also to Paula Snyder and John
Moynahan, former Budget Committee Chairman, for their help with MS7.

On

behalf of the Committee,

particular

Respectfully submitted,

Douglas K. Abrams, Chairman

Rearrangement of the area on
the second floor of Town Hall
has

provided

better

work

and file location for
Nancy Weiand, Executive
space

Secretary in the Selectmen's

Office (right).

The Assessor's Office with
Howard Promer, Assessor,
Bea Marconi, Clerk (left), and
Todd Hayward, Measurer and
Lister now also have room to
carry out their duties.
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BUILDING INSPECTOR'S REPORT

AM

open to the pubHc Monday through Friday, 8:00
to 12:00 noon. Afternoons are reserved
appointments and inspections only. The Building Inspector may be conducting inspections
during these morning office hours but Sue Dunfey, Building and Planning Assistant is here and quite

The

office

is

for previous

capable of answering most inquiries.

Estimated construction cost increased over 30%, which indicates the voluminous amount of regulations and
have not impacted residents desire to improve their houses. Fee's collected also increased to

restrictions

$197,761.

The average new house had an estimated
The majority of construction

this

construction cost of $324,500.

year has been improvements and substantial renovations to existing

residences.

Fences, sheds, siding, roofing and septic systems are a few of the projects requiring permits that are
sometimes over looked. If you have a project coming up, please call our office for more details on what is
required for a permit application submittal.

There has been an increase of zoning and building violations this past year. This office has been trying to
gain compliance with the cooperation of the owners. However, there are some owners that have made the
process difficult resulting m an increase of time and money spent on communications. Some violators
remain uncooperative which gives this office no choice but to involve attorneys and court. This process
becomes expensive and time-consuming.
It is of great importance for us to understand we all live in this wonderful community and should obey all
zoning and building regulations that have been adopted by the community to continue to enhance the town

By calling this office furst, and understanding
consuming process of non-compliance.
of Rye.

the

Please encourage your neighbors to also obey the rules.

town, please complete the complaint form

we have

adopted

If

CATEGORY

-

we can avoid

this costiy

and time

you see or think you know of a violation in
conceming the

in the office, or write a note to us

possible violation. Pictures are worth a thousand words and are

Table comparing recent years

rules,

Construction Projects:

much

appreciated.

CONSERVATION COMMISSION'S REPORT
The mission of the Conservation Commission is as follows:
The Rye Conservation Commission is committed to the protection and proper utilization of
Rye's natural resources. The Commission will serve as gatekeeper for environmental concerns
in the Town of Rye and act as advisor to other municipal boards. The Commission will be a
resource for information about Rye's natural resources and environmental welfare.

This has been an exceptionally busy year for the Conservation Commission. While there has
been a continued emphasis on monitoring wetland buffer zones, the Commission has been
energized in its eJBForts to protect Rye's natural resources by the passage of the five million
dollar Bond Issue, voted in by a wide margin in March 2003. Although none of the Bond Issue
has been expended to date, landowners have come forth to discuss conserving their individual
pieces of land. For the most part, these discussions revolve around conservation easements.

Conservation easements are legal agreements between a landowner and a qualified non-profit
or governmental agency that permanently restrict the development of land so as to protect
natural habitats, open space, scenic and recreational usage. Over time, the Conservation

Commission

will

be able to

facilitate

easements on a number of substantial land parcels within

Rye. Presently, the Commission is looking at several large tracts that meet the highest criteria
for protection. This process is necessarily individualized to meet the needs and expectations of
individual property owners, and the Conservation Commission strives in most instances to

A

number of pieces
access matching conservation funding through state and/or federal grants.
of land under present consideration link land that is already owned by the Tovwi of Rye or
the Conservation Commission; these Imkages create natural wildlife corridors,
zones of safety for animals and plants. Rye's marshes, wetlands, increasing wildlife corridors
and open spaces, especially once these are protected, contribute immeasurably to the scenic

managed by

and

historical beauty of the town.

The Open Space Committee, a subcommittee of the Conservation Commission, met regularly
Rye Build-out that was completed by Rockingham Planning. The goal was to

to study the

identify those land parcels that are at the greatest risk

acreage that
corridors).

is

The committee paid

particular attention to farmlands

integral to Rye's character as a semi-rural Seacoast

In the last year, the
to

its

from development pressure as well as

acutely sensitive to environmental encroachments

(i.e.

wetlands; wildlife

and open space that are

community.

completed, returning the area
of over 25 acres of salt marsh. A trail to
leading to a handicapped accessible vievmig area.

Awcomin Marsh Restoration project has been

original biological integrity with the restoration

one of the area's islands

will

be

built,

The Conservation Commission has been working with a number of horse farm owners in town
White Horse Farm acreage designated for conservation.
With much of the existing trail system lost during development, many neighbors are eager to
replace them as quickly as possible. This project will ensure that critical wetland buffers are
to plan extended riding paths in the

maintained and the beautiful backlands are again accessible to the townspeople.
I would like to offer special thanks to the members of
Commission and the Open Space committee for their time and dedication to
hand dviring 2003.

In closmg,

Respectfully submitted,

James

S.

Raynes, Chairman
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the

the

Conservation

many

issues at

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT'S REPORT
2003 was a fairly quiet year on the surface with no emergency openings of the Town's
Emergency Operating Center. Behind the scene, training continued for the emergency we hope
never comes.

During the year we were mandated by Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to
come up with a plan to combat SARS. This plan was to outline how the entire town would be
notified and then transported to a center for a briefing and finally receive inoculation. Our
town plan was part of a seacoast plan involving the surrounding towns and Portsmouth
Regional Hospital. The planning committee consisted of personnel fi-om Portsmouth Regional
Hospital, area fire and police departments, emergency management directors, State public
health officials, bus company representatives, school officials and more.
State Office of Emergency Management was moved within the state agencies to the
Department of Safety with a new director. Part of the move will change the way that we, as a
town, receive grants under the Emergency Management agency umbrella. Funds will come to
the Town in lump sum for payment to venders rather than directly to venders.

The

We

received a grant for a digital radio at the fire station, part of a partial matching fimds

program.

Prior to the radio being installed, the fire

each other except on one local channel.
capabilities.

and police departments could not talk to

Now fire and police have both digital and analog radio

Under the Homeland Security Agency we have a couple of grants written for
of the fire department trucks and a new base radio for the police

digital radios to provide for all
station.

The

grants that were approved during

Radio for

fire station:

CY 2003

$4200.00 grant fimds
$2600.00

Town Plan being updated:
Upcoming

were:

Town matching

fimds

$3000.00 approximately

events include continued training for a graded

FEMA

exercise in the fall

on

the

Town's capability to handle a major event at Seabrook Station. Training is ongoing and is
conducted in town and at other locations both within and out of state. 2004 started early,
January 2"*^, when the Fire Chief and I attended a seminar on Menengitis in Concord.

Thank you to

all

and dedication

for your continued hard work
and the willingness to help our neighbors should any emergency

members of the Emergency Management family

to training

arise.

Respectfully submitted,

Mark N.

Zartarian, Director

Kenneth Moynahan, Assistant Director
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FIRE CHIEF'S REPORT
The year 2003 saw many advances to the department. Engine 3 arrived and was put into
service on April 17* allowing for added safety for the firefighters and additional services for
the residents. With the addition of two firefighters in Jime, our average response time was cut
The ambulance is now staffed at the intermediate level 24/7 and
to six minutes or less.
responds immediately with a crew of two.

I

would

like to

thank

the residents of

Rye

all

the

town boards, departments and commissions, area departments and

for their assistance

and support over the past year. Private

especially supportive with donations to the

allowing us to purchase equipment that had been put off as

we

The department responded
in

to

657

were

kept the budget as low as

on the new building. A new 12 lead ECG
service in early 2004 is a resiJt of that generosity.

possible in anticipation of a high cost
monitor/defibrillator that will be in

citizens

RYE FIRE DEPARTMENT ASSOCIATION

calls for assistance

and performed 103

cardiac

inspections resulting

77 permits issued in 2003.

I am retiring fix)m the full time fire department efiective April 1. It has
honor and privilege to have served you for the last 22 Vi years and I am glad for the
opportunity to have made many great fiiends. Thank you all.

As most of you know,
been

my

2001

MEDICAL AID

AMB ASSISTS

351

2002

2003

384

369

FOREST FIRE WARDEN'S REPORT
Rye Fire Department responded to 17 outside fires, a significant drop fi-om 2002
number was 33. New Hampshire on the whole faired well with only a 100 acre reported
total loss to the state wild lands. The largest cause of outside fires, both in Rye and in the state, was
debris fires which were unattended or too large to be controlled by the permit holder.
In the year 2003, the

when

that

when

snow cover. With snow cover,
Only clear materials (unpainted or
untreated) may be burned. There must be adequate manpower and equipment to control the fire at the
site.
All burning regulations are posted at the fire station. Please stop in or call us if you have
questions on burning.
Permits are required for

notification to the

On

January

1,

Rye

all

outside burning except

Fire Department

2003, a

new law

is all

is total

went into effect. More
Department of Enviroimiental Services at (800)

prohibiting residential trash burning

information can be obtained by contacting the

498-6868 or www.des.state.nh.us

there

that is required.

NH

.

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRES
Respectfully submitted,

Leon C.

Blaisdell,

Chief

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM ADOPTED August

14,

2003

Photograph (1 to r): Paula Snyder, Budget Committee; Kim Reed, Planning Board/Master Plan; Bob
Brown, Planning Board and CIP Co-chair; Joan Sweeney, Co-chair, business owner & resident; Earl
Rinker, Town Administrator and committee advisor. Photo taken by Priscilla Jenness, Selectmen's
representative. Absent at the time: Mary Jo Brown, business owner «& resident and Gary Dodds, School
Board member.
Approval of Article #21 of the 2003 March Warrant authorized the Board of Selectmen to appoint a
Capital Improvements Program Committee to prepare and amend a program that schedules all anticipated
municipal capital expenses ($10,000 +) projected over at least six years in accordance with New Hampshire

RSA 674:

5-7.

Strictly advisory in nature, the

and public information

program offers many advantages as a long term budgeting, planning

tool.
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HEALTH OFFICER'S REPORT
The year 2003 was, as in my previous years as Health Officer, interesting and productive. I have
continued to inspect day care facilities and various other establishments that may have health related
I have also been available to our local schools for their health
issues, concerns, and/otiier questions.
related issues.

In 2003

I

have attended meetings on both State and local levels that dealt with man-made and natural
I will endeavor to keep current with these and other related issues in the coming

biological emergencies.
year.

2003 marks the third year that the West Nile has been epidemic in New Hampshire. There were 8567
human cases of the Virus documented in the United States in 2003 and of that number 3 were from New
Hampshire (1 from Rockingham County). There were 6 positive mosquito pools identified this past
season in New Hampshire; 1 from Concord; 3 from Manchester, 1 from Nashua, 1 from Salem, and none
from Rye. Four birds were submitted to the State from Rye and all were positive. The Center for Disease
Control and Prevention in Atlanta, Georgia considers that the West Nile Virus is a permanent entity in the
eastern United States. I have enclosed a list of preventative guidelines compiled by the New Hampshire
Department of Health and Human Services to help in combating the West Nile Virus.
Regarding rabies,
2003.

The

I

State of

were positive, and

am happy

to report that there

New Hampshire
1 1

were no reports of human or animal cases

in

Rye

in

received 426 specimens for testing, of which, 386 were negative, 29

unable to be tested.

I

continue to urge everyone to have their domestic animals

vaccinated against this potentially lethal disease.

would

I

Town and the

like to thank the

Citizens of

Rye

for their continued support and cooperation.

I

look forward to a productive 2004.
Respectfully submitted,

Gail A. Snow, Health Officer

Prevention Guidelines for West Nile Virus

NH Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Community and Public Health
1.

Eliminate standing water and other mosquito breeding locations.

In

warm

weather, mosquitoes can breed in any puddle that lasts

>

more

than 4 days.

Mosquitoes can enter homes through unscreened windows
qj doors, or broken screens. Make sure that doors and
windows have tight fitting screens. Repair or replace all
screens in your

>
>

>

Remove old tires from
Dispose of

>

property.

tin cans, plastic containers,

ceramic pots, or

other containers. Don't overlook containers overgrown

beside bedside tables

with aquatic vegetation.

prior to sleeping at night.

3

sure roof gutters are clean and draining properly.
Clean and chlorinate swimming pools and hot tubs. If not
in use, keep empty, covered, with covers free from

Turn over wheel barrows and change water
least

>
>

>

in flight, exterminated

Remind

Consider the use of an effective insect repellent, such as

one containing DEET.

in use,

or help neighbors to eliminate breeding sites on

DEET

home.
Mosquitoes lay their eggs in standing water. Weeds, tall
grass, and bushes provide an outdoor home for the adult
Culex pipiens mosquito (common northern house
mosquito), which is most commonly associated with West
Nile Virus.
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30% DEET

for adults.

according to the manufacturer's directions.
should not apply DEET to themselves

and breed and keep them from

entering your

A repellent containing 10% or less

(NJvJ-diethyl-methyl-meta-toluamide) for children,

and no more than
live

and dawn hours

as long pants, long-sleeved shirts and socks.

>

Turn over plastic wading pools when not

if outside during evening, nighttime,

vvhen mosquitoes are most active and likely to bite,
children and adults should wear protective clothing such

in birdbaths at

twice weekly,

Be aware of where mosquitoes

>

and once

Protect yourself from mosquito bites.

their property.

2.

etc.

Make

standing water.

>

or holes.

holes in the bottom of recycling containers kept

Drill

outside.

>
>

home that have tears

Resting mosquitoes can often be flushed from indoor
resting sites by using a sweeping motion under beds,

>

Use

DEET

Children

Vitamin B, ultrasonic devices, incense, and bug z^pers
have not been shown to be effective in preventing

mosquito

bites.

RYE TREASURES
Included in the

Rye Historic

District:

Rye Center:

from the War Memorial

-

at the Intersection

of Washington and
of Washington

Central Roads to the Grange Park

at the intersection

and Wallis Roads and within 500

feet

of either side of Washington

Road

The Cable House:

-

1874 - 20 Old Beach Road - Terminal for the l" Trans- Atlantic

cable in the United States

Brackett Road Massacre
Isles

Site:

of Shoals:

-

1691-605

-

1

Brackett

876 - Lunging

,

Road

Star

&

White Islands were annexed to Rye by

legislation

ADDED TO THE FEDERAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES
St Andrews By-The Sea

St.

Andrew's By-The Sea

view of the large

Company

in 1909.

is

a small, single story stone and timber chapel located on Church Road

many distinguishing features include several
round west window designed by architect Charles

constructed in 1876.

Its

The building

is

stained glass

windows. Above

is

a

and executed by Tiffany and
capped by a slate roof with projecting eaves topped by an open belfiy
Pratt

with other details of interest.

The church property

surrounded by a low fieldstone wall. The Lich Gate,

1 876, marks the main
chamfered wood posts
and triangular braces supporting a gabled roof. To the left of the gate and in front of the wall is a large
granite carriage block and steps to facilitate loading and unloading of parishioners from horse drawn

is

entry into the churchyard. Rebuilt in 1977,

its

c.

details replicate the original gate with

carriages.

In the small Burial Ground,
associated with

members of the

1

877, seen above through the open gate, are a number of gravestones

Philbrick family.
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fflSTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION'S
The

HDC

presently has a

full

REPORT

membership

including three alternates, bringing the total
to ten positions.

Of

these only

two

live

within the Historic District.

New Hampshire Isles of Shoals are in
Rye,
and are in the Historic District.
These are Star Island, White Island and
The

NH

Lungen

Island.

The lighthouse tower

White Island is
May of 2004
with a target date for the completion by
at

scheduled for repair starting in

^

November 2005.
Road

signs designating the Historic District

now

in place at Lang Rd., Central Rd.,
Grange Park, Washington Rd. and at the site

are

of the Brackett Rd. Massacre.
Shields,
similar to the road signs, have been crafted
of durable material and will be placed on the
Cable House and at Star Island in the spring.

The Cable House is privately owned and
not open to the public.

Town owned

is

property within the Historic District does not require approval from the

alterations, demolition,

HDC

for

removal or new construction of buildings including landscaping and

exterior lighting.
Respectfiilly submitted,

Jane Holway, Chairman

L.B. Parsons History of Rye, N.H., 1623-1903

The most disastrous Indian
is

raid

of which there

authentic record took place in September of

1691.

Indians arriving at Sandy Beach*

by

canoe did not attack the garrison house there
but

instead

crossed

tiie

marsh

and

killed

defenseless families on or near Brackett's lane.
Anthony Brackett was killed and later buried
on the eastern side of what is now Brackett
Road. Other settlers were killed and some were
captured and carried off.

*Sandy Beach:
The
area between Ragged
Neck at Rye Harbor
and Washington Road.
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY'S REPORT
The

best

news of

the past year is that the

building is now owned by the Rye
The land it sits on still is owned by the
make the Museum a place the Town can be

Museum

Historical Society, thanks to the citizens of Rye.

Town of Rye. We
proud

of.

This

is

will continue to

your

work

to

Museum - please plan to visit.

Fundraisers this year were a yard sale in Jime and a golf tournament at Abenaqui Golf

Club

in September. All proceeds benefited the

Museum.

The Locke Family Reunion was held in Rye in August and many family members visited
Museum. The Lockes made a generous donation to the Museum to support exhibits

the

especially focusing

on their family.

At the end of the year, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Foss donated exhibit cases that were
originally made for their antique shop. These cases -will house new and expanded exhibits
at the Museum.
The Rye

one room of the Museum into an
anyone out there has photos, stories,
these places, please consider sharing them (or copies) with the Museum and

Historical Society is applying for a grant to turn

exhibit of old hotels and boarding houses in Rye.

or items fi-om

If

your fellow townspeople.

The Museum

will reopen

on

May

1

and, as always, everyone is invited to

visit,

and learn

about the people and events that shaped our Town.

We are grateful to all who have supported the Museum this year - whether it was donating
We also appreciate the support we have always had fi-om the

time, treasures, or money.

Town. Thank you.
Respectfully submitted,

Bonnie Goodwdn

& Alex Herlihy, Rye Historical Society

Following instructions of the voters in March by way of Article 19, to sell the building known as the Historic Museum
Rye Historical Society, the deed was conveyed at a Selectmen's meeting. Present were (1 to r) STANDING: Mel
Low, former selectman; Bonnie Goodwin and Alex Herlihy, co-chairmen accepting on behalf of the Society; SEATED:
John Moynahan, Selectman; Joe Mills, Vice-chairman and Priscilla Jenness, Chairman of the Board of Selectmen.

to the
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LIBRARY DIRECTOR'S REPORT
is an integral part of the community and it is unique in regard to the service,
outreach and information it offers to the town. Each patron and each request for information is treated
with value and respect by staff members Jim Chase, Julie Doherty, Pam Jautaikis, Martha Jones,
Sharon Macdonald, Stef Metalious, Brenda Nolette, Tricia Quinn, and Jon Ramsay. The Library
is not only located in the center of town, but it continues to be a community center where people can

The Rye Public Library

meet and exchange information.

STATISTICS FOR 2003
92,S65 items

Total circulations

Number

of patrons

Adult programs

new patrons added)
Loaned = 2,287
(Attendance = 2,929)
(Attendance = 2,625)

5,411 (395

Borrowed = 1,974

Interlibrary loan materials:

143

287
Youth programs
NH Conference Room was used 103 times
Community Meeting Room was used 218 times

The Friends of the Rye Public Library continued to assist in promoting Library services. A
membership drive, the book and bake sale, the speaker series and computer classes are just a small
example of the things the Friends did to support the Library. Donations to the Friends of the Rye Public
Library by townspeople and fundraising efforts by the Friends allowed for the purchase of new seating
for the Youth Department, new book trucks, a fax machine for public use, and a new computer for
Internet access among numerous other items.

Many

all the tovm organizations that helped to contribute to the services offered at the
The Rye Art Study, besides making a donation, shared four of their speakers with us this past
summer. The Rye Lions very generously donated a new walker for our patrons who were having
difficulty getting around the Library. It made such a difference to these patrons while trying to select
their reading materials.
The Rye Women's Association provided patrons with free passes to the
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. The Rye Driftwood Garden Club helped to decorate the Library

thanks to

Library.

with their beautiful arrangements of dried flowers, kept our flower boxes

fiill

all

year and donated

new

gardening books for our patrons.

The Library Fine Arts Committee contributed this year by collecting and displaying wonderful art
exhibits in the Community Meeting Room. Our wonderful Volunteers donated many hours of their
time helping to mend, process and shelve materials and locate overdue items. These volunteers varied
in age from nine to ninety years of age. We want to especially thank Cindy Baker who contributed her
time and experience to the library by conducting the story times on
Little

who

Wednesday mornings and Marjorie

logged in the most volunteer hours.

Director, Sharon Macdonald's outreach programs included visits to schools in the community
and to Portsmouth High School. The Youth Department services provided an opportunity for the whole
family to be involved with craft projects, story times, sing-a-longs and book discussions. The Summer
Reading Program, Reading Rocks, was very successful. "Elvis" was in the building all summer thanks
to Allen Wayside Furniture. The Library entered the annual Christmas parade and won second place.

Youth

We

we encourage your continued support. Please
many online databases funded by the State
of your own home. If you need assistance in finding

thank our patrons for another successful year and

visit

our website

at

www.rye.lib.nh.us. where you will find

Library that can be accessed in the comfort

information on the Internet, please call the Library at 964-8401. Information
Respectfully submitted by the Interim Library Directors,

Sharon Macdonald, Youth Director
Tricia Quinn, Adult Services Librarian
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is

our passion!

LIBRARY TRUSTEES' REPORT
The year 2003 was a very busy year and a year of many changes at the Rye Public Library. Your
Library continues to flourish and offer many programs and services to the public. It is a popular, wellused, and well-maintained institution of which citizens can be very proud. Landscaping and painting
projects were completed to enhance the appearance of the building and grounds, a new policy manual
for the staff was completed, the use of meeting rooms increased greatly, and many programs, existing
and new, were offered to the public.
election, the voters re-elected David Brown to serve a three-year term. At that point
were David Brown, Victor Azzi, and Kerry Cronin. Following the election, David
was appointed Chairperson, replacing Victor Azzi who had served as chairperson for several years. The
Trustees thank Victor for his many years of excellent service, and the Townspeople would be pleased
to know that Victor gave many extra hours of his time in service to the Rye Public Library as
Chairperson and continues to do so as Trustee.

In the

March 2003

the three Trustees

Later in the spring, Kerry Cronin announced her resignation due to a requirement of her position at the

Boston. Kerry's great knowledge of the library field will be
The Trustees then interviewed candidates to replace Kerry. The
process culminated with the appointment of Deborah Genestreti by the Selectmen after high
recommendation of the Trustees. Deborah is a welcome addition to the Board of Trustees.

Boston Public Library that she reside

in

missed. She was an excellent Trustee.

second annual Retreat of Trustees and Staff. A presentation on
was the focus of the retreat. We were fortunate to have two
very informative speakers - Michael York, the New Hampshire State Librarian, and James Reams,
Esquire, the Rockingham County Attorney. Several suggestions came out of the discussions which
have been implemented. The topic will be followed.
In September, the Trustees hosted the

the

USA Patriot Act as

In the

fall.

it

relates to libraries

Sherry Evans, the Director of the Library over the last four years announced her resignation

to take a position at the

Portsmouth Public Library.

Sherry departed in mid October

after

attended goodbye party with several speeches and the presentation of several gifts to Sherry.

made a very memorable

a well
Sherry

theme very well describing her
team in excellent shape. The Trustees
thank her for her years of service to the Rye Public Library and wish her the best in her new position.
As a result of Sherry's departure, the Trustees appointed Tricia Quinn and Sharon McDonald as Interim
Directors. They have been and are continuing to serve in excellent fashion. A search committee
consisting of the Trustees, Pam Jautaikis representing the Staff, and Joan Sweeney, representing the
Friends of the Rye Public Library, are well into the process of selecting a new Director. The Trustees
look forward to selecting the new Director and moving forward in 2004.
farewell speech using her sports analogy

departure as one of a coach "going out on top" and leaving the

As

always, the Trustees extend their thanks to the Friends of the

Rye

Public Library, the

many

members of the Volunteers of the Rye Public Library, and those citizens who have made donations to
the Rye Public Library, for their invaluable support. The Rye Public Library is very sound fmancially,
very good shape in all respects, and provided its services in excellent fashion in 2003. On behalf
of the Rye Public Library, the Trustees extend their thanks and appreciation to the Townspeople, the
is in

Taxpayers, the Patrons, a dedicated Staff and Director and now. Interim Directors. Your Trustees are
very involved and are very honored to serve the

Town and

support.

RespectfiiUy submitted,

David

S.

Brown, Chairman of the Board of Trustees
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its

Residents, and

we

thank you for your

MOSQUITO CONTROL COMMISSION'S REPORT
The 2003 season was unusually wet and humid and provided
development.

Due

ideal conditions for

mosqmto

to record breaking rainfall, the entire East Coast of the United States had

elevated mosquito populations on 2003. Our road-spraying program was also hampered by
bad weather; but routes were completed as conditions allowed. All mosquito control work was
completed under budget.

West Nile Virus (WNV) continues to increase with each passing year. Birds with WNV were
so common in 2003 that the State decided to stop accepting them for testing. Since WNV had
been documented throughout New Hampshire and North America, State health officials

WNV related uses.
to the WNV threat.

decided that their lunited funding should be allocated for other

Freshwater
Various measxires are being completed in Rye in response
transmission have been identified. These
habitats with mosquito species capable of
In 2004, we plan to continue to
habitats will be monitored and larvacided as necessary.
identify, monitor and larvacide wetland habitats that breed mosquitoes associated with WNV.
There is a new mosquito in our area called "japonicus". Japonicus was identified by the
mosquito control contractor in Rye in 2002. It is a mosquito that breeds in the stagnant water

WNV

of containers such as tires, cans, pool covers, clogged gutters, birdbaths and other artificial
Japonicus is prevalent
containers capable of holding rainwater for extended periods of time.
This mosquito is a priority for mosquito control
in catch basins and stormwater basins.
and other human
programs throughout North America since it is an excellent vector of

WNV

diseases.

The Rye Mosquito Control Commission is currently involved in a salt marsh restoration project
at the Fairhill Salt Marsh near the intersection of Pollack Drive and Ocean Boulevard. The
Commission is partnering with Ducks Unlimited and the New Hampshire Coastal Program.
Swamp, Inc. is completing the project. Most of the project will be funded by a federal grant
Primary goals of this
fi-om NCAA's Community-based Salt Marsh Restoration Program.
project are to control mosquito breeding by restoring pond (minnow) habitat, eliminating an
invasive plant (Phragmites) causing water stagnation and reducing the need to treat this site
annually. This project is utilizing "state of the art" techniques that will provide valuable

information for future projects in

Rye and New England.

WNV

becomes endemic to
Mosquito control programs are expanding in New Hampshire as
our area. Many communities are still unprotected and scrambling to start programs. Rye has
an advantage over other communities by already having an established mosquito control
may be here to stay but the odds of human incidence are reduced dramatically
program.
with a comprehensive mosquito control program.

WNV

Respectfully submitted.

Rich Curry, Mosquito Control Commission
Michael Morrison, Entomologist
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PLANNING BOARD'S REPORT
2003
on the large development

and the Planning Board's
we have again
demanded a high standard of compliance with all town regiilations. In the face of the
challenging and contentious approach of many applicants, the Board has done well. It achieved
these goals even though it has required legal action in some cases to protect the town. Rye's
processes. Board members, volimteers, and staff for Land Development Regulation are superior
to those of most other towns throughout the state.
Last year's

thrust to

flnmifll

report focused

making them

activities

as environmentally friendly as possible.

This year

phone tower application, the expansion of the Wentworth Coimtry Club
Rye Airfield, and the sound level
Interspersed were new home
problems at the Airfield, dominated the Board's activities.
approvals (12), lot line adjustments (3), a condominium conversion, and a subdivision to create a
During 2003 the

cell

the potential cabins and dining building at the

facilities,

new conservation area.
Land development regulation is always the Board's most visible function to the average Rye
resident. It is what you read about in the newspaper. It is what you get concerned about if a
project is in your backyard. But what makes regulation work, however, is the true planning
flinction which goes on in the background to create the zoning ordinances, regulations, and
processes. Few are aware that the Board meets twice a month. The "other" meeting reviews
applications for completeness and works on Long Range planning and zoning concerns which
require the town's attention.

A

Long Range concern

in

2003 was the lack of a plan

Planning Board led a working group to produce a

new

for large capital expenses.

Capital Investment Program

When

the

(CIP) for

The working group had members from the general
town departments. We now have a base line in place for all planned
expenditures of over $10,000. The CIP now will be updated annually so the Selectmen, the
Budget Committee, and all the town will have a clear view of "big ticket" requirements coming
Rye,

it

was the

first

update in 10 years.

public as well as the

up in the next 6

years.

The Action Committees formed after the opinion survey two years ago reported on Senior Issues,
Open Space, Retirement Conmiunity District, and Land Use in Rye Center. The work of the
dedicated

members of these conmiittees

to shaping

v^ll lead directly to the updating of the Master Plan and

Rye's future zoning.

among the members, town department heads, outside consultants, and
good and they are what makes planning function well. We have a good
dedicated group but always have meaningfial and rewarding work for new people.
The working

relationships

the selectmen are

As always, we ask that you

give us your thoughts, suggestions, and especially your participation.

Respectfully submitted,

R. T. Brown, Chairman
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POLICE DEPARTMENT'S REPORT
2003 the Police Department was challenged with maintaining a high visibility while
two vacant positions. We started the year with a vacancy created by Sgt.
Tompkins' retirement and new Officer Matt Boc just beginning twenty-four weeks of training.
In June, before Matt was ready to "fly solo". Officer Alex Matrushi resigned for a job with the
Dover police Department. All of our officers pitched in to fill open shifts and carry the extra
workload. In August, Bill Blais was hired to fill one of the vacant positions and in September
we were finally back to full strength when we hired B.T.Conlon who is a three-year veteran of
In

operating with

the Rochester Police Department.

There were several promotions this year with Scott Blaisdell promoted to the rank of sergeant
and Kevin Walsh promoted to the new position of lieutenant. This is a imiformed, salaried
position which replaces the old position of detective sergeant. Lt. Walsh works with individual
officers as they investigate their own cases thereby developing the skills of these officers and
keeping them involved with a case from the time they take the initial report. This means that
the victim, reporter, or witness of a crime will be dealing with the same officer throughout the
investigation.

Through the generosity of our
purchase a speed monitor
spring.

We

residents and a matching grant,

trailer.

You

can expect to see

we

this trailer

raised

enough money to

throughout the town in the

also sought and were approved for approximately $60,000 in State and Federal

grants this year. Although

some of these funds were used

to

pay

for police patrols, the

the funds have been used to purchase equipment and technology which otherwise

been funded by local tax

bulk of

would have

dollars.

The Police Department has remained committed to its philosophy of using high visibility
keep our commimity safe. We feel that this tactic is really beginning to pay
dividends. At this time last year I reported that we had seen a 50% reduction in residential
burglaries fi-om the 1 8 burglaries in 2001 to just 9 in 2002. In 2003, there was one residential
burglary reported to the Police Department (nothing was taken). Some of this is just good luck
but we hope that with the communities' ongoing support we can keep Rye a very safe place to

patrols to

live.

The number of calls
of our

activities for

Calls for Service

for service has increased

2003:

by just over 25% since 2001

.

Here

is

a

summary

PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR'S REPORT

Weather

dictated

our

activities

throughout

the

first

half of 2003.

Our

daily

plowing/sanding record logged 16 storms between January and April. Several snowstorms were
We thank the many residents who took time to express gratitude for
of exhausting duration.
roads made safe for travel through our efforts.

was followed by a very wet spring. As a result, our
and drainage work fell two months behind.
Major summer work began in mid-Jime with grinding and repaving jobs on portions of
South Road and Central Road. On Central, in the area between Grove Road and the Post Office,
the job included repositioning the road to lessen the degree of curve and installation of drainage

The

intensive winter activity

cleaning, sweeping

to eliminate a hazardous situation.

Pike Industries was hired to pave the South and Central Road areas and to overlay the
West Road, Locke Road, Harbor Road, Mountain View Terrace, Old Parish Road,

following:

Merrymeeting Lane, Fern Avenue, The Town Hall parking lots and Recreation Road.
Over the course of the summer. Rye town employees put down 250 tons of crushed
asphalt backing pavement, a mixture of reclaimed road surface used specifically to create road
shoulders that protect the travel lanes. Our crew also installed 1,492 feet of drainage (including
13 catch basins and 3 dry basins) on Long John Road, Central Road, Gray Court and Washington
Road. Instead of $20.00 per linear foot to an outside contractor, a saving of $29,800 was
realized

on these four projects.

In order to achieve better

site

alignment to improve vision for the traveling public, the

shoulder of Grove Road, opposite the entrance of Garland Road onto Grove, was

At the highway garage

same

Works

area,

rebuilt.

one door was replaced and enlarged including the

A

new electrically operated gate was installed at the entrance to the
recycling facility and a lO'x 40' pad for the 50 yard container was replaced. In the

necessary electrical work.
Public

building,

new computer controlled

gas

pumps were

installed

which will allow accurate tracking

of individual vehicles.

As a

of heavy surf during one of our spring storms, a gaping hole was torn in the
With 15,000 tons of rocks
dislodged, the Bauer Company was contracted to reconstruct the protective barrier.
The Recycling Department totaled receipts of $57,765.00 fixjm paper, plastics, metal,
aluminum cans, tires and permits. Of the 2,132 tons of material recycled, 891 tons were gathered
as a result of your efforts at the recycling area. These 891 tons, at a cost of $69.45 per ton to
landfill, represent a saving of $61,879.95. The balance of the recyclable material consisted of
chips. The continued cooperation and dedication of townspeople to the concept of recycling is
demonstrated on a daily basis. Because of you the town receives income and extends the life of
reusable materials instead of expending town funds to landfill them. Great job! Well done!
result

protective riprap facing the ocean near the end of Harbor Road.

Respectfiilly submitted,

"Bud" Jordan, Director
Works Department

Everett E.

Public
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RECREATION COMMISSION'S REPORT
The Recreation Department had another
meet and
infant

fantastic year in 2003.

Programs offered included speaker

series,

walking club, indoor tennis lessons, yoga, winter day camp, babysitter's course, adult and
courses, first aid course, culinary classes, summertime horyezons day camp, basketball, golf,

greet,

CPR

camp, soccer camp, lacrosse camp, Halloween skate party, holiday
and snowboard lessons.

soccer, basketball
classes, ski

crafts, knitting

Rye Art in Bloom continues to be an extremely successful community program fostering relationships
among the Recreation Department, Webster at Rye, Rye Art Study Group and Rye Driftwood Garden
Other events sponsored by the Recreation Department in 2003 include the Memorial Day
Club.
Ceremony, Independence Day Celebration, and TV Tumoff Week Games Night.
The Town of Rye held a Townwide Celebration
State

Championships

in September.

Town

for the

Rye

League All Star Team that won the
League coaches, and players were in

Little

residents, past Little

attendance.

The After School Program continues to service a vital need in our community. The morning program
following morning kindergarten was full to capacity in 2003 and the afternoon program had over 50
registered participants. Families in Rye count on this program.

The Recreation Department raised $199,884 in 2003, which is 75% of the Department's expenditures. In
March, the two Recreation Warrant Articles on the ballot ($10,000 for the Recreation Building Capital
Reserve and a petitioned article for $164,000 to design and construct tennis courts) were defeated. After
careful consideration and review, the Recreation Commission has decided to focus its efforts on fiirther
developing the Master Plan for the Recreation Department.

The

The Recreation Department consulted in the fall with UNH
The recreation fields will be available for use in the spring of 2004.

field reconstruction project is complete.

regardmg a turf maintenance

plan.

Meetings are open to the public
is a voluntary board that meets monthly.
and your attendance is welcomed. Current Commissioners are Chick Hayden, Stephen King, Paul
Mackay, Steve McBride, Vicki Loring, Harold Hoefle, and Gregg Mikolaities, Chairman. The town is
extremely fortunate to have Lee Arthur, Recreation Director; Jessica Dickey, Program Director; and
Amanda Breton as full-time employees overseeing the department's programs. Amanda was hired fulltime as Assistant Program Dffector following her graduation fi-om the University of Maine. She has
worked part-time for the Recreation Department since 2000. Lee and Jessica have also been with the

The Recreation Conmiission

department since 2000,
This past year
support

is

we had

over 100 volunteers assisting in the delivery of programs and services. Their
Our appreciation is also extended to the Rye School Board as

greatly appreciated and needed.

well as the staff at both schools.

They have been instrumental

program needs.

Respectfully submitted,

Gregg M.

Mikolaities,

Chairman
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in enabling

us to meet our

facility

and

5

SEWER COMMISSION'S REPORT
The Sewer Commissioners are

solely responsible for the operation, maintenance, billing and

user/customers.

Lafayette

Road

It

in

The

hundred and twenty-two
and billing of the Mobile Home Park on
connected to the City of Portsmouth's sewer system.

administration of Rye's sewer district.

District currently has five

also administers the operation

Rye which

is

Extensions of the system remain within the responsibility and the authority of the Commission.
Expansion of the system requires voter approval at a sf>ecial or regular town meeting. We
normally meet at the Town Hall (second floor), 9:00 a.m., the second Monday, at a regularly
advertised meeting. In 2003,

Our Clerk of

the

we held

13 regular meetings.

pumping stations to
The actual pumping station maintenance is
Town of Hampton's Public Works Department, via a contract with that

Works

is

responsible for the daily checking of our

confirm continual proper and efficient operation.

accomplished by the

Town.
plus a few related internal problems. We have finally resolved
problem and are essentially back to normal operations. We regret any concerns
caused you, and offer our apology.

We have had billing problems,

the basis of the

Seasonal billing ordinance requirements are being changed by public hearing.
in the next

Town

Newsletter.

(Reminder: Every sewer

charge for the cost of the recovery bond.

It

bill reflects

Details will be

the current foot-firont rate

further reflects the user charge for your water

bill.) We are currently under discussion with
and the City of Portsmouth concerning several proposed expansions to the Rye Sewer
We will keep you advised on these items.

usage for the previous quarter's Aquarion water
the State
District.

Our Secretary is available daily (Monday -Friday) fi-om 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon, our Clerk of
Works (Monday - Friday) fi-om 8:00 a.m. to 1 1 :00 a.m. Office telephone: (603) 964-681
Currently our Commission is composed of Leon H. Valley, chairman; David Kohlhase, vice
chairman; and William Ladrie, commissioner. Walter Parenteau is clerk of the works and Tina

the

Lear, our secretary.

Respectfiilly submitted,

Leon H. Valley, Chairman

A glimpse into our past:

History of Rye, N.H.,L.B. Parsons, 1905

WHY LONG JOHN ROAD ?
"The section of Sagamore road between Lang's comer (junction of Sagamore and Wallis roads)
and Washington road was built in 1877, at a cost of $863. The late John Salter Marden, who was a very
tall man, was largely instrumental in securing the building of this piece of road, and from the time it was
built

than

it

was popularly known as "Long John's Avenue" a name that is still more frequently applied
one of Sagamore road. This was the last highway laid out in and by the town."

its official
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to

it

WELFARE DIRECTOR'S REPORT
Annotated (RSA) 165.1 mandates "that welfare must be given to any
is unable to support him/her self."
As welfare director, I am
responsible to the Selectmen (overseers of the poor) and T assist them in administering the

The Revised

Statutes

person in the town

who

fund.

The

largest

This

is

item in the Welfare budget is rent and over $26,300.00 was spent for the 2003 year.
amount ever paid by this department. It represents the increase in the rental

the largest

cost due to lack of affordable housing in the Seacoast area, the increase in the property values
in

Rye and

the increase in the

number of

clients requesting assistance.

This office served

approximately 45 clients during the past year; some for a one-time emergency and others on a
regular basis.

As a

reminder, if you need help with your fuel costs: electric, gas or
Rockingham Community Action, 436-3896 or 1-800-639-3896

The Welfare

Mondays from

office hours are

8:30

oil,

am. to 12 noon and on an
make an appointment.

please contact

as needed basis

during the week. Please call the Selectmen's office to
Respectfully submitted,

Paula S. Snyder

A MOMENT IN TIME: A description of Rye Center in

1938

NEW

HAMPSHIRE, A Guide to the Granite State, Written by
Series
Workers of the Federal Writers Project of the Works Progress Administration for the State of New
Hampshire, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1938
From The American Guide

'

At Rye North Beach: Left on this road RYE CENTER, 2m.,on the crest of what was known as Breakback Hill, is a splendid example of the best of early Colonial town planning. The square white village
church dominates the summit. Spreading out from the village Green many of the spacious white homes
under great elms, are several centuries old. There are 25 houses in Rye dating back to the 1 S"" century.
Their pleasing proportions and simple lines, lacking the elaboration of houses in Portsmouth and
Exeter, have been preserved despite the alterations to

members of such

make them modem homes.

In

them

still

live

original families as Locke, Brackett, Philbrick, Drake, Jenness, Trefetheryn, Wallis,

Rand, Blake, and Garland, and on Town Meeting
names are those of the early settlers.

Day

the

list

of registered voters shows that 90 per

cent of the

Rye was incorporated
the church

is

as a part

of New Castle

in

1693 and was not separated

until

1726

Opposite

a delightful old house of early Georgian design with old-fashioned flowers growing in

all over the estate.
A large two-story house with the typical five-window front and two
dormers breaking the sharp line of the pitched roof, it bears on the immense central chimney the date of
1747. In Colonial times the house was known as Garland Tavern (not open). The interior has been
little changed.
The heavy oak timbers are apparently as sound as ever. The bar where Prince, the

profusion

Negro

servant,

mixed drinks remains

Directly across the street
in 1810,

it

was once a

is

in tact as

the Parsons

store

and

does the old wine cellar with

its

kegs and casks.

Homestead (not open), a two-story house with gable roof. Built
The front room on the second floor, formerly a ball

'githering' place.

room, has a egg shaped recess in the ceiling of bright blue, stencilled with gih fleurs-de-lys. This
curious arrangement, either for acoustical or decorative purposes, has only one counterpart - in
Nantucket.
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TOWN OFFICES AND SERVICES
HOURS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Selectmen's Hours

Assessor's Office

Building Inspector:
Building, Planning, Zoning Office

8:00 a.m.

-

12 noon

Afternoons by appointment
Library:

Monday, Wednesday, Friday

Public

1:00 p.m.

Saturday

9:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m.

Works

Director:

Monday - Friday

Recycling Center & Brush (CLOSED
Recycling Area: Tuesday-Saturday

Brush

9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

Tuesday & Thursday

Dump (TUES. & SAT. ONLY)

6:30 a.m.

-3:00 p.m.

- 3 :00 p.m.

MONDAY)
7:30 a.m.

7:30 a.m.

Recreation Director:

Monday - Thursday

Selectmen's Office:

Monday - Thursday

8:00 a.m.

Fridays only

8:00 a.m.

- 3:45 p.m.
- 3 :45 p.m.

8:00 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

- 4:30 p.m.
- 12 noon

Sewer Commission: Monday - Friday

8:00 a.m.

Town Administrator: Monday - Friday

Selectmen's Hours

Town Clerk/Tax Collector: Monday - Friday

8:00 a.m.

- 4:30 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

- 4:30 p.m.

Treasurer:

Tuesday

& Thursday

-

12

noon

Notices for Selectmen's meetings and meetings of other Town Boards,
Commissions and Committees are posted on the Town bulletin board located
at

Town

Rye Post Office bulletin board. Also, postings
Rye Library and on the Rye Website: www.town.rve.nh.us

Hall and on the

included at the
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are

5

1

911

OR 964-8683

AMBULANCE-FIRE-POLICE

EMERGENCY 911
AMBULANCE OR FIRE EMERGENCY
Fire Department
Fire

- Non Emergency

964-64 1
964-9894
911 OR 964-5521
964-7450
964-7458

Department Fax

POLICE EMERGENCY
POLICE (ROUTINE CALLS ONLY)
Police Department Fax

Be

sure to give your

name and address

as well as the nature

of your emergency

clearly.

DO NOT HANG UP until you are sure that your message has been understood.

*****
DEPARTMENTAL DIRECTORY
964-5523
964-9800
Building/Planning/Zoning Fax
964-2964
Cemetery Superintendent
964-6777
Library
964-8401
Library Fax
964-7065
Public Works
964-5300
Public Works Director/EMERGENCY (Home).. 964-8263
Recreation
964-6281
Recycling Center (Recycle or Brush)
964-5300
Selectmen
964-5523
Selectmen Fax
964-1516
Assessing Department

Building/Planning/Zoning Department

E-Mail:

nancvw@town.rve.nh.us

Town Website:

www.town.rve.nh.us

Sewer Commission

Town Administrator
Town Clerk / Tax Collector
Town Clerk /Tax Collector Fax

964-68 1
964-5523
964-8562
964-4132

964-8562
964-5523

Treasurer

Welfare, Overseer of Public
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TOP PHOTOGRAPH: RYE'S FIRST MOTORIZED FIRE APPARATUS, A MODEL "A"
FORD, WHICH HAS BEEN RESTORED. The truck was housed at
The Drake House
The 1932

in

Rye Beach.

RYE ANNUAL REPORT shows:
Fire Warden

N. Sherman Rand
Police

A Manning Remick

John H. Dechene

Arthur A. Jenness

During the 1930's the

Town

NO FIRE CHIEF OR FIRE STATION
NO AMBULANCE
NO POLICE CHIEF, STATION OR VEHICLES

of Rye had:

lists a Police Chief for the first time.
A Manning Remick was our first
Chief of Police at a salary of $1800.00 plus expenses of $171.76. U. W. Seavey and W.W.
Eldridge were also paid for police services. The Fire Warden was John H. Dechene. The entire

The 1941 Annual Report

1941 Detailed Statement of Expenditures for

PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY,

a combination of fire and police expenses, was $3,346.17. Those were the "good old days".

The "good old days" were

not always so good:

During the 1930's and 40's,

it

was sometimes

said of fire fighting that,

foundation". In fact, by the time help arrived often with

little

"We

never lost a

or no water available, the goal

was

solely to prevent the spread of fire to nearby buildings, fields or woods.

War II, it was apparent that change was needed and the building we now call
was planned, approved and built to accommodate the needs of Fire, Police and
the Selectmen's Office. Volunteer fire fighters were summoned via air horn mounted on the roof
of the new building. Location of a fire was designated by the pattern of blasts from the horn that
could literally be heard from one end of town to the other. For those living in Rye Center or
passing by when the horn blew, it was both startling and deafening.
Over time as our population grew, needs changed and expanded. Creation of ambulance
service is but one of many such changes; but each change required more space. The Selectmen's
Office relocated and consolidated at the Town Hall. Historically, the Tax Collector and the Town
Clerk had been different individuals carrying on the business of the town from their private
homes or businesses. The Police moved from the Fire/Police Station to their present quarters
once the Highway Department relocated from there to their present Grove Road site. Many today
are not aware that the present Police Station was originally a battery building for the electric
railroad that ran through Rye from 1900 until 1925, a building never fiilly adapted to suit the
needs of either highway or police.
Today, technology, specifically computers, and the work area they require have placed a
large space requirement on us as a town to say nothing of space need for backup files and archival
materials.
Our population has grown to some 5,200, perhaps doubling during the summer
season. We are no longer a rural, somewhat isolated area. Our safety personnel require the same
skills, knowledge and equipment as those in larger communities. In addition, the equipment we
purchase has become more complex and, in some cases, larger. Case in point: the fire department
After World

the Fire Station

had to

sacrifice

We

much of its

small remaining workspace to get our newest truck under cover.

are rapidly running out of space and out of time before large

be expended on the status quo. Change
what that change will be.

is

a sure thing; but

amounts of money must
the ability to decide on

we do have

11

YEARS
OF

CHANGE
ET

WHERE
SHOULD WE

GO FROM
HERE?

REPORT OF THE
SAFETY BUILDING COMMITTEE
INCLUDED WITHIN

